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PREFACE

For the first time, certain large publicly held companies will be required to disclose information in their annual reports about the impact of inflation on their financial position and
results of operations.
This manual is designed for corporate executives and as a practical guide to help accountants interpret the F A S B requirements and implement the two methods of accounting for
inflation prescribed in Statement No. 33. To give you a better "feel" for the scope of the
subject, here is a brief summary of the manual's contents:
Chapter I is an executive summary containing a nontechnical discussion of inflation, its impact on business, and various inflation accounting methods discussed in recent years including the FASB's.
Chapter II is an overall summary of the F A S B Statement—its objective, companies covered,
measurement basis required, information required and where it is to be presented. Also included is a comparison of the F A S B Statement and the SEC's A S R 190, which required that
certain replacement cost data be disclosed.
Chapter III discusses the basic concepts of historical cost/constant dollar accounting for
those who want to understand the methodology of comprehensive restatements.
Chapter I V is an in-depth discussion and analysis of the historical cost/constant dollar restatements required by the F A S B . We also offer shortcuts and estimating techniques that
may be used to implement the constant dollar method.
Chaper V provides guidelines for companies that may want to comprehensively restate financial statements using the historical cost/constant dollar method.
Chapter V I is an in-depth discussion and analysis of the current cost/nominal dollar method.
Here, we discuss basic as well as more complex implementation questions, and include sample
worksheets.
Chapter VII discusses basic implementation problems unique to certain industries — forest
products, mining, oil and gas, real estate, financial institutions, and regulated businesses.
Chapter VIII can help management of enterprises affected by the Statement to develop a wellorganized plan to implement it.
This manual is a good starting point to the financial reporting of changing prices. We welcome questions concerning the manual and the requirements of the F A S B Statement.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Inflation and Historical Cost Accounting
Inflation has been a critical economic phenomenon in the United States and throughout the
world during the 1970s. The facts of life are that prices have risen rapidly in the last few
years, and there are expectations that prices will continue to rise in the future.
There has been a persistent complaint that financial statements of businesses do not present
economic reality. Particularly, a growing concern is that historical cost financial statements,
though prepared using generally accepted accounting principles, are nevertheless
inadequate.
Impact of Inflation on Business
It has been demonstrated that, in many cases, the reported profits of companies would often
be sharply decreased if they reflected the current costs of assets at today's prices. Because
current prices are not considered, reported profits are illusory.
Yet, these illusory profits are taxed as if they were real, thus depriving companies of working
capital to replace assets at current prices. Thus, a failure to consider inflation has effectively
resulted in a tax on capital as well as one on income.
Recognizing that a goal of accounting is to reflect economic conditions, accountants have
continued to research new ways to report financial results.
Methods of Accounting for Inflation
Several methods of accounting for inflation have been discussed and proposed by
individuals and various organizations concerned with providing more meaningful financial
information. These discussions and proposals have focused on the nature of accounting data,
which can be classified according to its objectivity or its subjectivity. To illustrate, let's
consider the range of financial information shown below.
TABLE

I-1

Financial Information C o n t i n u u m

INTERPRETIVE
(ALLOCATION
VALUATION)

MOSTLY
PREDICTIVE

MOSTLY
FACTUAL

MORE
SUBJECTIVE
AND
UNCERTAIN

MORE
OBJECTIVE
AND
CERTAIN

The information ranges from mostly factual to mostly predictive. Most factual information is
relatively easy to measure objectively and has a high degree of certainty and reliability.
Examples are cash inflows and outflows, year-end cash balances, and short-term receivables
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and payables. At the other end of the range, mostly predictive data is uncertain because it is
subjective. Examples are the future profitability of a capital investment, or budgets for, say,
the next ten years.
The middle range is for interpretive financial data, including depreciation, the carrying value
of depreciable assets, and inventory balances. That data requires assumptions as to useful
life, the pattern of use, obsolescence, salability and many others. The methods proposed for
accounting for inflation fall within this range, with various gradations of objectivity and
certainty, or subjectivity and uncertainty.
Bases for Measuring the Value of Assets
Five bases have been widely discussed for measuring the "value" of an asset:
• Historical cost - the amount paid to acquire the asset.
• Current cost - the cost of replacing the service potential of the asset ("service potential"
is thoroughly discussed in Chapter VI).
• Replacement cost - the cost to acquire currently the best asset available to undertake the
function of the present asset owned.
• Net realizable value - the cash (or its equivalent) that would be received if the asset were
sold, less any related costs to be incurred as a result of the sale.
• Net present value of future cash flows - the net present value of cash inflows and
outflows expected while the asset is owned.
The first three measures of value - historical cost, current cost, and replacement cost - are
sometimes called entry values, the costs to acquire an asset. The last two measures of value net realizable value, and net present value of future cash flows - are sometimes called exit
values, the cash inflows resulting from the use and ultimate sale of the asset.
These "values" can be measured in one of the following units:
• Nominal dollars - the actual number of dollars spent or received.
• Constant dollars - the number of dollars, expressed in terms of their general purchasing
power during a particular period compared to a given base period.
• Enterprise purchasing power dollars - the number of dollars, expressed in terms of their
power to purchase an enterprise's own unique "market basket" of goods and services
during a particular period, compared to a base period.
Combining valuation bases and measurement units. The five valuation bases and three
measurement units set forth above result in fifteen possible ways to measure the value of
assets. These possibilities are:
TABLE I-2
VALUATION BASES AND MEASUREMENT UNITS
MEASUREMENT UNITS

Valuation bases

Entry values:
Historical cost
Current cost
Replacement cost
Exit values:
Net realizable value
Present value of
cash flows

Nominal
(actual)
dollars

Constant
dollars

FASB
FASB

FASB
FASB
*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*
*
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Enterprise
purchasing
power dollars

As noted in Table I-2, FASB Statement No. 33 requires supplemental information using only
four of the above fifteen possible measures:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Historical cost/nominal dollars
Historical cost/constant dollars
Current cost/nominal dollars
Current cost/constant dollars.

Each of these measures of value is defined in the FASB Statement as follows:
Historical cost/nominal dollars. The generally accepted method of accounting, used in
the primary financial statements, based on measures of historical prices in dollars
without restatement into units, each of which has the same general purchasing
power.
Historical cost/constant dollars. A method of accounting based on measures of
historical prices in dollars, each of which has the same general purchasing power.
Current cost/nominal dollars. A method of accounting based on measures of current
cost or lower recoverable amount without restatement into units, each of which has
the same general purchasing power.
Current cost/constant dollars. A method of accounting based on measures of current
cost or lower recoverable amount in terms of dollars, each of which has the same
general purchasing power.
The historical cost/nominal dollar method is the most familiar measure of the value of assets.
The data is mostly factual, and past transactions are stated in "actual" dollars. In the rest of
this manual, any reference to the "primary financial statements" will mean the same as
saying the "historical cost/nominal dollar" financial statements.
The historical cost/constant dollar method measures the historical cost of an asset in dollars
having the same general purchasing power. Except where it is stated otherwise in this
manual, a reference to the "constant dollar" amount will mean the "historical cost/constant
dollar" amount.
The current cost/nominal dollar method measures the current cost of an asset in the number
of actual dollars required to replace its service potential at some given date. This method is
based on actual dollars but requires an interpretation of an asset's service potential. In this
manual, a reference to the "current cost" amount will mean the "current cost/nominal dollar"
amount.
The current cost/constant dollar method measures the current cost of an asset in dollars
having the same general purchasing power. This method results in an interpretive measure
of the value of an asset, based on its service potential measured in units other than the actual
dollars spent or received.
The Historical Cost/Constant Dollar Method
The objective of the constant dollar method is to express financial statement elements (for
example, assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses) in dollars having the same general
purchasing power. This method recognizes that a basic assumption underlying the primary
financial statements, that the purchasing power of the dollar is stable over time, is not valid
during periods of rapidly changing prices.
General purchasing power is the ability of a unit of money (the dollar) to purchase a specified
"market basket" of goods and services during a period of changing prices. During a period of
inflation, the unit of money loses purchasing power.
-3-

For example, if in 1970, a "market basket" of goods was purchased for $1,000, and the
identical "market basket" could be purchased for $1,700 in 1978, the purchasing power of the
dollar decreased - one dollar will not purchase the same goods in 1978 as it did in 1970.
Indexes of general purchasing power. Changes in the general purchasing power of the dollar
can be expressed by an index number - a ratio of the current general price level to the general
price level of a base year. If the general level of prices in a base year is expressed as 100, then
an index of 180 means that the general level of prices has increased 80% since the base year.
Two indexes of general purchasing power that have been widely discussed are: (1) the Gross
National Product Implicit Price Deflator (GNP Deflator) and (2) the Consumer Price Index for
A l l Urban Consumers (CPI-U).
The G N P Deflator is a statistical measure (prepared by the U.S. Department of Commerce's
Bureau of Economic Analysis) of the change in prices of all goods and services produced
during a specified period compared to the total value of the same goods and services
expressed in prices of a base year, which is currently 1972. The G N P Deflator is issued
quarterly, approximately 45 days after the end of each calendar quarter. After it is initially
published, the G N P Deflator is frequently changed as more complete data is received by the
Department of Commerce. FASB N o . 33 does not recommend using this index, but rather
requires the use of the Consumer Price Index for A l l Urban Consumers (CPI-U), which is a
statistical measure (prepared monthly by the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor
Statistics) of the average change in prices of a specified market basket of goods and services
purchased during a month, compared to the prices of the same market basket in the base
year, currently 1967. " A l l Urban Consumers" includes wage earners and clerical workers; the
self-employed; short-term workers; the unemployed, retirees and others not in the work
force.
Constant dollar restatements. Assume the following facts:
Machine purchased in 1972 for $1,000
CPI-U when purchased = 125.0
Average CPI-U for 1978 = 195.4
At December 31, 1978, the cost of the machine can be expressed in terms of the general
purchasing power of 1967 (the base year) dollars, or in terms of the average general
purchasing power of the dollar during 1978. These calculations are shown below:
In 1967 dollars = $1,000 x (100.0
In 1978 dollars = $1,000 x (194.5

÷125.0) = $ 800
÷125.0) = $1,563

As can be seen, general purchasing power restatements require: (1) the selection of an index
of current general purchasing power, and (2) a decision whether amounts will be expressed
in terms of the current general purchasing power of the dollar, or in terms of the general
purchasing power of the dollar as of some date in the past.
Constant Dollars and Current Costs
Because the basis for constant dollar accounting is the general change in prices, it would only
be by coincidence that a cost expressed in constant dollars would equal the current cost of
specific goods and services. During a period of generally rising prices, the prices of specific
goods or services may: (1) increase more than the general price level, (2) increase at the same
rate, or (3) increase at a lower rate, or (4) decrease by comparison with the general price level.
A host of factors affect the prices of specific goods and services - supply and demand,
technological changes, marketing strategies, social pressures, government controls, etc.
-4-

APPENDIX I-1
GLOSSARY
Constant dollar
accounting

A method of reporting financial statement elements (such as
assets and liabilities, revenues and expenses) in dollars having a
fixed purchasing power.

Consumer Price Index
for All Urban
Consumers

A statistical measure, prepared monthly by the U.S. Department
of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics, of the average change in
prices in a specified market basket of goods and services. " A l l Urban
Consumers" includes wage earners and clerical workers; the
self-employed; short-term workers; the unemployed, retirees and
others not in the labor force.

Current cost

The number of dollars required to purchase or manufacture assets
having the same service potential as the assets already owned by
an enterprise.

Current cost
accounting

A method of measuring and reporting assets and expenses
associated with the use or sale of assets, at current cost or lower
recoverable amount at the balance sheet date or at the date of sale
or use.

Current cost/constant
dollar accounting

A n accounting method that incorporates current cost accounting
measurements and reports results in dollars having the same
general purchasing power.

Direct pricing

A method of calculating the current cost of an asset by using the
current market price to acquire it.

Functional pricing

A method of calculating the current cost of a processing function
rather than of a specific asset.

General purchasing
power

A measure of the ability of a unit of money to purchase a specified
market basket of goods and services during a period of changing
prices.

Historical
cost/nominal dollar
accounting

The generally accepted method of accounting based on historical
cost accounting measurements in actual dollars, without
restatement into dollars having the same general purchasing
power.

Historical
cost/constant dollar
accounting

A method of accounting that restates historical cost accounting
measurements (in actual dollars) into dollars having the same
general purchasing power.

Increase or decrease in
current cost amounts

The increase or decrease in the current cost of an asset measured
as of two specified (current) dates, say, the beginning and end of
the current year.
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Indexing

The revaluation of the cost of an asset (either historical cost,
constant dollar cost, or current cost) by applying an index, to
reflect the effect of price changes.

Monetary items

Balance sheet items which represent claims to receive, or
obligations to pay a fixed or determinable number of dollars
without reference to future prices of specific goods or services.

Net realizable value

The amount of cash, or its equivalent, expected to be derived from
the sale of an asset, less costs to be incurred as a result of the sale.

Nonmonetary items

Balance sheet items which are not monetary (see the definition of
monetary items).

Physical productive
capacity concept of
capital

The belief that the net economic resources (net assets) are
maintained when the net assets remain sufficient to produce a
fixed quantity of goods and services.

Present value of future
cash flows

The present value of net cash flows (including the ultimate
proceeds of disposal) derived from the use of an asset by an
enterprise; the "value in use" of an asset.

Purchasing power
gain or loss on net
monetary items

The increase or decrease in purchasing power resulting from
holding assets or liabilities that represent claims or obligations to
receive or pay fixed or determinable amounts of cash.

Public enterprise

A n enterprise (a) whose debt or equity securities are traded in a
public market, on a domestic exchange, or in the domestic
over-the-counter market (including securities quoted only locally
or regionally) or (b) that is required to file financial statements
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. A n enterprise is
considered public as soon as its financial statements are issued in
preparation for the sale of any class of securities in a domestic
market.

Replacement cost

The amount that would have to be paid in the normal course of
business to obtain a new asset of equivalent operating or
productive capacity.

Restatement factor

A ratio which measures a change in prices between two dates.

Service potential

A measure of an asset's output capacity, operating costs, nature of
service provided, and estimated useful life. When an asset is
acquired, its service potential is presumed to be greater than its
purchase price (otherwise, it wouldn't be purchased!).

Unit pricing

A form of direct pricing whereby the current cost of an asset is
calculated by determining the cost of acquiring one unit (square
foot, pound, gross, etc.) of the asset.

Value in use

See the definition of "Present value of future cash flows.
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II.

SUMMARY OF FASB STATEMENT No. 33

Objective
The Statement responds to the need of financial statement users to assess an enterprise's
ability to generate favorable cash flows. Though the needs of users may vary, the Board believes
that "many of those needs may be satisfied by the provision of information for the
assessment of the amounts, timing, and uncertainty of future cash flows."
The FASB's "Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 1 - Objectives of Financial
Reporting by Business Enterprises," states (paragraph 50):
Financial reporting should provide information about how management of an
enterprise has discharged its stewardship responsibility to owners (stockholders)
for the use of enterprise resources entrusted to it. Management of an enterprise is
periodically accountable to the owners not only for the custody and safekeeping of
enterprise resources but also for their efficient and profitable use and for protecting
them to the extent possible from unfavorable economic impacts of factors in the
economy such as inflation or deflation and technological and social changes...
The objective of FASB Statement No. 33 is, therefore, to inform owners and other users of an
enterprise's financial statements about how inflation affects the enterprise's financial
position and results of operations.
Covered Companies
The Statement covers publicly held companies (1) whose financial statements are prepared in
U.S. dollars, and (2) which meet the following size tests at the beginning of the fiscal years
for which financial reports are prepared:
Inventories and property, plant and equipment (before accumulated depreciation) over
$125 million;
OR
Total assets over $1 billion.
Two measurement bases required by the Statement are:
Constant dollar
Current cost
These are more fully discussed later. For our purposes, however, the constant dollar method
is one that emphasizes the general change in prices of goods and services while the current
cost method emphasizes the specific change in prices of goods and services. Because of this
dramatic difference in emphasis, it would be mere coincidence if a company using both methods came up
with identical results.
Minimum Information Required
The minimum information required to be presented by FASB Statement No. 33 includes not
only information derived from using the constant dollar and current cost methods, but also
general information. Note, however, that the only items to be disclosed which are not
currently contained in the conventional report are:
1.

Purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items (constant dollar accounting)
-7-

2.

Increases or decreases in the current cost amounts of inventory and property, plant,
and equipment, net of inflation (current cost accounting).

These items are unique products of constant dollar and current cost accounting. A l l other
items to be disclosed are restatements of information already disclosed in annual reports.
Appendix II-1 at the end of this chapter summarizes the requirements for years ending after
December 24, 1979.
Important points to remember about the supplementary information are discussed below.
Current year data.
1. Income from continuing operations, purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary
items, and increases or decreases in the current cost of inventory and property, plant,
and equipment, are to be reported as separate amounts.
2. Income from continuing operations may be presented either in a statement format or in a
reconciliation format. A statement format presents revenues and expenses using the
same format as the historical cost/nominal dollar income statement. A reconciliation
format reconciles the amount in the historical cost/nominal income statement to the
amount restated for current costs or constant dollars. Schedules A and B in Appendix
A of the FASB Statement present illustrations of these two formats.
3. The information on a current cost basis may be presented for the first time in annual
reports for fiscal years ending after December 24, 1980. If this is done, all the current
cost information for the preceding year will need to be included in the five-year
summary.
Five-year summary.
1. Companies do not have to present a complete five-year summary until the required
supplementary information has been disclosed for five years. The requirements of the
Statement are not retroactive, therefore, for a company's first fiscal year ending after
December 24, 1979, the five-year summary will only show its net sales and operating
revenues, cash dividends declared per common share, market price per share at fiscal
year-end, and the average Consumer Price Index for each of the preceding five years.
2. The information presented in the five-year summary must be stated in
average for-the-year constant dollars for the current year or in dollars having the
purchasing power equal to those of the Consumer Price Index base year (currently
1967).
In Chapter IV of this manual we will discuss how the five-year summary data will be
calculated from each current year's data. Schedule C in Appendix A to the Statement
presents an illustration of a format that may be used for the five-year summary.
Notes to the supplementary information. In addition to the financial data, companies must
also disclose:
1. The principal types of information used to calculate the current cost of:
- inventory and cost of goods sold
- property, plant and equipment and depreciation, depletion, and amortization
expense.
2. Any differences between the depreciation methods, estimates of useful lives and
salvage values used for calculating the supplementary information and those used in
the primary financial statements.
-8-

3.

The total depreciation on the historical cost/constant dollar basis and on the current
cost basis, if it is allocated among various expense categories.
A statement that the income tax expense shown in the primary financial statements
was not changed because of any timing differences, allocations or other adjustments
that might have resulted from applying the constant dollar or current cost bases.
The reasons for omitting the current cost income information for the current fiscal year
when it does not differ materially from the income stated on the constant dollar basis.

4.
5.

Explanatory statements. A company must explain the supplementary information and
discuss its significance in relation to the circumstances of the company. The FASB has
organized an advisory task group of senior corporate executives to develop illustrative
disclosures that might be appropriate for particular industries. The task group's report,
expected in December 1979, will include examples that should assist corporate managements
to provide explanations of the impact of inflation on their companies.
Where the Information is to be Presented
Please remember that the information required by the Statement is supplemental. It is not a
substitute for the primary financial statements already prepared by companies.
The FASB has been flexible as to the location of the supplemental information. It only requires
that it be presented somewhere in annual reports that contain the primary financial
statements. That could even be outside the basic financial statements, or as a footnote to
them.
Effective Date
FASB Statement N o . 33 is effective for fiscal years ended after December 24, 1979.
Information on a current cost basis may first be presented in annual reports for years ending
after December 24, 1980.
What is Not Required
Companies are not required to:
• Comprehensively restate their financial statements. Other than cost of goods sold and
depreciation, depletion and amortization, other income statement elements need not be
restated. Other than inventory and property, plant, and equipment, other balance sheet
elements need not be restated. This means that companies are not required to restate:
-

Investments and equity earnings in unconsolidated affiliated or subsidiary companies
Goodwill or other intangible assets
Any assets except inventory and property, plant, and equipment
Any other revenues or expenses, which are presumed to be stated in averagefor-the-year dollars.

• Present any net income information other than income from continuing operations;
• Present the information except in annual reports. The information does not have to be
presented on an interim basis;
• Present the information unless they meet the size tests at the beginning of their fiscal
year;
• Present any information except on a consolidated basis. Information for the parent
company or any consolidated or unconsolidated subsidiary is "not required;
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• Present certain five-year information prior to fiscal 1979. For fiscal years ending before
December 25, 1979, the only information that needs to be presented for each of the five
most recent years are net sales and other operating revenues, cash dividends declared
per common share, market price per common share at fiscal year-end, and the average
Consumer Price Index.
ASR 190
The SEC, in ASR 271, withdrew the reporting requirements of ASR 190 for fiscal years
ending after December 24, 1980. However, for the fiscal year ending after December 24, 1979, (1)
ASR 190 requirements do apply unless the company adopts the current cost disclosures, (2) a
company meeting the ASR 190 requirements for the first time will not be required to comply
with ASR 190 if its assets are less than the FASB's $125 million size test, and (3) a company
previously reporting under ASR 190 which does not meet the FASB's $125 million size test
will be required to continue to report under ASR 190 for the year. If a company chooses to
adopt the current cost disclosures earlier than required, the safe harbor provision will apply.
A comparison of ASR 190 to FASB Statement No. 33 is included in Appendix II-2 at the end
of this chapter.
Auditor Involvement
The Auditing Standards Board of the AICPA issued an Exposure Draft of a proposed
Statement on Auditing Standards, "Reporting on Required Supplemental Information." The
draft is dated October 1, 1979 and has a November 30, 1979 comment deadline. The
proposed SAS states that the auditor must apply certain limited procedures to supplemental
information required by the FASB and report the nature of the procedures applied as well as
the degree of responsibility he is taking. This may be either a separate report, or an
additional paragraph in the report on the financial statements.
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APPENDIX

II-1

M I N I M U M SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCIAL INFORMATION REQUIRED
REQUIRED USING

CURRENT YEAR
Income from continuing operations
Purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items
Increases or decreases in the current cost amounts of inventory and
property plant, and equipment, gross and net of inflation
Current cost of inventories and property, plant and equipment
FIVE-YEAR SUMMARY
Net sales and other operating revenues
Income from continuing operations
Income per common share from continuing operations
Purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items
Increases or decreases in the current cost amounts of inventory
and property, plant, and equipment, net of inflation
Net assets at year-end
Cash dividends declared per common share
Market price per common share, at year-end
Average Consumer Price Index

Current
cost

Constant
dollars

Yes
-

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

-

Yes
Yes
-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

NOTES:
1. A l l information in the five-year summary is to be stated in average-for-the-year
constant dollars for the current year or in dollars having a purchasing power equal to
those in the Consumer Price Index base year (currently 1967).
2. Current cost information may be presented for the first time in annual reports for years
ending after December 24, 1980. If this is done, the 1979 information must also be
presented in the five-year summary.
3. The current year information must include the amount of, or adjustment to, cost of
goods sold and depreciation, depletion and amortization expense.
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APPENDIX II-2
COMPARISON OF THE FASB STATEMENT
AND THE SEC'S ASR 190
FASB Statement
Companies
covered

Measurement
base

ASR 190

Public companies with
inventories and gross property,
plant and equipment exceeding
$125 million
OR

Public companies with
inventories and gross property,
plant and equipment exceeding
$100 million
AND

Total assets exceeding $1 billion

Exceeding 10% of total assets

Current cost of acquiring the same
service potential as the asset
owned
AND

The cost to acquire a new asset
having an equivalent operating or
productive capacity based on an
assumption of the company's
normal approach to replacement
of capacity

Historical cost stated in constant
dollars
Assets excluded
from the
measurement
base

- Timberlands, including
growing timber
- Mineral ore bodies
- Oil and gas reserves
- Income-producing real estate
properties

- Assets that will not be replaced
- Assets related to a one-time
project
- Land
- Construction work in progress
- Unique assets
- Certain mineral resources
- Inventories under long-term
construction contracts

Information
required

Current year income data:
- Income from continuing
operations
- Purchasing power gain or loss
on net monetary items
- Increase or decrease in current
cost amounts, net of inflation

Current year income data:
- Cost of sales and depreciation
expense; presented for the two
most recent fiscal years

End-of-year asset data:
- Inventories and net property,
plant and equipment,
presented on a current cost
basis and compared to the
historical cost amounts (current
cost method only); presented
only as of the end of the current
year

End-of-year asset data:
- Current replacement cost of
inventories and property, plant
and equipment, presented for
each year a balance sheet is
presented
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Five-year summary:
- Net assets and certain income
and per-share data
Other:
- Explanatory information
- Average Consumer Price Index
for the year

Other:
- Explanatory information

Where the
information is
presented

In annual reports to shareholders,
but not necessarily in the financial
statements

Footnote to annual financial
statements filed with the SEC or
in a separate section of the SEC
filing

Auditor's
responsibility

Not yet determined, but probably
certain limited procedures and
report on degree of responsibility
taken

Information is unaudited, but the
auditor is required to perform
certain limited procedures and to
expand the audit report under
certain circumstances
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III.

BASIC CONCEPTS OF HISTORICAL COST/
C O N S T A N T DOLLAR A C C O U N T I N G

The Financial Accounting Standards Board requires only a partial restatement of the primary
financial statements. That is, only inventory and property, plant, and equipment, cost of
goods sold, and depreciation expense need to be restated into historical cost/constant dollar
amounts or lower recoverable amounts. Further, the purchasing power gain or loss is based
on monetary items that are included in the primary financial statements. While the required
restatements can be performed mechanically, this chapter presents the basic concepts of
comprehensive historical cost/constant dollar restatements for those persons desiring a more
thorough understanding.
Very basically, historical cost/constant dollar financial statements result from mathematical
exercises performed on the primary financial statements. In fact, the one major distinction of
constant dollar financial statements is that they are presented in dollars having an equal
purchasing power. Because of this single distinction, constant dollar statements are
sometimes called:
•
•
•
•

General purchasing power financial statements
Price-level adjusted financial statements
Historical cost financial statements stated in units of general purchasing power
Historical cost financial statements stated in constant dollars

A l l of these terms have the same meaning. The only difference in actual applications is the
index used to measure purchasing power. Under the FASB Statement, the index to be used
for constant dollar disclosures is the Consumer Price Index for A l l Urban Consumers, the
CPI-U. For the comprehensive restatements presented in this chapter, we will restate using
the purchasing power of the dollar at year-end.
Basic Application
Let's consider the following historical cost financial statements of a company as of December
31, 1978 and 1977.
December 31,

.A.ssets:
Cash
Land

Equity:

1978

1977

$1,000
1,000

$2,000
-

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

Let's assume that the only transaction during the year was the purchase of land for $1,000 on
June 30, 1978. For 1978, the company's net income from continuing operations is obviously
$0.
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But now let's look at the constant dollar balance sheets, assuming a 10% inflation rate during
1978, with the CPI-U at 110.0 at December 31, 1978 compared to 100.0 at December 31, 1977.
Let's also assume that we will prepare the balance sheets using the December 31, 1978 dollar
as the constant dollar base.
December 31, 1978
constant dollars
December 31,
1978

1977

$1,000
1,050

$2,200

$2,050

$2,200

Equity:

$2,050

$2,200

CPI-U

110.0

100.0

Assets:
Cash
Land

-

At this point, the obvious question might be, " H o w can a company that had no operations
have a decline in equity of $150?" Well, let's analyze the equity changes for 1978, then explain
them:
Equity - December 31, 1977

$2,200

Add:
Net income from continuing operations
Less:
Purchasing power loss on monetary
item (cash)

-

(150)
$2,050

Note that, since the company had no operations, the net income from continuing operations
is still $0. Now let's consider each equity component:
• The beginning equity is $2,200 because we restated cash using the December 31, 1978
dollar as the basis. That is, because of inflation, it would take 2,200 December 31, 1978
dollars to purchase the same goods and services that $2,000 could purchase at December
31, 1977. In this case, our restatement factor is 1.10, and $2,000 x 1.10 = $2,200.
• The purchasing power loss on the monetary item, cash, is a unique result of applying
constant dollar accounting. What "purchasing power gains and losses" represent is the
change in the purchasing power of the average net monetary items. In the case we're
considering, the average net monetary items have lost $150 in purchasing power from the
beginning to the end of the year.
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This amount is calculated as follows:
Equity, December 31, 1977
Monetary items: January 1 - June 30
Monetary items: July 1 - December 31

$2,200
$2,000
1,000
$3,000

Average monetary items, historical cost
Inflation rate

$1,500
x 10%

Purchasing power loss

$ 150

It is interesting to note that the purchasing power loss was a function of the timing of the
transaction involving the nonmonetary asset, land. For example, had the land been
purchased January 1, 1978, the purchasing power loss would have been $100. Had the land
had been purchased December 31, 1978, the purchasing power loss would have been $200.
Of course, the reason for the fluctuation between a $100 loss and a $200 loss is the inflation
adjustment for the nonmonetary asset.
Now let's briefly consider the balance sheet items:
• Cash is a monetary asset. At December 31, 1978, the $1,000 of cash is obviously stated in
December 31, 1978 dollars. As is true with all monetary items stated in end-of-year
dollars, the balance as of the latest balance sheet date is automatically stated in a fixed
number of dollars as of that date.
Monetary items as of the previous balance sheet date are stated in "old" dollars that
must be updated to reflect the purchasing power as of the more recent balance sheet
date. This updating requires nothing more than multiplying the "old" dollar balance by
the restatement factor, which is simply the index as of the more recent balance sheet date
divided by the index as of the previous balance sheet date.
• Land is a nonmonetary asset because it does not represent a claim to a fixed number of
dollars. Since all nonmonetary items are not automatically stated in a fixed number of
dollars, they need to be restated to reflect the general increase in prices since the date
they were acquired (assets) or incurred (liabilities). That date is called the measurement
date. If a company's records are adequate enough to provide the measurement date and
the amounts, the restatement is simple.
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Basic Application - Additional Transactions
Let's use the December 31, 1978 historical cost balance sheet again and compare it to the one
for December 31, 1979.
In nominal dollars
1979

Assets:
Cash
Note receivable
Inventory
Land

Liabilities and equity:
Income taxes payable
Notes payable
Equity

December 31,

1978

$2,000
1,000
1,000
-

$1,000

$4,000

$2,000

$ 250
1,500
2,250

$ 2,000

$4,000

$2,000

1,000

The following transactions took place during 1979:
1. The land was sold August 31, 1979 for $1,500, paid for with $500 cash and the $1,000
note receivable.
2.

The company borrowed $1,500 on March 31, 1979, using part of the proceeds to
purchase inventory for $1,000 on October 31, 1979; the remaining $500 is included in
the December 31, 1979 cash balance

The income statement, using the historical cost basis, would appear as follows:
Sales
Cost of sales

$1,500
1,000

Profit before taxes
Income taxes at 50%
Net income from continuing
operations

500
250
$ 250

For this example, instead of converting the balance sheet first, we could and shall first
convert the historical cost income statement to constant dollars. For this, we need to know
the appropriate index at December 31, 1979 and 1978 (the balance sheet/income statement
dates); at August 31, 1979 (the measurement date for the sale of the land); at March 31, 1979
(the measurement date for the note payable); at October 31, 1979 (the measurement date for
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the purchase of inventory); and at June 30, 1978 (the measurement date for the purchase of
the land). Chronologically, let's assume them to be:

Index

Restatement
factor in
terms of
12/31/79

June 30, 1978
(1) 104.8
1.193
December 31, 1978
110.0
1.136
March 31, 1979
112.5
1.111
August 31, 1979
118.0
1.059
October 31, 1979
120.0
1.042
December 31, 1979
125.0
1.000
(1) For the land (which was already stated in 12/31/78
dollars), we could have used the constant dollar
amount as of December 31, 1978 - $1,050 - and the
index as of December 31, 1978 - 110.0.
Now, let's look at the constant dollar income statement and balance sheet, and then explain
why they differ from the historical cost statements.
In 12/31/79
constant
dollars

Sales
Cost of sales

$1,589
1,193

Income taxes

396
265

Net income from continuing
operations

$ 131

Inflation loss on net monetary
items

$ (168)

Assets:
Cash
Notes receivable
Inventory
Land

Liabilities and equity:
Income taxes payable
Notes payable
Equity
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1979

1978

$2,000
1,000
1,042
-

$1,136
1,193

$4,042

$2,329

$ 250
1,500
2,292

$ 2,329

$4,042

$2,329

The calculations used to restate these financial statements can be checked by accounting for
the difference in the equity between balance sheet dates:
Equity - December 31, 1978
Net income from continuing operations
Inflation loss on net monetary items

$2,329
131
(168)
$2,292

Now let's discuss how the amounts were determined.
Income statement. The objective in constant dollar accounting is to state revenues and
expenses in terms of current year dollars. Revenues and expenses are always nonmonetary
accounts. However, the revenues and expenses themselves may relate to either monetary or
nonmonetary accounts. For example, sales revenue is associated with an increase in cash or
receivables, which are monetary. For revenues and expenses related to monetary accounts,
the restatement involves the price index at the end of the accounting period, and another
price index sometime during the period.
Depreciation, on the other hand, is associated with plant and equipment, which are
nonmonetary. For revenues and expenses associated with nonmonetary items, the
restatement involves the price index at the end of the year and the index for the period when
the related nonmonetary asset was acquired or nonmonetary liability was incurred. The
latter will is required for the initial application of constant dollar accounting. For subsequent
restatements, prior year amounts can be restated using the end-of-period indexes for both
years.
In our example, sales and income taxes relate to monetary accounts. The calculation of the
restatement of these accounts is shown below:
Sales
Income taxes

$1,500 x 1.059 = $1,589
$ 250 x 1.059 = $ 265

For both accounts, the measurement date was August 31, 1979, the date on which the sale
occurred and the income tax accrued.
Cost of sales relates to a nonmonetary account. The calculation of the restatement of this
account is shown below:
Cost of sales

$1,000 x 1.193 = $1,193

The measurement date for the account is again August 31, 1979. In addition to restating the
historical dollar cost as of August 31, 1979, we also needed to roll forward the August 31
restated cost to December 31, 1979. This, of course, could occur in two steps:
(1) $1,000 x (118.0 ÷104.8) = $1,126
(2) $1,126 x 1.059 = $1,193
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Also, as previously noted, we could also have rolled forward the constant dollar amount
calculated as of December 31, 1978, thus:
Cost of sales

($1,050 x 1.136) = $1,193

Choosing the method to restate revenues or expenses related to nonmonetary assets and
liabilities depends on the available information.
The purchasing power loss on net monetary items is calculated below.
Historical
dollars

Restatement
factor

Net monetary items - January 1, 1979
Increases in net monetary items:
Sale of land on 8/31/79
Decreases in net monetary items:
Notes payable - net on 3/31/79

$1,000

1.136

$136

1,250

1.059

74

(1,000)

1.042

(42)

Net monetary items - December 31, 1979

$1,000

1.000

Purchasing power loss on net
monetary items

Loss
(gain)*

$

-

$168

T h e loss (gain) is equal to the historical dollars times the restatement factor,
less the historical dollars.
Throughout the calculation, it is important to determine the effect of a transaction on net
monetary items. For example, the sale of the land included the following components:
Increases:
Cash
Notes receivable
Decreases:
Income taxes payable

$ 500
1,000

$1,500
(250)
$1,250

When the company borrowed $1,500 on March 31, net monetary items were not affected until
October 31 - between those two dates, the monetary asset "cash" was offset by the monetary
liability "note payable." On October 31, net monetary assets decreased by $1,000 through the
purchase of inventory, a nonmonetary asset.
Balance sheet. The restatement of the balance into constant dollars is, as before, merely a
mathematical exercise. At December 31, 1979, cash, notes receivable and income taxes
payable do not require restatement because they are already stated in December 31, 1979
dollars. Inventory, being a nonmonetary asset, is restated from October 31, the acquisition
(measurement) date ($1,000 x 1.042 = $1,042).
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Summary
The basic concepts of constant dollar accounting illustrated in the preceding examples are:
1. Identification of monetary and nonmonetary items. Although the FASB Statement does not
require a comprehensive restatement of financial statements, it is important to
understand how the monetary/nonmonetary items affect the calculation of purchasing
power gains and losses on net monetary items, and the restatement of prior years'
financials.
2.

The use of restatement factors. Once accounts have been analyzed to determine whether
they are monetary or nonmonetary, and what the appropriate measurement dates are,
historical cost amounts can be restated in constant dollars.

3.

Calculation of purchasing power gains or losses on net monetary items. This involves a careful
consideration of transactions that affect net monetary items, which is not the same as a
consideration of transactions that affect "working capital," as this term is used in the
conventional sense. This important distinction must be understood - certain current
assets (inventory, for example) are not monetary; conversely, certain monetary
liabilities (long-term debt) are not current liabilities.
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IV.

T H E HISTORICAL COST/CONSTANT D O L L A R M E T H O D :
M I N I M U M REQUIREMENTS

What is the Constant Dollar Method?
The constant dollar method restates historical costs/nominal dollars ("historical costs") into
equal units of general purchasing power. Using the constant dollar method, the historical
cost doesn't change, but it is "restated" into constant dollars. Consider, for example:
Desk purchased in October 1970 for $100
Consumer Price Index for October 1970 - 118.1
Average Consumer Price Index for 1978 - 195.4
At December 31, 1978, the desk's historical cost is still $100 - but because the purchasing
power of the measuring unit (the dollar) has changed, the historical cost, stated in constant
dollars, is $165 [$100 x (195.4 ÷118.1)].
Relationship to Historical Cost/Nominal Dollar Financial Statements
Historical cost/nominal dollar financial statements ("historical cost statements") are reported
in dollars having different purchasing power. Let's consider another example: assume a
company's December 31, 1978 historical cost statements show equipment costing $5,000. If
we determine when the equipment was acquired, we discover:
Year of
acquisition

Historical
cost

1963
1968
1973
1977
1978

$1,000
1,200
800
1,500
500

Total

$5,000

Historical cost statements imply that the dollars spent in 1963 are equivalent to those spent in
1968, 1973, 1977 and 1978. This is not true, because as we all know, the purchasing power of
the dollar changes.
Constant dollar accounting adjusts the historical costs for the changes in the purchasing
power of the dollar. In the example, we can restate the historical cost amount to 1978
average-for-the-year dollars. The calculations, as well as the average Consumer Price
Indexes for the years the assets were acquired and for 1978, are shown below:

Year of
acquisition

Historical
cost

Average
for 1978

Average in
year of
acquisition

Restated
historical
cost

1963
1968
1973
1977
1978

$1,000
1,200
800
1,500
500

195.4
195.4
195.4
195.4
195.4

91.7
104.2
133.1
181.5
195.4

$2,131
2,250
1,174
1,615
500

Total

$5,000

$7,670
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The $7,670 is the historical cost of $5,000, stated in dollars having the average purchasing
power of 1978 dollars. For each year, the restated historical cost is determined by multiplying
the actual historical cost amount by the ratio of the Average Consumer Price Index for 1978 to
the Average Consumer Price Index for the year the assets were acquired.
Relationship to Current Cost
The current cost of an asset will rarely, if ever, equal its historical cost stated in constant
dollars. This is so because "current cost" relates to specific price changes while "constant
dollars" relates to general price changes. These price changes will only coincidentally be the
same.
Consequently, current cost and constant dollars should not be interpreted to mean the same
thing. Likewise, because the two approaches differ, the results of applying them will almost
always be different.
Constant Dollar Disclosures
First year. For the first fiscal year ending after December 24, 1979, companies are required to
present two sets of data, one for the current year and another for the most recent five-year
period. The requirements are shown below:
TABLE IV-1
Minimum Constant Dollar Disclosures - First Year

Net sales and other operating revenues
Income from continuing operations
Purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items
Net assets at year-end
Income per common share from continuing operations
Cash dividends declared per common share
Market price per common share at fiscal year-end
Average Consumer Price Index

Current
year

Last
five
years

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

The current year data is to be stated in average-for-the-year dollars. For the five-year
summary, the data can be stated either in constant base period (currently 1967) dollars or in
average-for-the-current-year dollars. Consider the following example:
Net sales and other operating revenues
(Average 1978 dollars)
$1 billion
Consumer Price Index:
1978 (average for the year) = 195.4
1967 (base period)
= 100.0
The current year data will show net sales and other operating revenues of $1 billion for 1978,
stated in average-for-the-year (1978) dollars. In the five-year summary, should the company
elect to present the data in base period constant dollars, the net sales and other operating
revenues for 1978 will be $512,000,000 [$1 billion x (100.0 ÷ 195.4)].

The data for the current year may be presented in a statement or a reconciliation format. The
statement format presents revenues and expenses comprising income from continuing
operations, classified the same way as in the historical cost financial statements. The
reconciliation format reconciles income from continuing operations, as shown in the
historical cost income statement, with the amount calculated in constant dollars. Examples of
these formats are included in Appendix A to the FASB Statement.
Subsequent years. After five years of applying the FASB Statement, companies will be
required to present the following information for their most recent five years:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Net sales and other operating revenues
Income from continuing operations
Purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items
Net assets at year-end
Earnings per common share from continuing operations
Cash dividends declared per common share
Market price per common share at year-end
Average Consumer Price Index for each year.

Thus, for calendar-year companies, December 31, 1983 will be the first time a full five-year
summary will be presented. Before 1983, only partial data will be presented. Table IV-2 shows
a possible presentation for the year ending December 31, 1979.
Please note that if the five-year summary is in current year dollars, the prior year amounts in
the five-year summary must be restated into constant dollars of the most recent year.
TABLE IV-2
Five-Year Summary of Selected Financial Data
(stated in average 1979 dollars)
Year ended December 31,

Net sales and other operating revenues
Income from continuing operations
Purchasing power gain (loss) on net
monetary items
Per common share:
Earnings from continuing operations
Cash dividends declared
Year-end data:
Net assets
Market price per common share
Average Consumer Price Index

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

$xxx.x

$xxx.x

$xxx.x

$xxx.x

$xxx.x
XXX.X
XXX.X
XXX.X

XXX.x

XXX. X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X
XXX.X

161.2
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170.5

181.5

195.4

XXX.X
XXX.X

Consider the following historical cost/nominal dollar financial data for 1975:
Net sales and other operating revenue

$1,000,000

Per common share:
Cash dividends declared

$

.45

Year-end data:
Market price per common share

$

28.00

Average Consumer Price Index

161.2

Consumer Price Index at December 31, 1975

166.3

Now assume that this information is to be included in the five-year summary for the year
ending December 31, 1979, when the Average Consumer Price Index is assumed to be 215.0.
To restate the 1975 data into 1979 average dollars, a restatement factor must be determined.
This factor is determined by dividing the 1979 index (215.0) by the appropriate index for the
year which is to be restated. Since sales and other operating revenues, and cash dividends
are assumed to have occurred evenly during 1975, the appropriate index is 161.2; since
market price per share is stated in year-end dollars, the appropriate index is 166.3. Then, the
1975 data is restated by multiplying it by the factors to give us the 1975 data stated in average
1979 dollars. The information for 1975 that would be included in the 1979 five-year summary
will be:
Net sales and other operating revenue
[$1,000,000 x (215.0 ÷161.2)]

$1,334,000

Per common share:
Cash dividends declared
[$.45 x (215.0 ÷161.2)]

$

.60

December 31 data:
Market price per common share
[($28 x (215.0 ÷166.3)]

$

36.20

Average Consumer Price Index

161.2

Note that the Consumer Price Index would not change, since that is the "measuring stick,"
which was fixed for 1975.
Restatement Factor
As illustrated above the restatement factor measures the rate of change in the price level
between two dates. For constant dollar accounting, restatement factors can be used to:
1.

Restate historical costs to average-for-the-year dollars.

2.

Restate constant dollars for one period to constant dollars of another period ("roll
forward").

3.

Restate constant dollars of one period to constant dollars of a previous period ("roll
back").
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To restate historical costs, four numbers must be known - (1) the historical cost/nominal
dollar amount, (2) the Consumer Price Index at the end of the period, (3) the Average
Consumer Price Index for the current year, and (4) the Consumer Price Index at the
measurement date of the historical cost amount to be restated (the receipt date, collection
date, acquisition date, or the year-end date). Once these are known, only a simple
calculation is required to determine the constant dollar amount stated in, say,
average-for-the-year dollars:
Constant dollar amount = Historical cost amount x (Average index for the period ÷Index
at measurement date)
Let's consider an example of a constant dollar restatement. Suppose a machine was
purchased for $10,000 on August 1, 1972, when the Consumer Price Index was 125.7. To
restate the historical cost of this machine in average-for-the-year dollars for 1978, when the
average CPI-U was 195.4, the calculation would be as follows:
Constant dollar amount = $10,000 x (195.4 ÷125.7) = $15,545
The $15,545 is the historical cost expressed in 1978 average dollars. The amount would not
equal the machine's current cost unless the change in the actual price of the asset is exactly
equal to the general price change. Also, the historical cost amount has not changed - it's still
$10,000. Only the unit of measurement (the dollar) has changed.
Once the initial constant dollar amount is calculated, it may be "rolled forward" to the next
period by using the following formula:
Constant dollar amount = Constant dollar amount to be restated x (Average index for the
period ÷Index at previous restatement date)
Using the previous example, if we assume that the average CPI-U for 1979 is 215.0, the "roll
forward" amount would be calculated as follows:
Constant dollar amount = $15,545 x (215.0 ÷195.4) = $17,104
The FASB allows the information in the five-year summary to be presented in dollars having
a purchasing power equal to that of dollars in the base period of the Consumer Price Index
(currently 1967). This requires a "roll back" of the constant dollar information calculated for
the current year. The formula to restate into base period dollars is:
Base period amount = Constant dollar amount to be restated x (100.0
calculate the constant dollar amount)

÷CPI-U used to

Using the previous example, the 1979 constant dollars would be restated to base period
dollars as follows:
Base period dollars = $17,104 x (100.0 ÷215.0) = $7,955
Use of average-for-the-year dollars. The previous examples illustrate restatements using
average-for-the-year dollars. The FASB also permits the use of end-of-year dollars,
depending on how comprehensive the restatement is. A n end-of-year dollar restatement is
simply restating using the Consumer Price Index at the end of the year, as illustrated in
Chapter III.
The following table shows the FASB's guidelines for using average-for-the-year or
end-of-year dollars.
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TABLE IV-3
USE OF AVERAGE OR END-OF-YEAR DOLLARS
Financial statement elements to restate

Constant dollar basis

Minimum required by the Statement:
- Inventory
- Property, plant and equipment
- Cost of goods sold
- Depreciation, depletion and amortization
- Reductions of inventory and property, plant
and equipment to lower recoverable amounts
- No other items need to be restated

Average-for-the-year

Comprehensive restatements:
- A l l financial statement elements
(except immaterial items) not stated
in year-end dollars
- Same elements as stated above for the
minimum required information
- Monetary items (see discussion later
in this chapter)
- Other nonmonetary assets and liabilities

End-of-year
Or
Average-for-the-year

The use of the average-for-the-year dollars yields different results than the end-of-year
dollars. Two more examples will illustrate this - for each we will use the following 1978
Consumer Price Indexes:
Beginning-of-year (December, 1977)
Average-for-the-year (1978)
End-of-year (December, 1978)

186.1
195.4
202.9

Example 1. Restate the December 31, 1977 historical cost of inventory to 1978 constant
dollars. The amount at December 31, 1977 was $100,000 and the inventory was purchased
during December 1977.
AVERAGE-FOR-THE-YEAR DOLLARS
Amount

$100,000

END-OF-YEAR DOLLARS

Restatement
factor

Constant
dollars

Amount

195.4 ÷
186.1

$104,997

$100,000

Restatement
factor

Constant
dollars

202.9 ÷
186.1

$109,027

Example 2. Restate the December 31, 1978 historical cost of receivables to 1978 constant
dollars. The historical cost of receivables was $100,000.
AVERAGE-FOR-THE-YEAR DOLLARS
Amount

$100,000

Restatement
factor

195.4
202.9

END-OF-YEAR DOLLARS

Constant
dollars

Amount

÷ $96,304

$100,000
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Restatement
factor

202.9
202.9

Constant
dollars

÷ $100,000

If statements are comprehensive, presenting receivables at less than the historical cost
amount would probably confuse many people, since receivables at year-end are assumed to
be stated at the amount of fixed dollars to be received. Therefore, the Board decided to permit
the restatement to end-of-year dollars if the financials are comprehensively restated.
Because it has one computational advantage - revenues and expenses that are spread evenly
throughout the year would be assumed to be the same in historical cost/nominal dollars and
historical cost/constant dollars, the Board decided to require the use of the
average-for-the-year dollars if the minimum disclosures are made and permit its use if the
financial statements are comprehensively restated. For example, if $2,000,000 of inventory
were purchased evenly during 1978, the constant dollar computation using
average-for-the-year dollars would be:
$2,000,000 x (195.4

÷195.4) = $2,000,000

Thus, using average-for-the-year dollars requires no restatement for many financial
statement elements; and, except for the minimum restatements required, the FASB has said
(paragraph 40 of the Statement) that "other financial statement elements need not be
restated." However, if financial statement elements are seasonal - for example, sales and
purchases - they should obviously not be assumed to occur evenly, but should be restated on
a monthly or quarterly basis.
Estimating the average CPI-U. The FASB Statement provides that "if the level of the
Consumer Price Index at the end of the year and the data required to compute the average
level of the index over the year have not been published in time for preparation of the annual
report, they may be estimated by referring to published forecasts based on economic
statistics or by extrapolation based on recently reported changes in the index." Although the
FASB Statement does not describe or identify what is meant by "published forecasts based
on economic statistics," it is more probable that companies will estimate the average index
based on a recently reported Consumer Price Index. When the average is determined in this
manner, a small error in the estimated increase from the latest reported CPI-U to the
year-end probably will not have a significant impact on the supplementary calculations.
Examples in this chapter and comprehensive restatements. The examples in the remainder
of this chapter use the average-for-the-year dollars because this is probably the basis that
most companies will use to present supplementary information. Throughout, please
remember that the average-for-the-year dollars can easily be converted to the end-of-year
dollars using the following formula:
Constant
dollars
(endof-year
dollars)

=

Constant
dollars
(averagefor-the-year
dollars)

x

Index
at
year-end

Average
index
÷ for
the
year

For instance, in Example 1, the end-of-year amount for inventory equals:
$104,997 x (202.9 ÷195.4) = $109,027
Or, in Example 2, the end-of-year dollar amount for receivables equals:
$ 96,304 x (202.9

÷195.4) = $100,000
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This chapter does not discuss comprehensive restatements of financial statements, but the
basic concepts are presented in Chapter III and implementation guidelines are discussed in
Chapter V.
Monetary Items
Because monetary items represent fixed or determinable claims to dollars, holding these items
results in gains or losses in purchasing power during periods of changing prices.
Monetary assets. Monetary assets are cash and claims to cash (for example, accounts
receivable) that are fixed or determinable in terms of the number of dollars regardless of
changing prices. During periods of inflation, holding these assets results in a loss of
purchasing power. For example, assume a company has $100 in cash at both December 31,
19X0 and December 31, 19X1. If during 19X1, the general price level increased 10%, the
company lost $10 in purchasing power, because at December 31, 19X1, it would take $110 to
purchase the same goods and services that $100 purchased December 31, 19X0.
Monetary liabilities. Monetary liabilities are those which require payment in a fixed or
determinable number of dollars. Most liabilities are of this type, requiring payment in dollars
rather than in goods or services. During periods of inflation, having these liabilities results in
a gain of purchasing power. For example, assume a company owes $500 on a note payable at
December 31, 19X0 and December 31, 19X1. If the general price level increased 10% during
19X1, the debtor company has gained $50 in purchasing power, because at December 31,
19X1, it would have required 550 December 31, 19X0 dollars to repay the debt.
Monetary equity items. Some companies may have redeemable preferred stock stated at the
redemption value. If the stock is subject to retirement, then it is similar to a monetary liability,
requiring payment in a fixed number of dollars. Although the specific facts for each case
would need to be examined, the stock may be properly classified as a monetary item. During
a period of inflation, having issued the stock results in a gain of purchasing power just as if it
were a liability.
Nonmonetary Items
At the risk of stating the obvious, nonmonetary items are all financial statement accounts
that are not monetary. A l l income statement accounts are nonmonetary because none
represent claims to receive or obligations to pay a fixed number of dollars. Examples of
nonmonetary assets are inventories and property, plant and equipment. Examples of
nonmonetary liabilities are deferred subscription revenues which are "payable" in goods or
services, and obligations under warranties which are "payable" in goods or services whose
prices may fluctuate.
Determining Monetary and Nonmonetary Items
Please remember that an account "title" does not necessarily determine whether its details or
contents are monetary or nonmonetary. One example is "marketable securities" whose
"details" may include both monetary and nonmonetary items. For instance, marketable
equity securities would generally be nonmonetary because they are not claims to a fixed or
determinable number of dollars. Debt securities, on the other hand, would probably be
monetary since they are claims to a fixed number of dollars, if held to maturity.
The point to remember, then, is that the distinction between monetary and nonmonetary
accounts is not black-and-white. Each account needs to be analyzed to determine whether
the "details" are monetary or nonmonetary.
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Appendix D of the FASB Statement can be a useful guide in determining whether accounts
are monetary or nonmonetary. Included in Chapter V of this manual is a discussion of the
nonmonetary items included in Appendix D to the Statement, which may also provide
useful guidance in determining whether accounts are monetary or nonmonetary.
The purpose of identifying accounts as monetary is to be able to determine the related
purchasing power gain or loss. This is discussed in the next section.
Determining Purchasing Power Gain or Loss on Net Monetary Items
As noted, a distinctive result of constant dollar accounting is the measurement of a
purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items. Of course, if every transaction
affecting net monetary assets is analyzed and restated, the calculation can be very
time-consuming. The FASB advocates short-cuts, however. The one illustrated in Appendix
E to the Statement (paragraphs 231 and 232) is described below:
1.

Identify net monetary items at the beginning and the end of the year, and the change
for the year.

2.

Restate the beginning of the year amount, using average-for-the-year dollars.

3.

Restate the end of the year amount, using average-for-the-year dollars.

4.

Assume the net change during the year to be in average-for-the-year dollars and,
therefore, do not restate it.

5.

Combine the results from steps 2, 3 and 4 to determine the total purchasing power
gain or loss on net monetary items.

Another short-cut was suggested by Davidson, Stickney, and Weil in their book, Inflation
Accounting. Their method is similar to the one suggested by the FASB, except that it
identifies significant isolated changes in monetary items during the year. Thus, this method
would be appropriate if a company determined that the change in net monetary items did
not occur evenly during the year. Here is a summary of the method:
1

1.

Identify all monetary assets and liabilities and the change in net monetary items
between the balance sheet dates.

2.

Identify significant monetary transactions that did not occur on a regular basis.*

3.

Compute the remaining change in net monetary items.*

4.

Calculate the gain or loss on the beginning balance of net monetary items.

5.

Calculate the gain or loss for each of the significant transactions identified in step 2 and
for the remaining change computed in step 3.

6.

Restate the ending balance of net monetary items.

7.

Combine the results obtained in steps 4, 5 and 6 to determine the total purchasing
power gain or loss on net monetary items.
* A n alternative to steps 2 and 3 would be to determine the change in net monetary
assets on a monthly or quarterly basis, and to calculate the gain or loss based on the
monthly or quarterly changes.

Using the data from the FASB Statement, paragraph 232, this last method can be illustrated.
The examples will assume - (1) the change occurred evenly throughout the year, and restate
to end-of-the-year dollars; and (2) certain monetary transactions during the year, and restate
to average-for-the-year dollars.
1

Davidson, Sidney; Stickney, Clyde P.; and Weil, Roman L., Inflation Accounting: A Guide for the Accountant and the
Financial Analyst, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1976.
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Here is the data:
Net monetary liabilities: December 31, 1979
December 31, 1980
Assumed CPI-U: Average for 1980
December 1979
December 1980

$(55,000)
(61,000)
220.9
212.9
243.5

Example 1
• Change occurred evenly during the year
• Restate to end-of-year dollars
Loss
(gain)

Gain on beginning balance: = [$(55,000) x (243.5 ÷212.9)] - $(55,000)
Gain on change during the year: = [$ (6,000) x (243.5 ÷220.9)] - $•(6,000)

$(7,905)
(614)

Purchasing power gain on net monetary items

$(8,519)

Example 2
• Certain monetary transactions during the year
• Restate to average-for-the-year dollars.
Assumed transactions during the year:
Assumed
CPI-U on date
of change

Sale of inventory
Purchase of inventory
Accrual
of expenses
A c c r u a l of e x p e n s e s
Note payable to acquire plant
Other - occurred evenly during the year

$ 1,000
(1,500)
(500)
(2,000)
(3,000)

238.0
225.0
215.0
225.0
—

$(6,000)
Loss
(gain)

Gain on beginning balance
Changes during the year:
Sale of inventory
Purchase of inventory
Accrual of expenses
Note payable
Other

= [$(55,000) x (220.9 ÷212.9)] - $55,000
=
=
=
=
=

[$
[$
[$
[$
[$

1,000
(1,500)
(500)
(2,000)
(3,000)

x
x
x
x
x

(220.9 ÷238.0)] - $ 1,000
(220.9 225.0)] - $(1,500)
(220.9 ÷215.0)] - $ (500)
(220.9 ÷225.0)] - $(2,000)
(220.9 220.9)] - $(3,000)

$(2,067)

-

(72)
27
(14)
36
(231

Gain on ending balance

= [$(61,000) - $(61,000) x (220.9 ÷243.5)]

Purchasing power gain on net monetary items
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$(5,662)
$(7,752)

Note that, in this second example, the sale of inventory increased accounts receivable or cash
(monetary assets), and resulted in a purchasing power gain! Also, the note payable resulted
in a purchasing power loss! A n d the inventory purchase, by increasing accounts payable (a
monetary liability) or reducing cash (a monetary asset), resulted in a purchasing power loss!
A l l three results are illogical - during a period of inflation, holding monetary assets results in
a purchasing power loss; having monetary liabilities results in a purchasing power gain.
However, using average-for-the-year dollars yields these results because the restatement
factor is equal to:
Average-for-the-year index
Index on measurement date
The result would be more logical if we used the end-of-the-year index, as shown below:
Loss
(gain)

Gain on beginning balance

= [$(55,000) x (243.5 ÷212.9)] - $(55,000)

Changes during the year:
Sale of inventory
Purchase of inventory
Accrual of expenses
Note payable
Other

=
=
=
=
=

[$
[$
[$
[$
[$

1,000
(1,500)
(500)
(2,000)
(3,000)

x
x
x
x
x

(243.5
(243.5
(243.5
(243.5
(243.5

÷238.0)] ÷225.0)] ÷215.0)] ÷225.0)] ÷220.9)] -

$
$
$
$
$

1,000
(1,500)
(500)
(2,000)
(3,000)

$(7,905)
23
(123)
(66)
(164)
(307)
(637)

Purchasing power gain on net monetary items

$(8,542)

These examples illustrate the differences that can result from calculating the purchasing
power gain or loss in average-for-the-year dollars or in end-of-year dollars, both methods
being allowed by the FASB Statement under certain circumstances. In these examples, the
results could be:
Using average-for-the-year dollars:
Change in net items occurs evenly
(FASB example)
Change in net items analyzed

$(7,729)
(7,752)

Using end-of-year dollars:
Change in net items occurs evenly
Change in net items analyzed

$(8,519)
(8,542)

These are substantial differences, of course. This illustrates the rule that a company needs to
restate historical dollars to constant dollars using the same indexing method throughout.
Mixing of indexing methods is not permitted by the FASB Statement.
Consolidated Statements
Restating subsidiaries' financial statements. If a company has one or more subsidiaries,
there is no requirement to completely restate each subsidiary's financial statements and then
to consolidate the results i n order to present constant dollar disclosures. Constant dollar
accounting need only be applied to the consolidated financial statements. Consequently, if
adequate information is available for the consolidated statements, the task of converting to
constant dollars should not be too cumbersome.
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Assets and liabilities acquired in a business combination. If a business combination is
accounted for as a pooling of interests, the financial statements of the two companies are
combined as if they had been one entity prior to the business combination. In this case, the
restatements required are based on the assets and liabilities as they appear in the
consolidated statements and no special considerations are needed due to the fact that there
was a pooling at some time in the past.
However, if a business combination is accounted for as a purchase, the assets and liabilities
of the acquired company are restated in accordance with the provisions of Accounting
Principles Board Opinion No. 16, "Business Combinations." In many cases, the assets and
liabilities would be stated at amounts different from their historical cost. O n a consolidated
basis, therefore, the age of the assets and liabilities of the acquired company would be
restated from the date of the business combination, not from their original acquisition date.
Of course, if the separate financial statements of the acquired company are published and the
company does not account for the assets and liabilities in the same way as the parent
company, then the subsidiary will restate the assets and liabilities based on their historical
costs and acquisition dates.
Foreign Assets
For foreign assets, the FASB Statement prescribes the following steps to determine the
constant dollar amount:
1.

Determine the historical cost in the foreign currency, at time of acquisition.

2.

Translate the historical cost to U.S. dollars at the time of acquisition.

3.

Determine the constant dollar amount in U.S. dollars by using the CPI-U at the
measurement date.

Steps 1 and 2 represent the same translation required by FASB Statement No. 8, "Accounting
for the Translation of Foreign Currency Transactions and Foreign Currency Financial
Statements." Following the translation, the restatement is the same as for other historical
costs.
Determining Net Assets
In the context of the FASB Statement, net assets means shareholders' equity. For this
purpose, the amount to be disclosed in the five-year summary is to be stated in
average-for-the-year dollars. Here is an illustration:
Assume the following amounts as of December 31, 1979:
Nominal
dollars

Inventory
Property, plant, and equipment
Other assets
Liabilities

$300
250
650
(500)

Net assets (shareholders' equity)

$700
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Average
constant
dollars

$350
325

For the constant dollar disclosure of net assets, the average constant dollar amounts for
inventory and property, plant, and equipment would be added to historical cost amounts for
other assets and liabilities, restated in average-for-the-year dollars. For this calculation, other
assets and liabilities are assumed to be stated in end-of-year dollars. For example, if we
assumed the CPI-U at December 31, 1979 to be 225.0 and the average index for the year to be
215.0, other assets and liabilities would be restated as follows:
Other assets:
Liabilities:

$650 x (215.0 ÷ 225.0) =
(500) x (215.0 ÷225.0) =

$621
(478)

$150

$143

Net assets to be included in the five-year summary would be:
Constant
dollar

Inventory
Property, plant, and equipment
Other assets and liabilities - net

$350
325
143
$818

While this procedure is required by FASB Statement No. 33 it assumes that all nonmonetary
assets are stated in the primary financial statements in end-of-year dollars. For significant
nonmonetary assets such as goodwill and investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries, this
assumption is usually invalid. Consequently, in subsequent years, the net assets in the
five-year summary will continue to reflect this invalid assumption. Therefore, companies
with material amounts of such assets might consider including the historical cost of these
assets for each year in the five-year summary and disclosing this in a note to the
supplementary information.

Inventories
The restatement of inventories requires a consideration of the following factors:
•
•
•
•

Lower recoverable amount
Aging beginning and ending inventories
Inventory pricing methods
Contracts.

Lower Recoverable Amount
The generally accepted accounting principle of stating inventories at market when it is less
than historical cost is modified in constant dollar and current cost accounting. A discussion
of lower recoverable amounts for inventories and the relationship of current costs to constant
dollars is included in the current cost chapter, and that discussion should be read in
connection with this chapter. In constant dollar accounting, the principle is to state the
inventories at market when market is less than the historical cost restated to constant dollars.
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"Market" for this purpose is defined as net realizable value - selling price less costs required
to be incurred as a result of the sale. This principle has two possible applications in constant
dollar accounting:
1.

If market is higher than the constant dollar amount, no write-down is required - and, a
write-up to market is not permitted.

2.

If market is lower than the constant dollar amount, a write-down is required - this
write-down becomes a charge to income from continuing operations for constant
dollar disclosures.

For constant dollar accounting, a write-down may be required even if none was required in
the historical cost financial statements. Also, if a write-down was required in the historical
cost financial statements it will also be required for constant dollar disclosures. A n
illustration is shown in Table IV-4:

TABLE IV-4
LOWER RECOVERABLE AMOUNT FOR INVENTORIES
Market
value

$100,000
100,000
100,000

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3

HISTORICAL COST
Writedown
Net
Amount

$ 90,000
105,000
95,000

$

$ 90,000
100,000
95,000

5,000

CONSTANT DOLLAR
Writedown
Net
Amount

$ 98,000
120,000
105,000

$ 20,000
5,000

$ 98,000
100,000
100,000

In case 1, both the historical cost and the constant dollar amounts are less than market. No
adjustments are needed.
In case 2, both the historical cost and the constant dollar amount are greater than market, and
write-downs are required for both. The write-down using the constant dollar method would
be a charge to income from continuing operations. If the charge were material, it should be
shown as a separate line item in the supplementary disclosures; if it were immaterial, it could
be included in cost of sales.
In case 3, only the constant dollar amount is greater than market, and the write-down would
be included in cost of sales.
Aging Beginning and Ending Inventories
Two requirements for constant dollar disclosures are: (1) inventories at year-end, stated in
constant dollars, and (2) a restatement of cost of sales, in constant dollars. The former is
needed in order to disclose net assets at year-end; the latter is needed in order to disclose
constant dollar income from continuing operations.
Because constant dollar cost of sales simply restates the historical cost of sales, it also restates
the basic formula for calculating cost of sales:
+
=

Beginning inventory
Purchases, labor and overhead
Ending inventory
Cost of goods sold
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A l l these components are known in historical costs. The constant dollar equivalents are
calculated by restating the beginning and ending inventories, and the current year's
purchases, labor and overhead. The restatement of the beginning and ending inventories
depends on whether the company uses:
- Specific identification
- FIFO
-LIFO
- Weighted average
On the following pages, we will discuss each of these pricing methods and suggest
estimating techniques and short-cuts for calculating cost of sales.
For all of the different methods, we will assume the following historical dollar presentation
for the year ended December 31, 1978:
Historical
dollars

Beginning inventory, 1/1/78
+ Purchases, labor and overhead

$ 500,000
2,000,000

Cost of goods available for sale
Ending inventory, 12/31/78

2,500,000
600,000

-

Cost of goods sold

$1,900,000

For all companies, the beginning and ending inventories and cost of sales will always be
known. Therefore, purchases, labor and overhead can always be derived. For some
companies, this simple derivation is perhaps less time-consuming than adding dozens of
individual account balances.
Inventory Pricing Methods
Specific identification. In some respects, this is the easiest type of inventory to restate since
the cost of individual items is known. Thus, if the cost of purchased inventories is known,
they can be restated using one of two general methods:
1.

Restate the historical cost for each item

2.

Group inventory costs by month or period of acquisition, then restate to constant
dollars.

The second method would be preferable, since it would require substantially less clerical
work. In our example, let's assume the beginning and ending inventories were acquired and
restated as shown below:
BEGINNING INVENTORY
Historical
amount

Restatement
factor

Constant
dollar
amount

April, 1977
August, 1977
October, 1977
November, 1977
December, 1977

$ 20,000
50,000
30,000
150,000
250,000

195.4/179.6
195.4/183.3
195.4/184.5
195.4/185.4
195.4/186.1

$ 21,760
53,300
31,770
158,100
262,500

Total

$500,000

Month of
acquisition

$527,430

December, 1977
September, 1978
November, 1978
December, 1978
Total

ENDING INVENTORY
$ 30,000
195.4/186.1
200,000
195.4/199.3
150,000
195.4/202.0
220,000
195.4/202.9
$600,000

$ 31,500
196,000
145,050
211,860
$584,410*

T h e constant dollar amount is less than the historical cost amount because
average-for-the-year dollars are used, as required by the FASB Statement
when the minimum disclosures are made.
For the restatement factors, the numerator in each case is the average CPI-U for 1978; the
denominator is the CPI-U for the month of inventory acquisition.
Once we have restated the beginning and ending inventories, we need to restate the 1978
purchases. For this example, we will assume that purchases were even during the year, so
that they are restated as follows, using the average CPI-U for 1978 (195.4):
$2,000,000 x (195.4

÷195.4) = $2,000,000

In actual practice, since purchases would probably not be made at an even rate during the
year, monthly purchases could be restated to average-for-the-year dollars.
We have now calculated all the components needed to compute constant dollar cost of sales:
Beginning inventory
+ Purchases
-

$ 527,430
2,000,000

Goods available for sale
Ending inventory

2,527,430
584,410

Cost of sales - constant dollars

$1,943,020

This calculation is not too cumbersome for non-manufacturing companies. For
manufacturing companies, however, they can become extremely complex. For
manufacturing companies, inventories will include raw materials, work-in-process and
finished goods. Both work-in-process and finished goods will typically include labor costs
and overhead. This complicates matters because:
1.

Materials will be added to the production process at different times than labor and
overhead.

2.

Labor and overhead are typically added at varying times during the manufacturing
process.

Thus, even though the cost of work-in-process and finished goods may be known, aging the
components of these inventories may be difficult. In most cases, the age of the inventories can
be estimated based on turnover statistics. The use of inventory statistics is discussed in the
next section dealing with FIFO inventories.
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FIFO. FIFO inventories are priced at the most recent acquisition prices. Some companies
maintain detailed records indicating the acquisition dates and prices for all inventory items.
If such records are available, the restatement follows the methods previously described for
specific identification inventories.
Other companies record FIFO inventories at the most recent invoice price for all items. If the
inventory for these companies turns over very rapidly, FIFO cost approximates the constant
dollar cost in end-of-year dollars, and it may be sufficient merely to restate the inventories to
average-for-the-year dollars. However, it would be expected that few companies' inventories
would turn over fast enough (at least 12 times per year) to merit this treatment.
if

More likely, inventories do not turn over at least 12 times. Thus, an estimate of the age of the
beginning and ending inventories can be derived by using inventory turnover statistics.
If inventory turnover is calculated, the average age can be estimated. Using the previous
historical cost data, inventory turnover for 1978 is calculated as follows:
Inventory turnover = [$1,900,000 ÷1/2 ($500,000 + $600,000)] = 3.45 months
365 days ÷3.45 = 105.8 days
Accordingly, it is assumed that the ending inventory for 1978 was theoretically purchased
within the last 106 days of 1978, or approximately the last four months of the year. If
purchases occurred evenly during the last four months, then the restatement factor for the
ending inventory is the average-for-the-year index (195.4) divided by the average of the
CPI-U for the last four months, calculated as follows:
Average CPI-U for last 4 months of 1978 (199.3 + 200.9 + 202.0 + 202.9) + 4 = 201.3
1978 restatement factor = 195.4

÷201.3 = .971

A separate calculation would be made for the beginning inventory, and a restatement factor
derived. For our example, we will assume that the prior year's turnover approximates the
current year's. The restatement factor for the beginning inventory is then calculated as
follows:
Average CPI-U for last 4 months of 1977 = (184.0 + 184.5 + 185.4 + 186.1)

÷4 = 185.0

1977 restatement factor = 195.4 ÷185.0 = 1.056
Assuming that purchases were made evenly during the year, we are now able to restate the
1978 historical cost of sales in average 1978 dollars:

Beginning inventory
+ Purchases
-

Ending inventory
Cost of sales

Historical
dollars

Restatement
factor

Constant
dollars

$ 500,000
2,000,000

1.056
1.000

$ 528,000
2,000,000

2,500,000
600,000

.971

2,528,000
582,600

$1,900,000
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$1,945,400

In this example, we assumed that purchases occurred evenly throughout the year. If this is
not so, then the use of turnover rates is not necessarily invalidated. For example, assume the
following purchases during 1978:
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

$ 100,000
200,000
150,000
300,000
150,000
200,000
200,000
300,000
50,000
50,000
200,000
100,000

Total purchases

$2,000,000

The ending inventory, at FIFO, would include the following purchases:

August
September
October
November
December

Historical
cost

Restatement
factor

Constant
dollars

$200,000
50,000
50,000
200,000
100,000

.988
.980
.973
.967
.963

$197,600
49,000
48,650
193,400
96,300

$600,000

$584,950

In this case, the $584,950 differs by only $2,350 from the amount calculated using the
inventory turnover. This may be viewed as an immaterial amount; however, the fact that
purchases occurred unevenly affects the entire calculation. Had 1977 purchases occurred at
the same rate at those in 1978, the constant dollar cost of sales would be as follows:

+

Beginning inventory
Purchases

$ 528,450
2,006,335
2,534,785

-

Ending inventory

584,950

Cost of sales

$1,949,835

Again, the net effect of an uneven rate of purchases may significantly affect the constant
dollar calculation of cost of sales. In our example, the uneven rate of purchases resulted in
only a $4,435 difference, or .23% of the amount calculated assuming an even level of
purchases. This is an insignificant difference.
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As a general rule (there are undoubtedly many exceptions), unless the rate of purchases is
clearly weighted toward one end of the year, assuming a level rate of purchases should not
significantly affect the calculation of constant dollar cost of sales. If the level of purchases is
weighted toward one end of the year, a weighted average of the CPI-U may be used. As an
example, Table IV-5 shows a computation of the weighted average CPI-U for 1978 assuming
uneven purchases during the year. Depending on the rate of purchases, either a simple
average or a weighted average may be appropriate in the denominator of the restatement
factor.
TABLE IV-5
CALCULATION OF CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
AVERAGES FOR 1978

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Totals

Weight
factor
(B)

Extension
(C)=(A)x(B)

Weight
factor
(D)

187.2
188.4
189.8
191.5
193.3
195.3
196.7
197.8
199.3
200.9
202.0
202.9

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

2,246.4
2,072.4
1,898.0
1,723.5
1,546.4
1,367.1
1,180.2
989.0
797.2
602.7
404.0
202.9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

187.2
376.8
569.4
766.0
966.5
1,171.8
1,376.9
1,582.4
1,793.7
2,009.0
2,222.0
2,434.8

2,345.1

78

15,029.8

78

15,456.5

CPI-U
(A)

Simple average (2,345.1 ÷ 12)
Weighted average - weighted toward earlier months
(C) ÷(B)
Weighted average - weighted toward later months
(E) ÷(D)

Extension
(E)=(A)x(D)

195.4
192.7
198.2

LIFO
Let's assume that the beginning inventory consists of the following layers:
Base year, 1963 prices
Second layer, 1968 prices
Third layer, 1974 prices
Fourth layer, 1977 prices

$200,000
50,000
180,000
70,000

Beginning inventory

$500,000
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In our example, the $600,000 ending inventory includes a $100,000 1978 increment.
For restatement to average 1978 dollars, each layer is restated based on the price level during
the year it was created. The calculation for the beginning inventory is as follows:

Base layer (1963)
1968 layer
1974 layer
1977 layer

Historical
cost
amount

Restatement
factor

Constant
dollar
amount

$200,000
50,000
180,000
70,000

195.4/ 91.7
195.4/104.2
195.4/147.7
195.4/181.5

$426,200
93,750
238,140
75,390
$833,480

$500,000

The ending inventory at December 31, 1978 would be calculated as follows:
Beginning inventory (constant dollars)
1978 layer: $100,000 x (195.4 ÷195.4)

$ 833,480
100,000
$ 933,480

Assuming purchases occurred evenly during the year, the constant dollar cost of sales is
calculated as shown below:
Beginning inventory
Purchases: $2,000,000 x (195.4

÷ 195.4)

$ 833,480
2,000,000
2,833,480

Ending inventory

933,480

Constant dollar cost of sales

$1,900,000

In this example, the denominator in the restatement factors is the simple average of the
CPI-U during the specified year. If LIFO were strictly followed, we would presume that each
layer was purchased early in the year rather than at the simple average of prices during the
year. Thus, the use of a weighted average (see Table IV-5) or a more "exact" estimate of the
price level might be more appropriate. Some companies, however, may price LIFO
increments using end-of-year prices. Therefore, the restatement into average-for-the-year
dollars should be based on the pricing method used for the primary financial statements.
LIFO with decrement. If the LIFO inventory decreases from one year-end to the next, no
special problems result. Instead of having to restate a current year increase, the LIFO
inventory would be restated using only prior years' layers.
LIFO and lower recoverable amount. Because frequently LIFO inventories include layers
that may be several years old, the danger is that the restated amounts will exceed net
realizable value at the beginning or end of the year. Since most companies maintain both
LIFO and FIFO records, comparing the two amounts may indicate that the restated LIFO
inventory exceeds market value.
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In our FIFO example, we assumed a beginning FIFO inventory in historical costs of $500,000.
The calculated beginning LIFO inventory i n average 1978 dollars was $833,480, which could
indicate it exceeds net realizable value at the beginning of the year.
When using average-for-the-year dollars, this comparison to market value is a two-step
process:
1.

Restate the market value at the beginning of the year to average-for-the-year prices.
In our example, if the beginning inventory had a market value of $550,000 at December
31, 1977 prices, we need to restate it at average 1977 prices (the average index for 1977
was 181.5; the December, 1977 index was 186.1). The restatement would then equal:
$550,000 x (181.5

2.

÷186.1) = $536,250

Restate the beginning inventories stated in the current year's average-for-the-year
dollars at the average-for-the-year dollars for the prior year. (An alternative of course
would be to first restate the beginning inventory at the prior year's
average-for-the-year dollars.)
In our example, this calculation would be:
$833,480 x (181.5

÷195.4) = $774,303

These calculations show that the beginning inventory should be stated at the market value of
$536,250, assuming that the market value is materially and permanently lower than the
constant dollar amount. Therefore, the beginning inventory, stated in average 1978 dollars,
would be calculated as follows:
$536,250 x (195.4

÷181.5) = $577,541

The ending inventory in constant dollars would now consist of just two layers - the
beginning inventory stated at the lower recoverable amount, and the 1978 increment. The
beginning inventory thus becomes the base layer for the LIFO calculation of the ending
inventory, which would be calculated as follows:
Base layer (1977)
1978 layer: $100,000 x (195.4

÷ 195.4)

$ 577,541
100,000
$ 677,541

When this calculation is made, another comparison to the recoverable amount should be
made, because the $677,541 may exceed net realizable value. If the market value of the
ending inventory is assumed to be $640,000, then the calculation of constant dollar cost of
sales becomes:
Beginning inventory, 1/1/78
Purchases

$ 577,541
2,000,000
2,577,541

Ending inventory, 12/31/78
Constant dollar cost of sales
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640,000
$1,937,541

Because the ending inventory is stated at the lower recoverable amount, the $640,000 is the
opening inventory for 1979 and becomes the base layer for future constant dollar
calculations. In 1979 and later years, should inventory decrease, it will be reflected by a
decrease in the base layer ($640,000) and not in the layers used for historical cost purposes.
For the first year that LIFO inventories are restated to constant dollars, an adjustment to a
lower recoverable amount might well be needed. However, as illustrated in our example, the
first-year adjustment is likely to be the largest, and it will always be needed if the general
price level increases faster than the market values of inventory items. In the first year of
restatement, the adjustment of the beginning inventory to a lower recoverable amount is an
adjustment of beginning shareholders' equity, not a charge to the current year income. If the
ending inventory needs to be restated to a lower recoverable amount, however, the
adjustment is a charge to income from continuing operations.
Dollar-value LIFO. The restatement procedure for dollar-value LIFO inventories is
essentially the same as those illustrated previously. Of course, for dollar-value LIFO
inventories, the inventory layers are determined using specific price indexes. As illustrated
previously, each layer would be restated for general price changes since it was established;
the total would then be compared to the recoverable amount.
Weighted average. When inventories are priced on a weighted average basis, the cost of
goods sold and the cost of the ending inventory is assumed to come from the cost of goods
available for sale during the year. In our example, we will assume that the components of
1977 cost of goods sold were:
+

Beginning inventory, 1/1/77
Purchases, labor and overhead

$ 450,000
2,050,000

-

Cost of goods available for sale
Ending inventory, 12/31/77

2,500,000
500,000

Cost of goods sold

$2,000,000

Under the weighted average method, the average costs included in cost of goods available
for sale are allocated between the ending inventory and cost of goods sold. In this case, 20%
was allocated to ending inventory and 80% to cost of goods sold.
For constant dollar accounting, we need to age the dollars in the beginning inventory. This
aging is somewhat complicated because the beginning 1977 inventory is based on an average
cost of all company purchases since its inception. From a reasonableness standpoint, the
"age of dollars" of the inventory equals at least half-a-year, because if there were no
beginning inventory, and purchases occurred evenly during the year, the cost of the ending
inventory would be priced at the average CPI-U for the year. Thus, intuitively we know that
the inventory's age exceeds six months because some of the costs in the ending inventory are
from the average costs included in the beginning inventory on January 1, 1978. The average
age in years can be estimated using the following formula which was suggested by
Davidson, Stickney, and Weil in their book, Inflation Accounting:
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A
A
G
P

EI

EI

I

EI

=
=
=
=

(1 + G + P ) ÷[2(1 + G - P ) ]
average age in years of the ending inventory
percentage increase in inventory
percentage of purchases in the ending inventory
I

EI

I

EI

In our example,
G
P

I

E I

= $50,000 ÷$450,000 = .111
= $500,000 ÷$2,050,000 = .244

Based on this information, the average age of the ending 1977 inventory equals:
A
= (1 + .111 + .244) ÷[2(1 + .111 - .244)] = 1.355 ÷1.734 = .78 years
E I

This result converts to 285 days (365 x .78), which means that the "average dollar" in the
December 31, 1977 inventory is the March, 1977 dollar. Knowing this, we can now restate the
December 31, 1977 weighted average inventory constant dollars as of December 31, 1978:
12/31/77 inventory = $500,000 x (195.4

÷178.2) = $548,500

With this information, we can now calculate the cost of goods available for sale in 1978 in a
constant dollar basis, again assuming even purchases during the year.
Beginning inventory
Purchases: $2,000,000 x (195.4

÷195.4)

Goods available for sale-constant dollars

$ 548,500
$2,000,000
$2,548,500

In historical dollars, the allocation of goods available for sale for 1978 was:
Ending inventory
Cost of goods sold

$ 600,000
900,000
$2,500,000

24.00%
76.00
100.00

Constant dollar accounting doesn't modify this relationship, so the goods available for sale
on a constant dollar basis is allocated using the same percentages:
Ending inventory
Cost of goods sold

= $2,548,500 x .24 = $ 611,640
= $2,548,500 x .76 = $1,936,860

Inventories already stated at current market price or net realizable values. Some inventories
are already stated at current market prices or net realizable values - certain agricultural
products, minerals, and other products which are immediately marketable at quoted prices
and for which appropriate costs may be difficult to obtain. Because these inventories are
already stated at current prices, they need not be restated if they are already stated in
end-of-year dollars. If the average-for-the-year dollar is used, a restatement would be
required to restate the year-end amount to average dollars.
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Just because no restatements may be necessary for these inventories does not mean that they
are monetary assets - they are not, because they do not represent a claim to a fixed number of
dollars. Therefore, calculating a purchasing power gain or loss for holding this inventory
would be inappropriate.
Contracts
In this section, we will discuss the two general methods used to account for contracts:
• Completed contract
• Percentage-of-completion
Both of these methods require special consideration when applying either constant dollar or
current cost accounting.
Whether the completed contract or percentage-of-completion method is used, the total
amount reported over the contract term (the sum of the income from the continuing
operations, purchasing power gain or loss, and the increase or decrease in current cost
amounts) using either method should be exactly the same. The only difference is in the timing
of the recognition of the amounts. This is important to keep in mind when applying constant
dollar or current cost accounting.
Restatement of costs. When revenue is recognized, how should the costs be treated - should
they be restated in constant dollars or at current costs, and is restating contract costs after
they are incurred a meaningful exercise. Paragraphs 177 and 178 of the FASB Statement say:
The Board considered whether special procedures were required for measuring the
costs (either historical costs in constant dollars or current costs) of goods and
services used to carry out contracts. Two bases for measurement were considered:
a.

Measure expenses at the date of use on or commitment to the contract and measure
assets (partly completed contracts) at the dates when the resources were used on or
committed to the contract.

b.

Measure expenses at the date of use on or commitment to the contract and
measure assets (partly completed contracts) at the balance sheet date.

The choice between option (a) and option (b) rests essentially on a decision as to
whether changes in current cost amounts should be recognized after resources have
been used on or committed to a contract. (In many cases, the date of use on a
contract will be the same as the date of commitment; however, reference is made to
the date of commitment to allow for the possibility that materials are ordered
specially or earmarked for a contract and held for some time before they are used.)
The Board believes that there would be little significance in measures of changes in
the cost of resources after their use on or commitment to a contract; their worth then
cannot be measured independently of the revenues earned from the contract as a
whole. Use of a resource on a contract may be regarded as similar to conversion to a
receivable. Having regard also to the desirability of simplification, the Board
concluded that option (a) was preferable.
Also, in Appendix D of the Statement, the FASB discusses the treatment of inventories used
on contracts:
They are, in substance, rights to receive sums of money if the future cash receipts on
the contracts will not vary due to future changes in specific prices. (Goods used on
contracts to be priced at market upon delivery are nonmonetary).
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Further, paragraph 51.c. of the Statement says:
Resources used on partly completed contracts shall be measured at current cost or
lower recoverable amount at the date of use on or commitment to the contracts.
In many cases, the current cost amount will be the same as the historical cost that was
charged to the contract. The two significant exceptions may be (1) inventory normally kept in
stock which is used on the contract, and (2) depreciation which is included in contract costs.
For these items, the constant dollar and current cost amounts at the date of use would be
calculated.
In summary, the FASB is saying that, generally, contract costs become receivables when they
are charged to a contract. At that time, the company has a monetary asset on which it can
lose purchasing power depending on how long it takes to collect the receivable. In the case
where the price to be paid is not known or is subject to the market price at the time of
delivery (similar to inventory held for sale), the contract costs are considered to be
nonmonetary. When contract costs are considered to be nonmonetary, the lower recoverable
amount principle applies, as for other inventory items.
In conclusion, the major three points concerning contracts are:
1.

The nonmonetary "rule" is difficult to apply in every instance. If, for example, the final
contract price is uncertain but is reasonably estimable, many companies account for
such contracts on a percentage-of-completion basis, and, treatment of the contract
costs as nonmonetary may be inappropriate. Further, the fact that a company uses the
completed contract method of accounting does not necessarily mean that the final
contract price is unknown.

2.

As a practical matter, it would seem reasonable to treat contract costs as monetary,
unless there is clear evidence to the contrary (for example, the two exceptions
discussed previously). In practice, determining the current cost of contracts at the
"date of use or commitment" could be difficult.

3.

Regardless of whether contract costs are treated as monetary, losses on contracts
should be provided for as soon as they become evident. This generally accepted
practice is analogous to the lower-of-cost-or-market principle, and would be applied
whether or not costs are treated as monetary.

Property, Plant, and Equipment
General methodology. Restating property, plant, and equipment into constant dollars can be
reasonably simple. For the first restatement year, however, the process may be tedious and
cumbersome because many items with different acquisition dates must be restated. Having
the following information for the first year would be the ideal:
1.

Reconciliations of the historical cost/nominal dollars between the beginning and end of
the year, showing:
- Historical cost by year of acquisition
- Depreciation expense by year of acquisition
- Accumulated depreciation by year of acquisition

2.

The average CPI-U for the current year and the average CPI-U for each year assets
were acquired.
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The goal of constant dollar accounting for property, plant, and equipment is to age the
historical cost, depreciation expense, and accumulated depreciation of the assets and to
restate them in constant dollars of the current year. Thus, aging the fixed assets is absolutely
required for constant dollar accounting. The "ideal" situation described - where the assets
can be aged by year of acquisition for historical cost, depreciation expense, and the related
accumulated depreciation - may be impossible to attain without incurring substantial costs.
For some companies, the detailed records needed in the "ideal" situation will simply not be
available for many valid reasons, including:
• A l l asset records may not be up-to-date
• Sorting asset records by year of acquisition would be extremely time-consuming and
costly.
Clearly, short-cuts and estimating techniques must often be used - and many are available.
A logical starting place is to group assets by natural classifications. For example, historical
costs may be classified in the accounting records as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land
Land improvements
Buildings
Machinery and equipment
Furniture and office equipment
Leasehold improvements
Construction in progress

For some of these classifications, the year of acquisition and the cost, depreciation expense,
and accumulated depreciation may be known or easily determinable. If so, the "ideal"
situation is achievable and the restatement process is relatively straightforward. Consider the
following known facts about land:
LAND
Year acquired

Historical cost

1962
1969
1978

$ 50,000
200,000
200,000

Historical cost, 12/31/78

$450,000

Since we can easily determine the average CPI-U for 1978 and for each year assets were
acquired, the constant dollar restatement is faily simple. The average CPI-U's were:
1962
1969
1978

90.6
109.8
195.4

A n d the restatement for 1978 is calculated as follows:
Year
acquired

Historical
cost

1962
1969
1978

$ 50,000
200,000
200,000

Restatement
factor

195.4
195.4
195.4

÷ 90.6 = 2.157
÷109.8 = 1.780
÷195.4 = 1.000

Average
1978 dollars

$107,850
356,000
200,000
$663,850

$450,000
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This restatement is only slightly more difficult if we consider depreciable assets. Assume we
know the following:
BUILDINGS
Historical Costs

Accumulated Depreciation

Year
acquired

12/31/77

Additions
(disposals)

12/31/78

12/31/77

Expense

Disposals

12/31/78

1952
1960
1978

$100,000
300,000
-

$(100,000)
400,000

$ 300,000
400,000

$ 78,000
162,000
-

$ 3,000
9,000
12,000

$(81,000)
-

$ 171,000
12,000

$400,000

$ 300,000

$700,000

$240,000

$24,000

$(81,000)

$183,000

Here, the accounting records were sufficiently detailed to determine that the 1978 disposal
was the asset purchased in 1952, and what the accumulated and current year's depreciation
for assets acquired each year were.
Even with this additional detail, the restatement is fairly straightforward - our goal is to
restate the historical amounts to constant dollars for the current year. For each year, we need
to restate the "old" dollars to 1978 dollars. To do this, each line will be multiplied by a
restatement factor calculated using the following formula:
Average Index For 1978 ÷Average Index For Year Asset Acquired
We can easily determine the appropriate average indexes and restatement factors:
Year

Average
index

1952
1960
1978

79.5
88.7
195.4

Restatement
factor

195.4
195.4
195.4

÷ 79.5 = 2.458
÷ 88.7 = 2.203
÷ 195.4 = 1.000

Now, the restatement becomes an exercise in arithmetic - the numbers for each year are
multiplied by that year's restatement factor. The result is shown below:
BUILDINGS
(in average 1978 dollars)
Historical Costs/Constant Dollars
Additions
(disposals)

Accumulated Depreciation

Year
acquired

12/31/77

1952
1960
1978

$245,800
660,900
-

$(245,800) $
660,900
400,000
400,000

$191,724
356,886
-

$ 7,374 $(199,098)
19,827
12,000
-

$ 376,713
12,000

$906,700

$ 154,200

$548,610

$39,201

$388,713

12/31/78

12/31/77

$1,060,900
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Expense

Disposals

$(199,098)

12/31/78

Accounting for disposals. Although the FASB Statement does not specifically require the
restatement of gains and losses on disposals of fixed assets, we believe the Board intended
that this restatement be made. If gains and losses are not restated, then income from
continuing operations excludes the effect of general price increases for fixed assets disposed
during the year, while the effect of general price increases on depreciation is included. This
results in the constant dollar net book value of disposed assets being treated as an
adjustment of net assets (shareholders' equity) without first being included as a component
of income, as required by generally accepted accounting principles. Paragraph 44 of the FASB
Statement says:
If it is necessary to reduce the measurements of inventory and property plant and
equipment during the current fiscal year from historical cost/constant dollar
amounts to lower recoverable amounts, the reduction shall be deducted in the
computation of income from continuing operations.
While this provision would apply to disposals when the proceeds is materially less than the
constant dollar amount, we believe that this requirement should be applied to all disposals of
property, plant, and equipment.
Short-cuts and estimating procedures. As stated earlier, the detail information required to
achieve the "ideal" restatement will often not be available. Even if it is, rearranging and
summarizing the information may be too time-consuming and costly. Fortunately, several
short-cuts and estimating procedures may yield a reasonable degree of accuracy. The
methods and techniques discussed here are only suggestions - others could be devised,
based on the unique circumstances of individual companies. The different approaches have
one common goal - to age the historical costs, determine depreciation expense and
accumulated depreciation based on the age of the assets, and to restate the amounts to
constant dollars of the current year.
For ease of discussion, we will group the methods into two broad categories:
• Aging historical costs
• Determining depreciation expense and accumulated depreciation.
A n approach that could be used in many situations would be to:
1. Group historical costs according to natural classifications (land, buildings, machinery
and equipment, etc.)
2.

For those classifications where adequate records are available and it is reasonable to do
so, use the "ideal" method previously described.

3.

For other classifications, use a short-cut procedure to reasonably estimate the age of
the assets.

4.

Once aging is accomplished, determine what the historical cost depreciation expense
and accumulated depreciation would be based on that aging. Redistribute any
resulting difference.

5.

Restate the historical costs to constant dollars.

6.

Test the results for reasonableness.
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Aging Historical Costs
A l l companies required to prepare disclosures under FASB Statement No. 33 will have fixed
asset records, some detailed and some less detailed. Sources for the fixed asset information
include:
• Accounting records
Manual schedules
Cards
Computer reports
Physical inventory documents
Cost records (invoices, title documents, etc.)
• Forms 10-K filed with the SEC
• Tax returns
Federal income tax returns
Property tax returns
Some or all of these sources may provide useful information for aging the historical costs.
Forms 10-K may be a very good starting point, since they include a reconciliation of fixed
asset classifications from the beginning to the end of the year. Let's consider the following
information obtained from 10-Ks for several years.

COST OF MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
Year

Beginning
of year

1946
1948
1949
1953
1955
1958
1965
1966
1968
1973
1976
1977
1978
1979

$ 300,000
320,000
440,000
490,000
460,000
410,000
560,000
840,000
930,000
910,000
1,160,000
1,460,000
1,310,000
1,600,000

Additions

$

20,000
140,000
100,000
—

80,000
170,000
450,000
220,000
—

450,000
300,000
—

390,000
300,000
$2,620,000
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Disposals/
retirements

$

(20,000)
(50,000)
(30,000)
(50,000)
(100,000)
(170,000)
(130,000)
(20,000)
(200,000)

-

(150,000)
(100,000)

-

$1,020,000

End of
year

$ 320,000
440,000
490,000
460,000
490,000
560,000
840,000
930,000
910,000
1,160,000
1,460,000
1,310,000
1,600,000
1,900,000

This is useful information, but we still don't know:
1. The years the beginning 1946 balance was acquired.
This is not too significant a problem, since if any of the 1946 or older assets are still being
used, they would almost assuredly be fully depreciated.
2.

For disposals and retirements, the years the assets were acquired.

This is a more difficult problem, since the answer will directly affect the calculation of the
constant dollar amounts.
Three basic methods can be used to assign the disposal amounts to the various years:
1.

Specific identification. Review the other sources of fixed asset information to determine
the year of acquisition for assets disposed or retired.

2.

FIFO. Assume a simple FIFO flow - the assets disposed were the first ones acquired.

3.

Allocation. Apportion the amounts to reflect the fact that, while many disposals relate
to oldest assets, a significant portion of disposals can relate to more recently acquired
assets.

A fourth method - assuming all assets were disposed of the year they were acquired - is
clearly unreasonable and is ignored for the aging of disposals. Let's consider each of these
methods for aging disposals.
Specific identification. This is clearly the best because it allows disposals to be properly
placed in the aging schedule. Even if only some of the disposals can be properly aged this
way, the method is preferable to the others.
FIFO. The FIFO assumption is easy to use, but it has one major disadvantage - it is biased
against older assets, always assuming that they are the first ones disposed of. Often, this
assumption is invalid. Also, it is frequently true that fully depreciated assets are still in use.
Therefore, using this method may understate constant dollar costs and the related
depreciation expense.
Allocation. This method is more likely to reflect the reality of fixed asset disposals and
retirements. Although reducing the bias of the FIFO method, the specific identification
method would still be preferred. Allocations are usually based on weighting either gross
asset additions or net additions over several years.
Based on Gross Asset Additions
One method would be to weight additions based on the year of acquisition and to allocate
total disposals based on this weighting. Using our example for machinery and equipment,
the calculation would be as follows:
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Year

Additions

Years
to
1979

1946
1948
1949
1953
1955
1958
1965
1966
1968
1973
1976
1977
1978
1979

$ 320,000
140,000
100,000

33
31
30

$10,560,000
4,340,000
3,000,000

80,000
170,000
450,000
220,000

24
21
14
13

1,920,000
3,570,000
6,300,000
2,860,000

450,000
300,000

6
3

2,700,000
900,000

—

—

—

—

—

—

390,000
300,000

—

$2,920,000

—

Weighted
dollars

—

—

—

390,000
—

$36,540,000

Fraction of
weighted
dollars

Allocation
of
disposals

Net
gross
assets

.29
.12
.08

$ 295,800
122,400
81,600

.05
.10
.17
.08

51,000
102,000
173,400
81,000

29,000
68,000
276,600
138,400

.07
.03

71,400
30,600

378,600
269,400

.01

10,200

379,800
300,000

1.00

$1,020,000

$1,900,000

—

—

—

—

_

—

—
—

$

24,200
17,600
18,400
_

_

—

This method has the advantage of only allocating disposals to years with additions.
However, a disadvantage is that the allocation depends on the level of disposals, which
could yield an amount greater than the additions for a given year. In our example, if total
disposals had been $1,400,000, the 1946 allocation would have been $406,000 ($1,400,000 x
.29), or $86,000 more than the total additions for that year. If that were to occur, however, the
calculation could be made in multiple steps, each assuming disposals are less than or equal to
the additions for that year, with the excess redistributed.
Based on Net Additions
The following calculation is a variation of one suggested in the FASB's 1977 Research Report,
Field tests of Financial Reporting in Units of General Purchasing Power. This "dollar weighted sum
of the years digits" calculation is based on a weighting of yearly expenditures, net of
disposals. Using our example, the calculations would be as follows:
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Year

1946
1948
1949
1953
1955
1958
1965
1966
1968
1973
1976
1977
1978
1979

(1)

(2)

(3)=(1)x(2)

(4)=(3)÷(A)

Net
expenditure

Years
to
1979

Weighted
dollars

Fraction of
weighted
dollars

$ 320,000
120,000
50,000

33
31
30

$10,560,000
3,720,000
1,500,000

30,000
70,000
280,000
90,000

24
21
14
13

720,000
1,470,000
3,920,000
1,170,000

250,000
300,000

6
3

1,500,000
900,000

1

290,000

—

—

—

290,000
300,000

—

—

—

—

$2,100,000
Net disposals

$(200,000)(B)

From 1953
1968
1977

$ (30,000)

(5)=(4)x(B)
Allocation
of net
disposals

(6) = (5)-(l)
Gross
fixed
assets

.41
.14
.06

$ (82,000)
(28,000)
(12,000)

$ 238,000
92,000
38,000

.03
.06
.15
.05

(6,000)
(12,000)
(30,000)
(10,000)

24,000
58,000
250,000
80,000

.06
.03

(12,000)
(6,000)

238,000
294,000

.01

(2,000)

288,000
300,000

-

-

—

—

—

—

$25,750,000

—

1.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

—

$(200,000)

$1,900,000

(20,000)
(150,000)

$(200,000)
Ideally, this calculation should allocate disposals only to years before the disposals;
otherwise, as in our example, disposals are partially allocated to subsequent years. The
disadvantages of the method are that: (1) because net yearly expenditures are used, disposals
during a year are presumed to relate to additions during the year, and (2) the weighting is
biased towards years in which there are fewer disposals, resulting in a higher net
expenditure.
Alternative to Aging Assets by Year
A n alternative to aging fixed assets by year is to assume straight-line depreciation and to
derive the average age of fixed assets from depreciation expense and accumulated
depreciation included in the primary financial statements. The estimated average age of the
assets would be calculated as follows:
Estimated average age =

Accumulated depreciation at year-end
Depreciation expense for the year

In the previous illustration of the "ideal" restatement for buildings, the constant dollar
amounts were:

Gross assets on 12/31/78
Accumulated depreciation on 12/31/78
Depreciation for 1978
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Historical
costs

Constant
dollars

$700,000
183,000
24,000

$1,060,900
388,713
39,201

The average age of the assets is calculated to be 7.63 years ($183,000/$24,000). If the assets
averaged 7.63 years (7 years, 8 months) at December 31, 1978, they would be assumed to
have been purchased, on the average, in May 1971. The gross assets at December 31, 1978
would then be restated based on the CPI-U for May 1971, which was 120.8. The calculation is
shown below:
Historical
costs

Gross assets at 12/31/78
Accumulated depreciation at 12/31/78
Depreciation for 1978

$700,000
183,000
24,000

Restatement
factor

195.4
195.4
195.4

Constant
dollars

÷120.8 = 1.618 $1,132,600
÷120.8 = 1.618
294,094
÷ 120.8 = 1.618
38,832

The differences between the amounts calculated in the "ideal" restatement and this short-cut
are summarized below:

Gross assets
Accumulated depreciation
Depreciation expense

"Ideal"
method

Short-cut
method

Over/(under)
"ideal"

$1,060,900
388,713
39,201

$1,132,600
294,094
38,832

$ 71,700
(92,619)
(369)

As can be seen, the largest difference is for accumulated depreciation. That is because the fact
that the beginning of the year balance actually represented the accumulated depreciation for
assets much older than the end-of-the-year average of 7.63 years.
Also, the short-cut method resulted in depreciation expense reasonably similar to the "ideal"
amount only because, in the real-life example, the buildings were actually being depreciated
on a straight-line basis. (The buildings were being depreciated over 30 years with a 10%
salvage value, and a full year's depreciation in the year of acquisition and disposal.) Had
they been depreciated using an accelerated method, the results would not be satisfactory.
Therefore, some refinements in the estimating process would be needed. Some possible
refinements are:
• Separate out the portions of accumulated depreciation relating to fully depreciated
assets
• Where an accelerated depreciation method is used, modify the formula for determining
average age.
• Average the beginning and ending balances of accumulated depreciation.
When an accelerated method is used, the average life can be roughly estimated by
multiplying the calculated average life by the ratio of the percentage of actual net book value
to cost, using the accelerated method to the percentage of net book value to cost, to the
corresponding percentage assuming a straight-line method. For example, assume the
following facts:
•
•
•
•

Machine purchased in 1976 for $50,000
Machines are assigned a 10-year useful life
Double-declining balance
A full year's depreciation is taken in the year of acquisition
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At the end of 1979, the accumulated depreciation would be $29,520, calculated as follows:

Year

Depreciation
base

Depreciation
(20%
of base)

1976
1977
1978
1979

$50,000
40,000
32,000
25,600

$10,000
8,000
6,400
5,120

Net book
value

% of net
book value
to cost

$40,000
32,000
25,600
20,480

.80
.64
.51
.41

$29,520

Using a straight-line approach, and assuming no salvage value, the percentage of net book
value to cost at the end of each year would have been:
Percent
1976
1977
1978
1979

.90
.80
.70
.60

The estimated average life would then be calculated as follows:
($29,520

÷5,120) x (.41 ÷.60) = 3.94 years

Here the estimated average age is very close to the actual age of the machine. For many
machines with different acquisition dates, the calculation would be similar - the percentage
of actual net book value to cost would correspond to a pre-calculated percent assuming
straight-line depreciation.
Determining Depreciation Expense and Accumulated Depreciation
Determining accumulated depreciation is based on the constant dollar amount of fixed assets
determined by some short-cut procedure or estimating technique for aging the assets.
Basically, the short-cut that could be used is:
• Multiply the historical cost amounts of depreciation expense and accumulated
depreciation by the ratio of the constant dollar cost of the assets to the historical cost of
the assets.
Applying this method to the "ideal" example for buildings, we would get the following
results:
HISTORICAL COSTS

CONSTANT DOLLARS

Depreciation
Expense

Accumulated
Depreciation

Depreciation
Expense

Accumulated
Depreciation

$24,000

$183,000

$36,384

$277,428
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The constant dollar amounts are calculated by multiplying the historical costs by the ratio of
the constant dollar cost of the assets at year-end to the historical cost at year-end. That ratio
equals:
$1,060,900 ÷ $700,000 = 1.516
The actual amounts previously, determined based on the aged amounts of the assets were
depreciation expense of $39,201 and accumulated deprecation of $388,713. The differences
result primarily from ignoring the asset sold during the year and the actual age of the assets
included in the ending balance. Therefore, a refinement of this approach would be to use the
average of the beginning and ending cost balances to determine the ratio, thus:
[l/2($906,700 + $1,060,900) ÷1/2($400,000+ $700,000)] = 1.789
Using this ratio, the constant dollar amounts would be:
Depreciation expense
Accumulated depreciation

$ 42,936
327,387

As can be seen, even this refinement results in amounts that probably would be considered
unsatisfactory estimates of the constant dollar amounts. This method would usually only
give reasonable results if the amount of acquisitions each year is approximately the same and
if there are few very old assets in the asset balance at the end of the year. Generally, it would
be preferable to age the historical cost of the assets as previously described.
Special Considerations
Fully depreciated assets. Assets that are fully depreciated using the historical cost/nominal
dollar basis will also be fully depreciated using the historical cost/constant dollar basis. If the
constant dollar amount of the fully depreciated assets becomes greater than the recoverable
amount of the assets, then the constant dollar amount would be reduced to the lower
recoverable amount. If the fully depreciated assets would clearly be an immaterial portion of
the total constant dollar amount of property, plant, and equipment, it may be sufficient to use
the historical cost amounts.
Leased assets. The constant dollar amount of leased assets depends upon how the related
leases are classified.
Lessor. If the lessor has operating leases, the constant dollar amount of the related assets
would be determined the same way as other items of property, plant, and equipment. If the
lessor has sales-type leases or direct-financing leases, the constant dollar treatment requires
special attention. For either type of lease, the net investment in the lease has the following
basic components:
Minimum lease payments receivable
+ Estimated residual values of leased property
- Unearned income
= Net investment in the lease
For these leases, the minimum lease payments receivable is a monetary asset and would be
included in the computation of purchasing power gain or loss. The unearned income is
amortized over the term of the lease and is not subject to change because of the future prices
of goods or services. In this sense, the unearned income would be considered a monetary
item and would be included in the computation of purchasing power gain or loss.
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In most cases, the residual value would be considered a nonmonetary asset since it is the
estimated fair value of the leased property at the end of the lease term. Therefore, the
residual value is usually subject to future price changes, making it a nonmonetary asset. The
matter of residual values is not addressed in FASB Statement No. 33. In specific cases, some
believe that it is possible that the residual value could be considered as a monetary item.
Lessee. If the lessee has operating leases, no constant dollar amount of the related assets
need be determined. If the lessee has capital leases, the constant dollar amount would be
determined in the same way as other items of property, plant, and equipment. The related
lease obligation would be considered a monetary liability and would be included in the
computation of purchasing power gain or loss.
Construction in progress. Construction in progress requires special consideration since the
related assets become depreciable from the date they are placed in service. Similar to
determining the current cost of construction in progress, it may be appropriate to consider
the constant dollar amount as being equal to the historical cost amount. Otherwise, aging the
costs would be required and the constant dollar amount would be greater than the historical
cost/nominal dollar amount on the date the assets are placed in service. Further, construction
in progress is likely to be an immaterial portion of total property, plant, and equipment and
constant dollar restatements would not materially affect restated net assets, especially if the
construction period is relatively short.
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APPENDIX IV-1
CONSTANT DOLLAR WORKSHEETS
Table

Description and Purpose(s)

1

Restating the current year index:
- Calculate the average CPI-U for the current year
- Determine current year restatement factors of monthly
indexes to the average-for-the-year or the end-of-year index

2

Restatement factors for prior years:
- Calculate restatement factors for nonmonetary items
- Calculate restatement factors for the five-year summary

3

Monetary items:
- Identifying these items from the historical cost financial
statements

4

Purchasing power gain or loss

5

Restatement of property, plant, and equipment
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TABLE 1
RESTATING THE CURRENT YEAR INDEX
(Example using 1978)
Restatement factors*
CPI-U

Month to
average

Month to
year-end

December 1977

186.1

1.050

1.090

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

187.2
188.4
189.8
191.5
193.3
195.3
196.7
197.8
199.3
200.9
202.0
202.9

1.044
1.037
1.030
1.020
1.011
1.001
.993
.988
.980
.973
.967
.963

1.084
1.077
1.069
1.060
1.050
1.039
1.032
1.026
1.018
1.010
1.004
1.000

2,345.1

Average = 2,345.1

÷12 = 195.4

*Only one of these columns would be needed, depending
on the method used by the company to convert to
constant dollars. Also, please remember that restating
"market price per common share at fiscal year-end"
requires using the end-of-year CPI-U.
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TABLE 2
RESTATEMENT FACTORS FOR PRIOR YEARS
(Example using 1978)
Restatement factors*

1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
etc.

Average
CPI-U

Using 1978
average

Using 1978
year-end

195.4
181.5
170.5
161.2
147.7
133.1
125.3
121.3
etc.

1.000
1.077
1.146
1.212
1.323
1.468
1.559
1.611
etc.

1.038
1.118
1.190
1.259
1.374
1.524
1.619
1.673
etc.

*Only one of these columns would be needed,
depending on the method used by the company to
convert to constant dollars. Also, please remember
that restating "market price per common share at
fiscal year-end" requires using the end-of-year
CPI-U.
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TABLE 3
NET MONETARY ITEMS
December 31,

Assets:
Cash
Accounts receivable, etc.
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Notes payable, etc.

Net monetary items

1979

1978

Change

$xxx
xxx

$xxx
xxx

$xxx
xxx

$xxx

$xxx

$xxx

xxx
xxx

xxx
xxx

xxx
xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

$xxx

$xxx

$xxx

Notes:
1. Use Appendix D of FASB Statement No. 33 for guidance
on the classification of monetary items.
2.

If a portion of a report classification represents
nonmonetary items, exclude the nonmonetary portion
from the calculation of net monetary items.
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TABLE 4
PURCHASING POWER GAIN OR LOSS
(1)

(2)
Restatement
factor

Historical
dollars

Net monetary items - December 31, 1978
Change in net monetary items (see note)
Net monetary items - December 31, 1979

XXX,XXX

1

X.XXX

2

XX,XXX

1

X.XXX

4

X.XXX

5

XXX,XXX

1

(1) x (2)
Restated
amount

xx,xxx (A)
x,xxx (B)
xx,xxx (C)
3

3

3

CALCULATION OF GAIN OR LOSS
+
-

Note:

December 31, 1978
Change during 1979
December 31, 1979

$

Purchasing power (gain) or loss

$xx,xxx

(A)
+ (B)

The change for the year can be analyzed to determine the dates and amounts of
significant changes, or, the monthly or quarterly change could be used.

From Table 3
From Table 1
If the historical cost amount is a negative number (net credit), then this amount will also
be a negative number. If the historical cost amount is a positive number (net debit), this
amount will also be a positive number (loss).
If average dollars for the year is used, this factor will be 1.000. If end-of-year dollars is
used, this factor will be the year-end CPI-U divided by the average CPI-U for the year.
If average dollars for the year is used, this factor will be the average CPI-U for the year
divided by the year-end CPI-U. If end-of-year dollars is used, the factor will be 1.000.
1

2

3

4

5
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TABLE 5
RESTATEMENT OF PROPERTY, PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT

Year of
acquisition

1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
etc.

(1)

(2)

Historical
cost

Restatement
factor

$

XX,XXX

XX,xxx
XX,xxx
XX,xxx
XX,xxx
XX,xxx

etc.

$xxx,xxx

x.xxx
x.xxx
x.xxx
x.xxx
x.xxx
x.xxx
etc.

(3)=(1)x(2)
Constant
dollar
amount

(4)
Percent
of cost
depreciated

$ XX,xxx

X

XX,xxx

X

XX,xxx
XX,xxx
XX,xxx

X

xx,xxx

etc.

2

X
X
X

etc.

$xxx,xxx

1

(5)=(3)x(4)
Accumulated
depreciation
$

XX,XXX

XX,xxx

xx,xxx
xx,xxx
xx,xxx
XX,xxx

etc.

$xxx,xxx

T h i s number should agree with the gross amount of property, plant, and equipment in the
financial statements.
Based on the normal depreciation policy of the company, after considering salvage values.
For example, if the company's assets have 10-year lives and salvage values of 10% of cost,
the yearly depreciation percentage would be, assuming a full year in the year of acquisition:
1

2

Years 1-10 (100% x 90%) x 10% = 9%
After 5 years, the cost of the asset would be depreciated by 45%.
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APPENDIX IV-2
THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
WHAT IS THE CPI-U?
The Consumer Price Index for A l l Urban Consumers is a monthly statistical measure of the
average change in prices for a fixed market basket of goods and services. The index (prepared by
the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics) covers 80 percent of the total
noninstitutional population of the United States. " A l l Urban Consumers" includes wage
earners and clerical workers, professional, managerial, and technical workers, the
self-employed, short-term workers, the unemployed, retirees, and others not in the labor
force.
The CPI-U is based on prices of food, clothing, shelter, fuel, drugs, transportation fares,
doctor's and dentist's fees, and other goods or services that people buy for day-to-day
living. The quantity and quality of these items are kept essentially unchanged between major
revisions so that only price changes will be measured. Prices are collected from over 18,000
housing units for property taxes in 85 urban areas across the country. A l l taxes directly
associated with the purchase and use of items are also included in the index.
Although the CPI-U is often called the "Cost-of-Living Index," it measures only price
change, which is just one of several important factors affecting living costs. The index does
not measure differences in the level of prices among cities - it only measures the average
change in prices since the base year. Currently, the base year is 1967, expressed as 100. Thus,
if the index in 1979 is 208, that means that if the market basket of goods were purchased for
$208, the 1967 price would have been $100.
COMPONENTS OF THE "MARKET BASKET"
The "market basket" comprises seven categories of expenditures:
1.

Food and beverages

2.

Housing

3.

Apparel and upkeep

4.

Transportation

5.

Medical care

6.

Entertainment

7. Other goods and services.
This "market basket" includes approximately 400 goods (commodities) and services. A n
outline of the types of goods and services included in the seven categories is presented
below:
I.

FOOD A N D BEVERAGES
A.

Food
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1.

2.
B.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Cereals and bakery products
Meats, poultry, fish and eggs
Dairy products
Fruits and vegetables
Sugar and sweets

f.

Other foods at home

Food away from home

Alcoholic beverages
1.
2.

II.

Food at home

Alcoholic beverages at home
Alcoholic beverages away from home

HOUSING
A.

Shelter
1.
2.

Rent, residential
Other rental costs

3. Homeownership
B.

Fuel and other utilities
1.

2.

C.

a.

Fuel oil, coal and bottled gas

b.

Gas (piped) and electricity

Other utilities and public services
a.

Telephone services

b.

Water and sewerage maintenance

Household furnishings and operations
1.

D.
E.

Fuels

Household furnishings

a. Textile house furnishings
b. Furniture and bedding
c. Appliances including TV and sound equipment
d. Other household equipment
Housekeeping supplies
Housekeeping services
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III.

APPAREL A N D UPKEEP
A.

Apparel commodities less footwear
1.
2.
3.
4.

IV.

B.

Footwear

C.

Apparel services

TRANSPORTATION
A.

Private
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

B.

New cars
Used cars
Gasoline
Automobile maintenance and repair
Other private transportation

Public
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

V.

Men's and boys'
Women's and girls'
Infants' and toddlers'
Other apparel commodities

Airline fare
Intercity bus fare
Intracity mass transit
Taxi fare
Intercity train fare

MEDICAL CARE
A.

B.

Medical care commodities
1.

Prescription drugs

2.

Nonprescription drugs and medical supplies

Medical care services
1.

2.

Professional services
a.
b.

Physicians' services
Dental services

c.

Other professional services

Other medical care services
a.

Hospital and other medical services
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VI.

ENTERTAINMENT
A.

Entertainment commodities
1.
2.
3.

B.

Entertainment services
1.
2.
3.

VII.

Reading materials
Sporting goods and equipment
Toys, hobbies, and other entertainment

Fees for participant sports
Admissions
Other entertainment services

OTHER GOODS A N D SERVICES
A.

Tobacco products

B.

Personal care

C.

1.

Toilet goods and personal care appliances

2.

Personal care services
a.

Beauty parlor services for women

b.

Haircuts and other barber shop services

Personal and educational expenses
1.
2.

School books and supplies
Personal and educational services

OBTAINING CONSUMER PRICE INDEX INFORMATION
The Bureau of Labor Statistics presents monthly indexes for the following:
1.

A l l seven categories combined (all items)

2.

Each category separately

3.

A l l commodities in the seven categories

4.

A l l services in the seven categories

5.

Special indexes (all items less food, all items less mortgage interest costs, commodities
less food, etc.)

In addition, indexes for specific commodities or services in each category are presented. For
example, indexes are given for frankfurters, butter, bananas, roasted coffee, wine, property
taxes, fuel oil, sofas, postage, dresses, automobile tires, eyeglasses, bicycles, cigarettes,
college tuition, etc., etc.
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Consumer Price Index information is available in the following publications of the U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics:
• Monthly Labor Review - Issued monthly; available on a subscription basis for $16 per year
($20 foreign)
• CPI Detailed Report - Issued monthly; available on a subscription basis for $12 ($15
foreign)
• Consumer Price Index (CPI) - This is a free monthly press release. Obtaining the most
recent CPI-U information from the press release rather than waiting for the other two
publications will always be quicker.
To subscribe to the monthly publications, send your request and payment to:
Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washington, D . C . 20402
To be placed on the mailing list to receive the monthly press release, send your request,
asking for Mailing List Number 302, to:
U.S. Department of Labor
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Washington, D . C . 20212
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V.

COMPREHENSIVE HISTORICAL COST/
CONSTANT DOLLAR STATEMENTS

Although FASB Statement No. 33 does not require the comprehensive restatement of
financial statements, some companies may wish to do so. Two measurement bases are
permitted for comprehensive statements:
• Historical cost/constant dollar
• Current cost/constant dollar
For comprehensive current cost restatements, there has been only limited experimentation,
and many implementation questions still need to be resolved. For these reasons, a discussion
of comprehensive current cost restatements is beyond the scope of this manual.
This chapter presents guidelines for the major restatements that may be necessary for
comprehensive restatements using the historical cost/constant dollar basis. Companies
desiring to comprehensively restate their financial statements may also want to read
publications that discuss restatements into constant dollars (units of general purchasing
power). Some of these publications are listed in Appendix V-1 of this chapter.
What "Comprehensive" Means
The FASB Statement does not define or describe what is meant by "comprehensive financial
statements." Based on our discussions with the FASB staff, the term implies that the
following financial statements should be presented as a minimum:
• Balance sheet
• Income statement, down to income from continuing operations
Therefore, all material elements of the historical cost/nominal dollar financial statements
would need to be restated in the comprehensive financial statements.
Presentation of the Financial Statements
Even though a balance sheet and an income statement would be presented, they would not
necessarily follow the same format as the primary financial statements. A logical grouping of
financial statement items would be possible, as illustrated below.
BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 1979
(in $ millions)

Monetary assets
Nonmonetary assets:
Inventory
Property, plant and equipment - net
Investments - equity basis
Goodwill

Monetary liabilities
Shareholders' equity
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As reported

In December, 1979
constant dollars

$ 500

$ 500

300
650
100
150

350
1,000
150
200

$1,700

$2,200

$ 400
1,300

$ 400
1,800

$1,700

$2,200

INCOME FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS
Year ended December 31, 1979
(in $ millions)

Sales and other operating revenues
Cost of goods sold
Depreciation and amortization
Other operating expense
Interest expense
Provision for income taxes

Income from continuing operations

As reported

In December, 1979
constant dollars

$3,000

$3,100

1,350
450
400
200
200

1,400
700
450
230
220

$2,600

$3,000

$ 400

$ 100

Purchasing power loss on net
monetary items

$

Using the Consumer Price Index
When comprehensively restating into constant dollars, it
to financial statement users if restatements are made in
average-for-the-year dollars. The FASB allows the
comprehensive restatements and states in paragraph 189

(50)

probably would be less confusing
end-of-period dollars rather than
use of end-of-year dollars in
of the Statement:

. . . Use of the average-for-the-year dollar in comprehensive statements may be
confusing to users because it results in balance sheet amounts that differ from the
historical cost/nominal dollar equivalents for monetary assets and liabilities...
Therefore, to reduce confusion, we recommend using end-of-year dollars. Examples in this
chapter use end-of-year dollar restatements.
Nonmonetary Items
Immaterial items. In order to avoid time-consuming restatements of immaterial
nonmonetary items, it may save time to consider them monetary, or nonmonetary items
acquired within the last few months of the year. This will result in fewer required detailed
restatements and would result in including the impact of inflation of many of these items in
the caption "purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items."
Aging nonmonetary items. If individual nonmonetary items are restated to constant dollars,
the process could virtually take weeks, months, or even years! A better method is needed.
Useful alternatives for restating nonmonetary items are:
1.

Group items by month or year of acquisition.

2.

Establish materiality limits, restating individual items over the established limit, and
using some other method to restate items under the limit - by grouping by month or
year or by using statistical sampling methods.

3.

For items several years old, consider using a cutoff date for restatement purposes. If
property, plant and equipment were acquired before 1960, for example, it is possible
that using the 1960 rate for all acquisitions prior to that date would not significantly
affect the results.
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Determination of Monetary and Nonmonetary Items
It would be expected that problems will arise in determining whether assets and liabilities are
monetary or nonmonetary, whether the minimum data or comprehensive statements are
presented. Appendix D to FASB Statement No. 33 provides guidelines on the classification of
certain items, but the FASB also states:
. . . The table is not intended to provide answers that should be followed regardless
of the circumstances of the case. Rather, the intent is to illustrate the application of
the definitions [of monetary and nonmonetary items] to common cases under
typical circumstances. In other circumstances the classification should be resolved
by reference to the definitions...
Although there can be no definitive guidelines for every specific case, the following is a
discussion of assets and liabilities included in Appendix D to the FASB Statement that are
indicated to be nonmonetary in either most or certain circumstances.
Investments in common stocks. Investments in common stocks, other than those accounted
for under the equity method, are nonmonetary assets because they do not represent a claim
to receive a fixed or determinable sum of money. If such investments are recorded at market
value as of the most recent balance sheet date, they would already be stated in constant
dollars as of the balance sheet and no restatement would be necessary. Even if no restatement
is necessary, the investments are still nonmonetary assets. If the investment is a current asset
and is recorded at cost, the restatement may result in a constant dollar amount which is
greater than the current market value. This would indicate that the market value is the
amount at which the investment should be recorded for constant dollar purposes, provided
the difference is not considered temporary. Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43 (Chapter
3A) states in part that " . . . in the case of marketable securities where market value is less than
cost by a substantial amount and it is evident that the decline in market value is not due to a
mere temporary condition, the amount to be included as a current asset should not exceed
the market value..."
If the investment is a noncurrent asset and the constant dollar amount is greater than the
market value, the treatment is not as clear. Under FASB Statement No. 33, such assets would
be recorded at the historical cost/constant dollar or the recoverable amount, if lower. The
recoverable amount is the net present value of future cash flows (including the ultimate
proceeds of disposal) expected to be derived from the use of the asset. For most common
stocks held for a long period, the calculation of this recoverable amount would be impractical
or impossible. As a practical matter, therefore, it may be useful to limit the restatement to a
lower amount where there is evidence indicating that a permanent decline has occurred.
Investments in preferred stocks and convertible bonds. Sometimes, preferred stock will
have a mandatory redemption value. If so, it is a monetary asset.
While convertible bonds may be converted to equity securities, some may be held by a
company to maturity, when a fixed number of dollars will be received. In both cases, the
valuation of the securities in the marketplace should be considered. If the marketplace values
the investments as a security payable in a determinable number of dollars, then the
investments should be considered monetary assets. If the investments are valued similar to
common stocks, then the assets would probably be considered as nonmonetary assets.
Prepaid expenses. Most prepaid expenses are nonmonetary because no claim to cash exists.
Examples are prepaid insurance, advertising, property taxes, and nonrefundable rent
deposits. Other prepaid assets are claims to cash and should be treated as monetary items.
Examples of this type are refundable deposits, travel advances, advances to employees, and
advance payments to vendors refundable in cash.
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Purchase commitments. Payments made on fixed price contracts either for the construction
of an asset or for the purchase of goods or services are nonmonetary assets, since the
amounts are not receivable in cash.
Goodwill. Goodwill arises in a business combination treated as a purchase transaction. At
the purchase date, assets and liabilities are basically stated at fair value at that date.
Therefore, the goodwill would be restated from that date and adjusted for amortization, if
any, since the acquisition date.
As with other assets that are not held for immediate resale, the restated amount of goodwill
should be compared to its lower recoverable amount, which is the net present value of future
cash flows (including the ultimate proceeds of disposal) expected to be derived from its use.
In actual practice, this would usually be an almost impossible or, at best, a very subjective
calculation.
Other intangible assets. Other intangible assets include costs relating to patents,
trademarks, licenses, formulas and various deferred charges. These assets typically arise
from expenditures in the past that are being amortized. Because they are not claims to cash,
they would be treated as nonmonetary assets and restated from the dates that expenditures
were made.
Liabilities already stated in current dollars. Some liabilities may be stated at prices in effect
as of the current balance sheet date. For example:
• Accrued vacation pay may be stated at salary and wage rates in effect as of the balance
sheet date, even though it is payable at rates in effect when vacations are taken.
• Accrued product warranties may be stated at the price of goods or services in effect as of
the balance sheet date.
In cases such as these, no restatement would be needed since the accruals are already stated
at current dollars as of the balance sheet date. In both cases, the liabilities are nonmonetary if
they are not payable in "a sum of money the amount of which is fixed or determinable
without reference to future prices of specific goods and services." Therefore, neither account
would be considered a monetary liability according to a strict interpretation of FASB
Statement No. 33 unless the accruals were stated at prices that would not fluctuate before
payment.
Deferred revenue. If deferred revenue accounts represent amounts that will be recorded as
revenue when goods or services are provided in the future, the accounts are nonmonetary. In
this context, amounts recorded as deferred revenue should be differentiated from advances
from customers when the advances are not an obligation to furnish specified goods or
services.
Accrued pension obligations. Fixed amounts payable to a pension fund are monetary
liabilities. This would arise most frequently when a liability is recorded for the unpaid
portion of the company's required annual contribution to a pension fund.
Occasionally, however, pension obligations will be accrued for reasons other than the
payment of normal pension plan costs. For example, if a plant is closed, companies will
typically accrue estimated pension liabilities relating to the closing. These estimated
liabilities, although technically not payable to a fund when they are accrued, are payable in
cash. If the accrual was recorded for the reasonably determinable amount to be paid in cash,
then the accrual would probably be classified as a monetary liability.
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Special Considerations
Installment accounts receivable. Installment accounts receivable are most likely to be
recorded for companies in the real estate industry when sales of real properties do not qualify
for immediate profit recognition. The deferred gross profit related to these accounts is a
nonmonetary item because it does not reduce the claim to a fixed number of dollars. This is
true even though the deferred gross profit is considered a reduction in accounts receivable.
Thus, although the receivable does not need to be restated at the end of the current year
because it is a monetary item, the deferred gross profit would need to be restated.
This is best illustrated by an example. Assume that a real estate company sold property for
$1,000 on December 31, 1977, when the CPI-U was 186.1. The property had originally been
purchased for $600 on June 30, 1976, when the CPI-U was 170.1. At December 31, 1977, the
historical cost/nominal dollar deferred gross profit and the constant dollar deferred gross
profit would be as follows:
Historical
cost/
nominal
dollars

Historical
cost/
constant
dollars

Selling price
Cost
Restated cost $600 x (186.1 ÷170.1)

$1,000
600

$1,000

Deferred gross profit

$ 400

$

656
344

Assuming that $300 is paid on December 31, 1978, when the CPI-U was 202.9, the amount of
the deferred gross profit recognized would be:
Nominal dollars: ($300 ÷$1,000) x $400 = $120
Constant dollars: ($300 ÷$1,000) x $344 x (202.9 ÷ 186.1) = $112.52
In this case, it would not be correct to merely restate the deferred gross profit in nominal
dollars. This is because the nominal dollar deferred gross profit was calculated using dollars
having a different purchasing power, not in constant dollars.
Gains and losses on disposals of property, plant, and equipment. Comprehensive
restatements would require gains and losses to be restated from historical cost/nominal
dollars to historical cost/constant dollars. These restatements are similar to those that would
be required for installment accounts receivable.
For example, if a company sold a machine on September 30, 1978 for $40,000 when the
historical cost/nominal dollar net book value was $19,000, a gain would be recorded for
$21,000. In constant dollars, if the net book value on the date of disposal were $45,000, the
gain would be restated as follows:
Selling price
Net book value

$40,000
45,000

Loss from disposal

$ (5,000)
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Restating into end-of-year dollars, the loss would be restated from September 30 (when the
CPI-U was 199.3) to December 31 (when the CPI-U was 202.9) as follows:
($5,000) x (202.9 ÷199.3) = $(5,090)
Note that it would be incorrect to merely restate the amount of the historical cost/nominal
dollar gain because the selling price is in current dollars while the net book value is stated in
dollars having a different purchasing power.
Investments recorded using the equity method. Equity investments ideally should be
restated by first restating the financial statements of the investee. However, this procedure
may be impractical when, for example, complete investee financial statements are not
available on a timely basis. The investor, therefore, may have to use shortcut procedures to
determine its equity in the investee. In this case, the following approach may provide
reasonably accurate results:
• Restate plant and equipment based on the average age of equipment and restate
depreciation expense based on the restated asset amounts.
• Restate inventory balances based on inventory turnover computations, and restate cost
of sales based on the turnover.
• Restate other nonmonetary assets and liabilities based on the estimates of the average
age of the items; restate related income statement items based on the average age.
• Income statement items resulting from changes in monetary assets and liabilities would
be restated using appropriate indexes.
• Purchasing power gain or loss would be estimated based on an analysis of balance sheet
captions. Beginning balances would be subjected to the full year's inflation rate and the
change from the beginning of the year to the end of the year could be assumed to have
occurred ratably over the year. Significant transactions may be restated using the CPI-U
at the time of their occurrence.
Whatever approach is used, it should be based on the circumstances and information
available.
Expenses based on net income. Certain expenses that are based on the historical
cost/nominal dollar amount of net income do not require a recalculation using constant dollar
accounting. For example, if bonuses or contributions to profit-sharing plans are based on the
historical net income, a separate calculation of the amounts is not required based on the
constant dollar net income. A l l that is required is a restatement of the historical cost/nominal
dollars into constant dollars.
Income tax expense. The FASB Statement treats deferred income tax credits as monetary
items - permanent differences, timing differences and reversals of timing differences are
assumed to occur during the year. This treatment of income taxes simplifies the restatement
process since prior years' deferred tax items do not need to be aged by the date of their
origination. Thus, the restatement of the income tax provision becomes a relatively
straightforward process. As a practical matter, it may be sufficient to assume that the income
taxes were incurred evenly during the year and to restate to end-of-year dollars by
multiplying the income tax expense in the primary financial statements by the ratio the
year-end CPI-U to the average CPI-U during the year. For material permanent differences
that resulted from transactions on a specific date, it may be appropriate to restate the related
portion of the income tax expense from the specific date.
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VI.

THE CURRENT COST/NOMINAL DOLLAR METHOD:
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

What is Current Cost?
Crucial to the implementation of current cost accounting is an understanding of what
"current cost" is. Let's start with the FASB's definitions of current cost (paragraphs 57 and 58
of the Statement):
Current cost of inventory owned - The current cost of purchasing the goods concerned or
the current cost of the resources required to produce the goods concerned (including an
allowance for the current overhead costs according to the allocation bases used under
generally accepted accounting principles), whichever would be appropriate in the
circumstances.
Current cost of property, plant, and equipment owned - The current cost of acquiring the
same service potential (indicated by operating costs and physical output capacity) as
embodied by the asset owned.
These are broad definitions, subject to judgmental decisions. Most of the judgments required
in implementing current cost accounting relate to the calculation of the current cost of
property, plant, and equipment. Later in this chapter, there is a thorough discussion of the
implementation problems relating to these assets.
For inventory, the current cost definition is relatively simple to understand. If a company
purchases its inventory, the current cost of the inventory is the current purchase price for the
same inventory. If a company manufactures its inventory, the current cost of the inventory is
the current cost of the components of the inventory - materials, labor, and overhead.
Modifications of current cost. The FASB Statement provides that current cost is to be used
unless a "lower value" would be more appropriate. There are two "lower values" that might
be appropriate:
• Net realizable value
• Value in use
Net realizable value is the amount of cash, or its equivalent, expected to be derived from the
sale of an asset, net of costs required to be incurred as a result of the sale. This concept only
applies to assets held for sale. We will discuss this in more detail in the inventory section of
this chapter.
Value in use is the net present value of future cash flows (including the ultimate proceeds of
disposal) expected to be derived from the use of an asset. This concept only applies to assets
not held for immediate sale. Generally, the value in use concept is most appropriate for
property, plant, and equipment. We will discuss the concept more fully in that section.
The combination of the concepts of current cost, net realizable value, and value in use results
in a measurement of the assets according to their "value to the business," the measure of
how much better off the company is for owning the assets. A n asset's "value to a business" is
the maximum amount the company would pay to acquire the asset.
Relationship between Current Cost and Replacement Cost
For purposes of supplying replacement cost disclosures under the requirements of the
Securities and Exchange Commission's Accounting Series Release 190 (ASR 190), the SEC
defined replacement cost as follows:
. . . replacement cost is the lowest amount that would have to be paid in the normal
course of business to obtain a new asset of equivalent operating or productive
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capability. In the case of depreciable, depletable or amortizable assets, replacement
cost (new) and depreciated replacement cost should be distinguished. Replacement
cost (new) is the total estimated current cost of replacing total productive capacity at
the end of the year while depreciated replacement cost is the replacement cost (new)
adjusted for the already expired service potential of such assets.
Application of ASR 190 allowed companies to make assumptions about how assets would be
replaced, if at all (assets that would not be replaced were exempt from replacement cost
measurement). Also, replacement cost under ASR 190 allowed consideration of replacing
assets with technologically improved assets instead of identical assets. These and other
considerations resulted, in many cases, in replacement cost estimates that would not be the
equivalent of current cost estimates as required by the FASB Statement. The SEC recognized
the subjective nature of replacement cost estimates, stating that "due to the subjective
judgments and the many different specific factual circumstances involved, the data will not
be fully comparable among companies and will be subject to errors of estimation."
On the Financial Information Continuum presented in Table I-1, ASR 190 replacement cost
accounting would be placed in the middle portion of the spectrum, but might range from
"mostly factual" to "mostly predictive." Current cost accounting, on the other hand, while
also providing interpretive information, would have a narrower range along the spectrum
than replacement cost accounting because it emphasizes the asset owned rather than the
asset that might replace the asset owned.
Replacement cost and current cost may be the same amount if the new asset has the same
service potential as the old asset. Current cost would be less than replacement cost when the
service potential of the asset owned is less than the service potential of the asset that would
replace it. O n the other hand, current cost would be more if the service potential of the asset
owned is greater than the service potential of the asset that would replace it. Generally,
current cost will be equal to or less than replacement cost calculated using ASR 190 because
there was no requirement under ASR 190 to adjust for all of the differences in service
potential between the replacement asset and the asset owned. This relationship between
replacement cost and current cost will be discussed further in the property, plant, and
equipment section of this chapter.
Methods of Determining Current Cost
The FASB Statement identifies four methods to determine the current cost of inventory and
property, plant, and equipment:
•
•
•
•

Direct pricing
Indexing
Unit pricing
Functional pricing

It should be made clear that there is no one, single "best method." Each of the methods has
advantages and disadvantages which must be weighed in deciding which combination
should be used. It will be common for a company to discover that a combination of methods
will produce the best results, depending on the company, its business and its assets.
Each of the methods may be applicable in given circumstances. In fact, a company may wish
to compare the results of valuation using more than one of these methods as a way to see
how best to represent current cost data. The decision on which to use will be made, in part,
on the following factors:
• The capability of company personnel to implement a given method
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• The form and content of asset records (acquisition dates, original costs, groupings by
similar assets or similar useful lines, etc.)
• The availability of data from sources outside the company
• The existence of recently acquired assets that can be used as a measure of older assets'
current cost
• The relative cost associated with using a given method and the accuracy obtainable
• The extent which replacement cost data prepared for ASR 190 disclosures can be used or
modified in calculating current costs.
Direct Pricing
Direct pricing refers to the calculation of current costs for individual assets using current
market prices. Theoretically, the current cost of assets can be computed as the sum of the
current cost of each individual asset. Given the size and complexity of many companies, the
full application of this approach might be time consuming and expensive. Thus, the use of
this approach will depend, in part, upon the materiality of the item(s) being considered, the
availability of the desired information, and the cost associated with obtaining the desired
information.
Sources of direct pricing information may be found both within the company and externally.
The variety of possible sources includes purchase orders and invoices, published price lists,
manufacturers' quotes, supply contracts, updated standard costs, and appraisals. These
sources are each described below:
Purchase orders and invoices. The company may have purchased the asset recently and may
have records on hand which will require only minor adjustments to bring the item up to
current cost.
Published price lists. These are useful for any type of asset. However, price lists usually exist
for only general purpose assets.
Manufacturers' quotes. In some situations relating to specialized assets, the company may
have obtained quotations as part of its normal procedure for acquiring assets.
Supply contracts. This situation can apply in the case of bulk purchases of material. If a
supply contract runs for a long period (e.g., more than one year beyond the balance sheet
date), the company should use the contract price in the calculation of cost.
Updated standard costs. This data may provide the basis for developing current costs for
inventory and cost of sales. This technique may be appropriate if the frequency of update
does not significantly lag behind input price changes. If depreciation is included in the
overhead component of standard costs, care must be taken not to double-count depreciation
in both cost of sales and depreciation expense. Depending on the circumstances, this
double-counting may have an immaterial effect on income from continuing operations and
may be ignored.
Appraisals. There are two types - those obtained from independent appraisers and those
developed by internal staff. If appraisals are used, the values derived must be well
documented as to the approach and techniques applied and the reasons for any judgments
made. Of course, the basis for the appraisal must be the current cost of the assets.
Steps in applying direct pricing. Basic steps to follow when applying the direct pricing
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method are:
• Identify assets to be valued. Typically, both mechanized and manual property ledgers will
carry only a sketchy description of the asset. These descriptions often exclude such items
as specific asset detail and quantity information. For example, a major purchase of office
equipment may simply be described as office equipment with no reference to the
number of desks or chairs that were acquired. In one circumstance, the property ledger
of a company carried the following description of a $1 million piece of equipment:
simply, it was called "machine." Because these situations are not unusual, it may be
necessary to refer to individuals with a specific knowledge of the assets to obtain a more
accurate description of them. Other possible sources of additional descriptive
information might include the original purchase order and invoice, the deed or other
documents that describe real property owned, or physical examination of the asset. In
some cases, it may be necessary to have a physical inventory of property, plant and
equipment in order to adequately describe the assets owned.
• Reconcile historical cost of assets with general ledger totals. This step is necessary to ensure
that significant assets have neither been omitted nor included twice. Any significant
differences should be resolved.
• Identify equivalent assets and the sources of information from which direct prices for these assets
will be determined. It is important to include any added costs such as freight and
installation charges for the asset if these were part of the cost of the original asset. Also,
current costs should be determined on the basis of normal order quantities.
• Document the procedures, sources of information, and results of the direct pricing method.
Advantages of direct pricing.
• Direct pricing can be useful because the information on which it is based is often
available within the company. Purchase orders and quotes often are maintained in
company purchasing records. In addition, insurance departments may have some asset
costs which were developed prior to buying fire and theft coverage. This would be
especially true of major assets or groups of assets.
• The results of direct pricing tend to be more objective than other methods. The
importance of objectivity cannot be overstated. Other methods will provide information
which, while generally reflective of costs, requires more estimation and therefore are
more subjective.
• Direct pricing requires a minimum of calculation. Once the direct price of an asset,
including freight and installation charges, has been determined, it is a relatively simple
matter to multiply that cost by the number of similar assets to arrive at the current cost
for an entire group of similar assets.
• Direct pricing information can usually be developed by company personnel without
outside technical assistance.
Disadvantages of direct pricing. In the case of direct pricing, one difficulty is that the
detailed information upon which direct pricing is based sometimes is not readily available, or
the asset in question may no longer be produced. In other situations, the assets to be valued
may have been constructed in-house and records are neither accurate nor adequate. In direct
pricing, there must be detailed descriptions of the assets. However, even when detailed
description of the assets are available, direct prices for very specialized assets may be difficult
to obtain.
Additionally, it may be difficult to determine if the original cost of an item as carried on the
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books includes charges such as freight, installation, etc. Other difficulties may include:
• Vendors may be reluctant to supply information about current costs because of the time
and effort involved
• Obtaining direct prices can be time consuming. A review of the steps in direct pricing
can provide an indication of the time required to prepare cost estimates
• Under normal purchasing practices, a company may solicit competitive bids. When
obtaining current costs from the various sources indicated, there may be a tendency to
skip this step since nothing is being bought. This could result in higher than necessary
current costs.
Conditions when direct pricing may be appropriate. While direct pricing is one of the more
objective approaches, there are other considerations which must be taken into account. In
addition to precision, the decision to use this technique would also depend on the cost to
collect the information and the practicality of the approach.
Direct pricing, as we have seen, is a reasonably accurate method. However, there are some
questions about the availability of information and the cost of collecting the data may be
prohibitive. Therefore, as noted earlier, the usefulness of direct pricing may be greater when
valuing major assets or unique assets than in revaluing groups of assets in which individual
items are unlikely to be of material value.
Indexing
Indexing is the restatement of the base cost of an asset or group of assets by an appropriate
index. (In this sense, indexing is similar to restatements using constant dollar accounting,
except that current cost indexing relates to specific changes in prices of assets.)
The base cost used for indexing may be the historical cost or it may be the current cost of an
asset previously calculated using direct pricing or some other method. A n index is a ratio of a
price or set of prices at one date with a set of prices for equivalent items at a second date.
Therefore, the base cost is adjusted by the ratio of the current index of the item to the index at
the time the base cost was established.
Example: A machine with an original cost of $50,000 was purchased in 1969, when
the index for the machinery stood at 1.3. O n December 31, 1979, the index was 2.1.
The current cost is computed by the ratio of the index at December 31, 1979 to the
index at the date of purchase (2.1 ÷1.3 = 1.615).
1.615 x $50,000 = $80,750 current cost
Steps in applying indexes. The following steps describe the application of indexing:
1.

Identify the assets to be valued. This will include identification of the assets to be
restated, their original cost, and the year of acquisition.

2.

Reconcile detail asset costs to general ledger.

3.

Evaluate the extent of technological change compared to the asset owned.

4.

Select an existing index suitable for use, one which reflects the price movements of the
assets to be revalued. As an alternative, generate an index internally.

5.

Group assets by acquisition year and type of asset.

6.

Collect index data and match it to the appropriate assets.
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7.
8.

Restate each base cost using the corresponding index to calculate current cost.
Document the procedures used.

Steps 1 and 2 are also required for constant dollar restatements. Also, for companies that
have been subject to the reporting requirements of ASR 190, this has probably already been
accomplished.
Steps 3 and 4 are related since the index that is chosen could be for an asset technologically
superior to the asset owned. This can generally be determined by analyzing the
specifications for the assets included in the index selected.
Step 5 avoids much of the clerical work that would be required if each individual asset were
restated.
Sources of indexes. Although there are a variety of indexes available through government
and private sources, each must be carefully examined for its applicability to a particular
company, asset or group of assets. These indexes may be extremely helpful but they have a
potential for misuse which the user can avoid by knowing how the index was compiled.
Following is a list of some of the indexes generally available. (In Appendix VI-2 and VI-3,
there is a more detailed discussion of the Producer Price Index and the Composite
Construction Cost Index.)
Government Sources
• Bureau of Labor Statistics (U.S. Department of Labor)
- Producer price index
- Census of manufacturers
• U.S. Department of Commerce
- Composite construction cost index
Industry Sources
• Chemical Engineering Magazine
• Oil and Gas Journal Magazine
- Nelson cost index of refinery construction
- Nelson cost index of refinery operations
• Predicast Basebook
- Index of prices, production worker weekly hours, end inventory, value added, etc.
• Marshall Valuation Service
- Building cost indexes
- Equipment cost indexes
• Equipment Guide Books (Green Guides)
- New and used values for construction equipment, factory-built options, rental rates
and ownership costs
• Engineering News Record Magazine
- Construction industry cost indexes and material prices
• Factory Mutual Engineering
- Industrial cost trends
- Construction indexes developed from appraisal information
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• National Labor News Magazine
- Wage settlement data of contracts with contractors
• Boeckh
- Boeckh building cost indexes
- Boeckh modifier (for 187 United States and 19 Canadian cities)
• Handy-Whitman Utility Construction
- Public utility construction
- Water utility
- Sources for unit costs of construction
• R.S. Means
- Means construction manual (209 locations)
• Richardson Engineering Service
- Manuals of General Construction Cost and Process Plant Construction (40 cities)
• Dodge Building Cost Services
- Dodge building cost calculator (184 cities; 6 building types and 150 sub-groups)
• Trade Associations
- American Footwear Industries Association - Statistical reporter
- National Coal Association Data Book
- Process Equipment Manufacturers Association
Indexes for assets outside the United States. Companies may have to determine the current
cost of assets located outside the United States. In some cases, the asset may be purchased or
constructed in the United States and then transported to the foreign market. In this case, the
current cost could be estimated in U.S. dollars. In other cases, the asset would be purchased
or constructed in the foreign market.
If the current cost of the asset is to be estimated first in the foreign market and then translated
to U.S. dollars at the current exchange rate, companies may use indexes to estimate the
current cost of the asset. As with domestic indexes, it is important to understand how the
indexes are determined in order to determine their applicability for specific assets. Some of
the foreign indexes are listed below and on the following pages.
AUSTRALIA
• Price Index of Materials Used in Manufacturing Industry
Source: Bureau of Statistics, Australian Government
- 17 indexes based on broad groups by Australian and Standard International
Industrial Codes
- Monthly series (base year = 1968)
• Price Indexes of Materials Used in Building Other Than House Buildings
Source: Bureau of Statistics, Australian Government
- Weighted average of 6 capital cities
- Monthly series (base year = 1966)
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BELGIUM
• Wholesale Price Indexes
Source: Belgian National Institute of Statistics
- 104 indexes for machinery, food, services, and nonfood
CANADA
• Construction Price Statistics
Source: Statistics Canada, Ottawa, Ontario
- Available in monthly or quarterly publications
- Several hundred indexes including structures and plants
• Industry Price Indexes
Source: Statistics Canada, Ottawa, Ontario
- More than 600 commodity indexes for materials, machinery and equipment as well
as 90 industry indexes
- Purchase price indexes for ferrous and nonferrous metal scrap and for thermal coal
GERMANY
• Preise und Preisindezes fur Industrielle Produkte (Enzeugerpreise)
Source: German Institute of Statistics, Statistisches Bundesamt, 62 Wieskaden 1,
Postfach 5528, Germany
- Published monthly (base year = 1970)
- About 700 indexes
- Includes industry level indexes and data by geographical area
UNITED K I N G D O M
• Monthly Digest of Statistics
Source: British Information Services, New York, New York
- 14 price indexes of output for broad sectors of the economy (base year = 1970)
- 15 price indexes of materials purchased by broad sectors of industry (base year =
1964)
• Price Index Numbers for Current Cost Accounting
Source: Her Majesty's Stationery Office (HMSO), P.O. Box 569, London SE1 9 N H
- Published for the Central Statistics Office (CSO)
- Contains all the indexes compiled by the Government Statistical Services (GSS),
including a brief description how the indexes are compiled
- Published every several months
• Latest Available Indexes
Source: Central Statistics Office (CSO), Branch 6, Great George Street, London SW1P
3AQ
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• Current Cost Accounting: Guide to Price Indices for Overseas Companies
Source: Central Statistics Office (CSO)
UNITED NATIONS
• Monthly Bulletin of Statistics
Source: United Nations, Sales Section, Room A-3315, New York, New York 10017
- Published monthly (base year = 1970)
- Large number of indexes; data varies from country to country
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITIES (EEC)
• General Statistics
Source: Statistical Office of European Communities, European Community
Information Service, 2100 M Street N.W., Suite 707, Washington, D . C . 10019
-

Published annually (base year = 1970)
Covers each country in the EEC
8 Wholesale Price Indexes per country
9 hours and earnings indexes per country
3 agricultural product indexes per country

ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES (OAS)
• America en Cifras
Source: Organization of American States, Washington, D . C .
- Published annually (base year = 1970)
- Some monthly indexes are published in the monthly bulletin, Bulletin Estadistico
- Indexes for 16 countries; data varies from country to country
Developing internal indexes. Some companies have prepared internal indexes that measure
price changes of specific assets, either inventory or property, plant and equipment items, or
both. Generation of these indexes has been needed when:
• A n external price index is not available
• The specifications of the external index do not match the assets owned
• The price changes measured by external index do not coincide with the company's
experience.
Some of the factors that need to be considered when developing an internal index are:
1.

The assets included in the index. If the number of different items to be included in the
index is too large, it is probable that the mix of items will change over time. This
change in mix will create the need to revise the index, which can be a formidable
problem in using an internal index. Therefore, a reasonable categorization is needed,
each category including items whose prices would be expected to change together. For
example, a category for "iron and steel materials" would probably be more useful than
a category of "metal products"; a category of "printing presses" or "bindery
equipment" would be more useful than a single category of "plant equipment."
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2.

Choosing the base date. The base date is the date or period against which all price
changes are measured, the date or period when the index would be 100.0. Ideally, the
base date should be chosen when: (a) the mix of assets to be indexed is at a fairly
constant level and representative of the normal mix to be experienced, and (b)
sufficient information is available to determine the current cost of the assets.

3.

Choosing a representative sample. If only a few assets are included in the category to be
indexed, it may be fairly easy to determine the appropriate cost for each item. When
there are many items in the category, however, it may be useful to choose a sample of
the items as a basis for determining the base period index for the category as a whole.
In this case, the sample should be representative of the category as a whole as a
measure of price changes that are expected to occur.

4.

Obtaining price information. For all items included in the representative sample, it is
important that price information be available on a regular basis so that the index may
be updated. The price information should be gathered as if the items were actually
purchased by the company. Therefore, the prices that are obtained should reflect: (a)
the normal quantity ordered by the company, (b) the normal place and timing of
delivery, (c) the normal discounts offered to the company, (d) the applicable taxes, if
any, payable by the company, and (e) the normal delivery and installation costs, if any
that would be incurred by the company. Basically, the price should be the amount that
would be capitalized if the company were to actually purchase the item.

5.

Weighting the value of items. The index should be an accurate measure of the items
included in the index. For this reason, the prices obtained should be weighted based
on the value of the items included in the index. When the appropriate weighting is
determined, the base period index is simply the weighted arithmetic mean of the sum
of the weighted values divided by the sum of the value factors. The value factor is a
measure of the relative value of each item in the index, calculated as the number of
units times the unit price, divided by the total value of all items. For example, if two
items " A " and " B " are included in the index and the total value of purchases (value
factor) of " A " during the year is three times the total value of purchases of "B", the
base period index could be calculated as follows:
Value
factor

Item

A

B

3

1
4

Index for base period = 400

Unit price in
base period

Weighted
values

$2
4

300
100
400

÷4 = 100.0

In subsequent periods, the index would be revised based on the new unit price for
each item. For example, if in year 1 the value factors stay the same but the unit prices
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change, the index for year 1 could be calculated as follows:
Unit Price

Item

Value
factor

Base period

Year 1

Weighted
values

A

3

$2

$2.40

3 x (2.40

÷2.00) = 360

B

1

4

4.40

1 x (4.40

÷4.00) = 110

4

Index for Year 1 = 470
6.

470

÷ 4 = 117.5

Reviewing and updating the index. There are a number of reasons why the index needs to
be reviewed and updated periodically:
a.

Prices change.

b.

A technological change or a change in quality will cause the specifications of the
items in the index to change.

c.

The item mix may change.

d.

Certain items in the index may be replaced by other, newer items.

e.

Items in the index may become obsolete and can no longer be purchased.

f.

Fixed assets in the index may suffer obsolescence and the demand for their output
may decrease.

The goal of the review is to update the index so that the sample of items remains
representative of the items in the index and that the items in the sample continue to
have the same specifications. A detailed discussion of the various methods that may
be used to achieve this goal is beyond the scope of this manual. Basically, the following
methods may be appropriate in certain situations:
a.

Recalculate the base period index using the appropriate weights for the current
item mix.

b.

Change the base period using the current item mix and value factors.

c.

Determine the index for the current period by restating the index for the previous
period.

d.

For a fixed asset that has been replaced in the market place by another similar
asset, update the index by referring to price changes of the new asset.

Advantages of indexing. There are several advantages to using an indexing system to arrive
at current cost data:
• The information is relatively inexpensive to collect since the external indexes are
published and readily available.
• The concept is easy and simple to implement, and
• The procedure is easy to control and readily audited since major published indexes (e.g.,
the Produce Price Index) are documented as to how they are calculated.
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Disadvantages of indexing.
• Indexing requires up-to-date and accurate historical cost records, something that some
companies do not possess, particularly for older assets. There can be an accuracy
problem with the index data as well since:
• The description of the asset in the historical cost records may not be adequate
• Index specifications may not be readily available or the specification may not match with
the asset owned
• The people involved in applying the index may not fully understand either the asset
description or the index description.
• "Time gaps" may exist in many external indexes. There are a variety of possible "gaps"
which hinder the application of indexing techniques:
- The asset may have been purchased before the index became available
- The index may not have been compiled for a particular time
- The index may be discontinued
- The items covered by the index may change
• The available indexes may not be relevant to a company's business or to specialized
assets within the business. Because there is no generally available index that is useful to
all businesses, a good deal of care must go into the selection of an appropriate index.
Assistance in selecting the proper index can be obtained from departments within a
company, for example, engineering or accounting. There also is some question about the
usefulness of indexing when technological changes have occurred in the industry. These
changes may not be reflected in indexes which are more general in nature.
Conditions when indexing may be appropriate. The use of indexing to derive current cost is
equivalent to saying the current cost is the same in form as the asset originally purchased. A n
index, in effect, is a measure of reproduction cost and where these costs approximate current
costs, the index can be a useful tool. In general, indexing will apply to items which are
general purpose in nature and less material on an historical cost basis. The level of precision
when using indexing is directly related to the degree of similarity between the asset in
question and the types of assets used to compile the index. Situations in which an index may
be appropriate include:
• When the index is highly correlated to price changes specifically relating to the assets
owned
• When freight, installation, taxes and ancillary costs are not included in the index
• When asset historical cost is not an allocated purchase price
• When little or no technological change in the asset has occurred
• When a short-time period has elapsed since the asset was purchased
• When the asset is not composed of piecemeal additions
• When the asset was not purchased used (unless the index specifically applies to assets
which were purchased used).
Unit Pricing
Another method available for measuring current costs is unit pricing, a form of direct pricing.
This technique involves the accumulation of cost elements in order to identify unit costs. If
this technique were applied to the components of a business operation, they might appear as
costs per item for inventories, as cost per square foot for buildings, or as costs per gallon for
chemical processes.
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Using a retail store as an example, under unit pricing current costs would be developed as
follows. Historical records might be reviewed to discover that the store as built in 1955 has
65,000 square feet and cost a total of $1,950,000 or $30 per square foot. Then, using a current
cost of $50 per square foot for similar store construction in the same area, the current cost of
65,000 square feet would be calculated, yielding a current cost of $3,250,000.
Unit pricing can also be used when valuing inventories. If component costs are available,
they can be accumulated over a production period to identify current costs. Three methods of
unit pricing that relate to the traditional methods of accounting for inventories are:
Job order costing, which is a system of applying costs to specific jobs or batches of
specialized or unique production in proportion to the amounts of materials, attention and
effort used to produce a unit or group of units.
Process costing, in which the process cost over a given period of time is divided by the
number of units made during the same period. This method is used for establishing unit
costs for high volume continuous manufacturing processes. For example, this method would
be appropriate in the manufacture of plastic bottles and parts for intravenous solutions
where the cost of resin per unit cannot be isolated by examining one unit but only by
reviewing costs over a given time period and comparing them to the number of units
manufactured during that period.
Standard costing, in which the cost of a finished unit is calculated as the sum of the standard
allowances for the factors of production, without reference to the costs actually incurred.
Steps in applying unit pricing.
• Identify the asset(s), determine the measurement basis, and calculate cost per unit on a
historical cost basis
• Identify current costs relating to the asset or manufacturing process, compute current
unit costs on a common basis with the historical unit cost and calculate the current cost
using the appropriate number of units
• Document the basis for determining unit costs and make sure they are prepared on a
reasonable basis.
Advantages of unit pricing. Unit pricing may not require the same level of detail as the
records required for indexing and direct pricing. Some of the unit costs may be readily
available within the company. For example, current costs per square foot for a retail store is
typically the kind of information available in a company's facilities planning department. In
the case of inventories, accounting systems already have much of the information needed to
make the computations. Once unit costs have been determined and the quantity of assets to
be revalued has been established, the calculation is relatively simple.
Disadvantages of unit pricing. Despite the advantages, unit costing has some drawbacks.
The level of objectivity of unit pricing may raise some questions in the minds of users as to
the accuracy of current cost data. For example, in the case of inventories, depreciation is
typically a component of overhead. Current cost depreciation will be computed as a separate
item. By using a unit pricing approach, there is a danger of double-counting depreciation
expense, which should always be avoided.
Also, the current cost per unit may not include all costs that were incurred when the asset
was acquired or constructed - for example, capitalized financing costs or transportation
charges.
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Conditions when unit pricing may be appropriate. Unit pricing can be an appropriate
method when the quantities of items to be revalued are readily identifiable or if detail
historical records are not available.
Functional Pricing
Functional pricing is generally used to determine the current cost of an integrated production
process, with results expressed as a cost-per-unit-of-output. It would be used to determine
the current cost of a processing function rather than for specific assets. Costs are classified by
allocating them to the various functions performed. Frequently, this method will combine
elements of all three of the previously mentioned methods - direct pricing, indexing and unit
pricing.
Steps in applying functional pricing.
1.

Identify the output processing functions. This may be a single machine or an entire
facility.

2.

Identify the relevant measuring parameters, which might include: capacity, book life of
the assets, economic life of the assets, operating costs - including repairs and
maintenance, labor and overhead.

3.

Understand corporate capitalization and replacement policy.

4.

Apply the previously mentioned parameters under current technologies.

5.

Estimate current cost based on the parameters of the processing function currently
used.

6.

Perform a reasonableness test and document the approach.

Sources of data for functional pricing. There are a variety of sources for data to be used in
calculating functional prices, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engineering studies
Manufacturer's quotes
Contracts for recently completed processing facilities
Major equipment suppliers
Process plant designers
Trade association studies
Internal estimates for installation and/or modification.

If external studies are used, parameters should be adjusted to the specific characteristics of
the company's production process.
A n example may illustrate the functional pricing process. A company wishes to determine
the current cost of a machine with the following characteristics:
Cost when new
Estimated useful life
Remaining useful life
Output capacity
Annual operating costs

$500,000
25 years
10 years
100,000 units/month
$ 40,000
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The company is able to identify a similar machine with the following characteristics:
Cost when new
Estimated useful life
Remaining useful life
Output capacity
Annual operating costs

$1,500,000
25 years
25 years
250,000 units/month
$ 40,000

For this machine, the cost per unit of capacity is $6.00 ($1,500,000
250,000 units). The
current cost of the machine owned by the company is calculated as follows:
Current cost = (100,000 units x $6) = $600,000
Advantages of functional pricing. The records needed for functional pricing may not be as
detailed as those required for indexing and direct pricing - only a measurement of the cost
and "output capacity" of similar facilities is needed. It is a useful method where assets have
been constructed in-house to perform certain functions or are of a highly specialized nature.
It is not unusual for a company to have adapted its assets for particular processes which are
unique to the company. Since functional pricing deals with a process, this method can be
useful when machines are so interconnected that individual machine current costs may be
irrelevant. In some industries, technological change occurs with such regularity that current
costs when figured on some other basis may not be reasonably accurate.
Disadvantages of functional pricing. It may be difficult to identify logical cutoffs for pricing
of the functions. As mentioned earlier, functional pricing may be inappropriate to use when
assets do not relate to a single function. Also, functional pricing also carries with it the
danger of double counting assets which are used for two or more functions. Because of this,
the results may be difficult to review for reasonableness.
Conditions when functional pricing may be appropriate. Functional pricing can be useful
when the assets to be valued provide only one type of service because this method requires a
single output measure. It can be appropriate to a process-type industry where there are
highly specialized assets or there are rapid changes in technology.
Criteria for Selecting Measurement Methods
There are no specific standards to follow in developing current cost data. Thus, it is necessary
for each company to select the broad, general concepts appropriate to the nature of its
business and then develop techniques for applying those concepts in its business.
Once the available methods have been reviewed, the company must decide which are most
appropriate in the given circumstances. In essence, the method chosen must be both
theoretically reasonable and practical. The trade-off between cost and precision should
always be considered. However, the end result should always be obtained diligently, with
the details of the method used well documented. Three considerations which typically
govern the applicability of any method or combination of methods are:
• Practicality of approach
• Objectivity of results
• Cost of implementation.
Any of the four methods previously discussed may be theoretically correct but may be either
too difficult or too costly to apply in a given situation. The following factors should be
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reviewed to achieve a balance among the above considerations:
• Data availability
• Materiality of the asset
• Asset characteristics
• Documentation of the results
Data availability. Each measurement method requires some detailed information with which
to make the current cost calculation. However, the type of information needed and the
sources of that information vary greatly. Of particular importance is the level of detail of the
inventory and fixed asset records and whether they can be obtained internally or require the
use of outside resources.
Materiality of the asset. The more material the assets are to the nature of the business, the
more precise the current cost estimate should be. Generally, it is true that a major portion of
the historical cost of a company's assets relates to a fairly small number of items. Accordingly,
it follows that more precise, and usually more costly, measurement techniques ought to be
applied to valuing the portion of the assets that represents the greatest share of the asset
historical cost. For the remaining assets which typically represent a smaller share of total
historical cost, the techniques to be employed can be less precise. Following this guideline,
the valuation effort should produce reasonably precise current costs in the most economical
manner.
Asset characteristics. Not only should the kind and nature of the data and the materiality of
the assets be considered, but so should the characteristics of the assets themselves. Certain
kinds of assets lend themselves to the application of particular measurement techniques,
depending on their number, level of specialization, date of acquisition and degree of
technological change.
Documentation of the results. The information is to be prepared in accordance with the
standard of financial accounting and reporting issued by the Financial Accounting Standards
Board. As such, the information will undoubtedly be reviewed by the company's
independent public accountants, who will require that the information be adequately
documented to evidence compliance with the FASB's Statement.
Application Techniques
In addition to selecting specific measurement methods, a company may wish to investigate
various techniques for applying the selected methods. The following techniques can greatly
reduce the cost of implementation because not all assets are required to be individually
valued.
•
•
•
•

Adjustment of interim current costs
Statistical sampling
Grouping of assets
Combination of methods.

Adjustment of interim current costs. FASB Statement No. 33 requires estimates of the
current cost of inventory and property, plant and equipment as of a company's year-end.
The strict application of the requirements for the year ending December 31, 1980 would
necessitate a calculation of current costs as of both December 31, 1979 and 1980. However, it
does not appear to be practical to wait until the end of 1980 to estimate current costs,
regardless of the measurement method utilized, and still meet annual report deadlines.
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A n acceptable technique to overcome this difficulty is to calculate current costs as of an
interim date. This interim current cost can then be adjusted to a year-end value via an overall
index for the asset category. During the first year of Statement No. 33, this approach can also
be used to compute current cost for the prior year-end.
This approach can be accomplished by reviewing the summary level Producer Price Index
(PPI) groupings related to the asset category and trending the price change over the year. For
example, if the PPI Machinery and Equipment category index has increased by 9% from
January 1 to September 30, then the estimated rate to be used for machinery and equipment
is 12% per year, or 1% per month.
To arrive at the prior year-end current cost, decrease the current cost calculated at the interim
date by the percentage change in the inflation factor (this inflation factor can be any index
that reasonably measures the change in prices for the specific assets owned by the company)
between the prior year-end and the interim date. To arrive at the year-end current cost,
increase the interim current cost by the estimated change in the inflation factor between the
interim date and year-end. Depreciation expense can then be computed on the average
current cost. Of course, adjustments to gross and depreciated current cost and depreciation
expense are required for: (1) additions and disposals between the interim date and year-end,
and (2) disposals between the beginning of the year and the interim date.
For some companies, it may be most practical to estimate the beginning-of-the-year current
costs as soon as possible in the first fiscal year that current cost disclosures are to be made
because:
1.

If the company has been reporting under ASR 190, schedules would be available as a
basis for calculating current costs.

2.

If procedural problems arise, they can be resolved on a timely basis.

3.

If measurement problems arise, they can be resolved on a timely basis.

However, each company should decide if it is more efficient to estimate the
beginning-of-the-year current costs early in the fiscal year, to wait until later in the year and
calculate the beginning-of-the-year costs at an interim date, or to wait until the end of the
year.
Statistical sampling. The use of statistical sampling techniques may aid in the
implementation process. For companies with a number of different products, facilities and
equipment, a valuation performed without these techniques could be prohibitively
expensive.
There are several situations in which statistical sampling would be appropriate:
1.

To calculate the current cost of fixed assets and inventories.

2.

To calculate price trends and indexes.

3.

To analyze trends of internally-generated index numbers as a way to verify the
adequacy and accuracy of the internal indexes.

Grouping of assets. The homogeneous grouping of assets is an important consideration
since uniform groupings will significantly reduce the time required to determine current
costs. Criteria such as asset mix, dollar distribution, technological changes, index availability
and asset ages are used to determine logical groupings. Grouping is always appropriate
when any of the four measurement methods is used.
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Combination of methods. Another technique that, when applied, may reduce the costs of
implementation, is to combine methods - direct pricing, indexing, unit pricing, and
functional pricing using whatever fits the specific circumstances. Companies with diversified
operations may require different methods in each of the operations.
More than one method can be incorporated to value different segments of the accounts and
the basis for selection should focus on the practicality, objectivity, and cost of the methods
chosen. For example, if an index for an asset does not exist, an internally-generated index
can be created; or an asset can be valued by direct pricing one year and by indexing in
subsequent years. The method chosen may be applied to individual assets, groups of
homogeneous assets or to assets representative of groups of assets.
As discussed earlier, less precise measurement methods may be appropriate for less material
items. This approach will tend to reduce the cost of implementation because less precise
measurement methods are typically less expensive to apply.
The following example illustrates how a company could use a combination of methods to
arrive at an estimate of current cost. Of the total historical cost of fixed assets, 90% relate to
assets purchased subsequent to 1969. Detailed property records are available for these assets,
but not for fixed assets acquired prior to that date. In addition, 60% of the historical cost is
accounted for by 30% of the total number of assets acquired after 1969. The following
combined approach is used:
Current costs are computed for all of the assets in the group (30% of the total) which account
for 60% of the historical cost - using direct pricing. A statistical sample of the remaining
post-1969 assets is taken, and current costs are computed using an indexing approach. For
the remaining 10% of the historical cost, which was acquired prior to 1969, a weighted
average based upon average acquisition date and general indices is used. This combination
approach is summarized below.
Historical cost

Number
of assets

Measurement
method

Post-1969 purchases: 60%
30%

Approx. 30%
Approx. 70%

Direct pricing
Indexing on
sample basis
Weighted average

Pre-1969 purchases:

10%

Unknown

Other Considerations
Among the other factors that must be taken into account when determining which
measurement methods to use, two stand out: computational accuracy and the need for
testing assumptions.
Computational accuracy. There may be no books of original entry. This will greatly affect the
ability of the company to audit the accuracy of its computations. Accounting traditionally has
used the double-entry system to detect or prevent computational errors. Because features
such as this do not exist in current cost revaluation, it is imperative that separate controls be
established. These controls might include:
• Reconciliation of physical units to conventional records
• Effective schedules, forms and procedures
• Proper supervision
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• Double checking
• Reasonableness tests.
Testing of assumptions. Where it is possible, overall assumptions should be subjected to
rigorous testing by making detailed computations on a sample of the data to which the
assumptions were applied. This will validate the assumptions and provide support for the
methods used.
Increase or Decrease in Current Cost
The increase or decrease in current cost indicates the change in the current cost of an asset
from the date it was purchased to the date it was sold; or, from the beginning of the year or
the date it was purchased to the end of the year. While this concept is simple, the actual
determination of the amount in real life can be complex.
During a year when prices increase, the current cost of assets increases. If none of the assets
are sold, the amount of the increase has not been realized. For example, consider the
following information about a single item of inventory:
Historical
cost

Current
cost

Increase

December 31, 1978
Change in price during 1979

$100

$120
10

$20
10

December 31, 1979

$100

$130

$30

-

For the year ending December 31, 1979, the increase in current cost is $10. The total increase
that is unrealized is $30.
If the inventory is sold on January 1, 1980 for $150, and assuming that the current cost did
not change in one day, the realized cost increase would be $30. A comparison between
historical cost (HC) and current cost (CC) accounting can be shown as follows:
1979

Net income from continuing operations
Increase in current cost of inventory

1980

HC

CC

HC

CC

$-

$-

$50

$20

$10

$ -

For 1979, the increase would also be shown net of inflation. The information, however, really
does not necessarily indicate all the changes in prices that occurred since the time the
merchandise was purchased - this would require disclosing the unrealized portion of current
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cost since the inventory was acquired:
Increase (decrease)
in current cost
$

Unrealized

Realized

$ 100
20

$ 20

$ ——

Current cost 12/31/78
Increase to 12/31/79

$120
10

$ 20
10

$ ——

Current cost 12/31/79
Sale on 1/1/80

$130
(130)

$30
(30)

$ 30

$

$ -

$30

Historical cost
Increase to 12/31/78

-

The realized portion of the current cost becomes part of cost of goods sold in 1980, making cost
of goods sold equal to $130 - historical cost of $100, plus the $30 total realized increase in
current cost. The amount of the realized increase in current cost is not separately identified in
the supplementary information required by FASB Statement No. 33. However, the amount
realized can be calculated by comparing the cost of sales for both historical costs and current
costs:
Cost of sales:
Current cost
Historical cost

$130
100

Realized cost increase

$ 30

Dates to measure the increase or decrease. In real life, the calculation of the increase or
decrease in the current cost amounts of inventory and property, plant, and equipment is not
as straightforward as the preceding example where we isolated a single item of inventory. In
the real world, the increase or decrease is the difference in current cost between:
• The beginning of the year and the date the asset is sold during the year
• The beginning of the year and the end of the year, if the asset is held the entire year
• The date the asset is acquired during the year and the end of the year, if the asset is held
at the end of the year
• The date the asset is acquired during the year and the date of sale or disposal during the
year.
(In the historical cost/constant dollar chapter, we considered the special case of contract costs,
which is not repeated in this section.)
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These situations can be portrayed as follows, assuming an increase in prices:

TABLE

VI-1

Changes in Current Costs
I.

B E G I N N I N G OF Y E A R

TO:

A. D A T E OF S A L E OR DISPOSAL

B. E N D O F Y E A R

INCREASE
INCREASE

12/31

II.

12/31

DATE ACQUIRED DURING YEAR

12/31

12/31

TO:

A. D A T E O F S A L E

B. E N D O F Y E A R

INCREASE
12/31

12/31

12/31

12/31

In the FASB Statement, the beginning of the year and the date acquired are called "entry
dates"; the end of the year and the date of sale or disposal are called "exit dates."
Of the four possibilities, situation I-B would probably be the easiest to calculate but the least
likely to occur for inventory items since in most cases inventory would turn over more than
once a year. For property, plant, and equipment, this situation is the most likely to occur.
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Situation II-A is probably the most likely to occur for inventory but the most difficult to
calculate since typically companies do not calculate the current cost of inventories when they
are sold (although selling prices do, in many cases, reflect what the company will have to pay
for the inventory to replace the inventory sold). In this situation, the "current cost" of the
inventory when it is purchased is exactly equal to its purchase price in nominal dollars.
Situations I-A and II-B are similar since assets are purchased in one year and sold in a
subsequent year. In situation II-B, the "current cost" of the asset when it is purchased is
equal to its purchase price in nominal dollars.
Calculating the increase or decrease. Because of the various possible situations and because
companies would find it impractical to determine the current cost of sales or disposals for
each transaction during the year (situations I-A and II-A), companies will need to use
various estimating techniques to determine the increase or decrease during the year.
Inventory. The increase or decrease in the current cost of inventory is derived from the
following formula:
+
+/=

Current cost of inventory, beginning of year
Purchases during the year (or production inputs) at historical cost
Current cost of inventory, end of year
Increase/decrease in current cost during the year
Cost of goods sold at current cost

Thus, five pieces of information must be determined. If four of them are known, then the
fifth can be calculated. For example, the increase or decrease in current cost during the year
would be calculated as follows:
+
=

Cost of goods sold at current cost
Current cost of inventory, end of year
Current cost of inventory, beginning of year
Purchases during the year (or production inputs) at historical cost
Increase (+) or decrease (-) in current cost during the year

Of the information required, the current cost of inventory at the beginning and end of the
year will need to be determined by all companies. The purchases during the year are
automatically stated at their current cost at their entry dates. This leaves two unknowns cost of goods sold at current cost, and the increase or decrease for the year. In many cases,
the calculation of cost of goods sold at current cost can be derived from historical cost records
and from other data to determine cost changes during the year. This is the subject of a later
section in this chapter dealing with the determination of cost of goods sold.
Example 1
The following current cost information has been determined:
Inventory, January 1
Inventory, December 31
Purchases during the year
Cost of goods sold

$1,000,000
1,200,000
2,000,000
1,900,000
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The increase in the current cost of inventory is calculated as follows:
Cost of goods sold
Inventory end of year

$1,900,000
1,200,000
3,100,000

Less: Inventory, beginning of year
Purchases

$1,000,000
2,000,000

Increase in current cost

3,000,000
$ 100,000

Example 2
The following current cost information has been determined:
Inventory, January 1
Inventory, December 31
Purchases during the year
Cost of goods sold

$1,200,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
1,900,000

The decrease in the current cost of inventory is calculated as follows:
Cost of goods sold
Inventory, end of year

$1,900,000
1,000,000
2,900,000

Less: Inventory, beginning of year
Purchases
Increase in current cost

$1,200,000
2,000,000

3,200,000
$ (300,000)

Property, plant, and equipment. The increase or decrease in the current cost of property, plant,
and equipment is derived from the following formula:
+
+/=

Current cost, beginning of the year - net of accumulated depreciation
Additions - at historical cost
Depreciation expense - at current cost
Disposals - net amount realized on the date of disposal
Increase or decrease in current cost
Current cost, end of the year - net of accumulated depreciation

For this formula, six pieces of information must be determined. If five of them are known,
then the sixth can be calculated. The increase or decrease in current cost for the year would
be calculated as follows:
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+
+
=

Current cost, end of the year - net
Disposals - net realized on date of disposal
Depreciation expense - at current cost
Current cost, beginning of the year - net
Additions - at historical cost
Increase (+) or decrease (-) in current cost

Of the information required, the current cost at the beginning and end of the year will need
to be determined by all companies. The additions during the year are automatically stated at
their current cost at their entry dates. Depreciation expense is calculated based on the current
cost at the beginning and end of the year, which will be illustrated later in this chapter. This
leaves two unknowns - disposals at net current cost and the increase or decrease during the
year. Techniques for determining the net current cost of disposals is considered later in this
chapter.
Example 1
The following current cost information has been determined:
Current cost - net January 1
Current cost - net, December 31
Additions
Depreciation expense
Disposals - net realized

$5,500,000
6,800,000
600,000
400,000
100,000

The increase in the current cost of property, plant, and equipment is calculated as follows:
Current cost - net, December 31
Disposals - net realized
Depreciation expense

$6,800,000
100,000
400,000
7,300,000

Less: Current cost - net, January 1
Additions

$5,500,000
600,000

Increase in current cost

6,100,000
$1,200,000

Example 2
The following current cost information has been determined:
Current cost - net, January 1
Current cost - net, December 31
Additions
Depreciation expense
Disposals - net realized
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$5,500,000
6,000,000
1,000,000
400,000
none

The decrease in the current cost of property, plant, and equipment is calculated as follows:
Current cost - net, December 31
Depreciation expense

$6,000,000
400,000
6,400,000

Less: Current cost - net, January 1
Additions

$5,500,000
1,000,000

Decrease in current cost

6,500,000
$ (100,000)

Combined assets. Although the increase or decrease can be calculated separately for inventory
and property, plant, and equipment, it will save time if the calculation is done on a combined
basis. Also, the minimum requirement for FASB Statement N o . 33 is to disclose the
combined increase or decrease. O n a combined basis, the increase or decrease would be
calculated as follows:

+
+
=

Cost of goods sold at current cost
Total current cost at end of year
(net of accumulated depreciation for PP&E)
Disposals - net realized on date of disposal
Total current cost at beginning of year
(net of accumulated depreciation for PP&E)
Purchases - at historical cost
Increase (+) or decrease (-) in current cost

Example 1
Combining the information in Example 1 for inventory and Example 1 for PP&E the increase
during the year would be calculated as follows:
Cost of goods sold
Current cost, December 31
Disposals - net realized
Depreciation expense

$ 1,900,000
8,000,000
100,000
400,000
$10,400,000

Less: Current cost - January 1
Purchases
Additions

$6,500,000
2,000,000
600,000

Increase in current cost

9,100,000
$1,200,000
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Example 2
Combining the information in Example 2 for inventory and Example 2 for PP&E, the
decrease for the year would be calculated as follows:
Cost of goods sold
Current cost, December 31
Depreciation expense

$1,900,000
7,000,000
400,000
$9,300,000

Less: Current cost - January 1
Purchases
Additions

$6,700,000
2,000,000
1,000,000

Decrease in current cost

9,700,000
$ (400,000)

Increase or decrease, net of inflation. The FASB requires disclosure of "the increase or
decrease for the current fiscal year in the current cost amounts of inventory and property,
plant, and equipment, net of inflation." This "increase or decrease, net of inflation" is the
amount that the actual prices of the assets increased or decreased, less the increase that
would have resulted if prices had changed at the same rate as general inflation. This is an
important concept to understand and to explain to readers of the annual report.
As a simple example, consider the following information about a single item of inventory:
Current cost, January 1
Current cost, December 31
Consumer Price Index - January 1
Consumer Price Index at end of year

$100
$125
100.0
110.0

On a constant dollar basis, the beginning inventory would be computed as follows:
$100 x (110

÷

100) = $110

Assuming that the price of the inventory had increased at the same rate as general inflation,
the current cost of the December 31 inventory would be expected to be $110. But the current
cost of the inventory was actually equal to $125 because the actual price increased at a faster
rate than general inflation. Therefore, the "increase or decrease, net of inflation" is $15:
Total increase in current cost
$25
Increase at rate of general inflation 10
Increase, net of inflation

$15

In this example, the $10 is called the "inflation adjustment" - the amount that the current
cost would have increased at the general inflation rate.
The basic approach in calculating the increase or decrease, net of inflation is:
1.

Restate the current cost amount of the asset at the end of the year to its current
cost/constant dollar amount at the end of the year. (Note that this calculation will also
give the amount to be included in net assets in the five-year summary.)
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2.

Restate all of the current cost amounts during the year to constant dollars to determine
what the current cost would be if prices changed at the same rate as general inflation.

3.

Subtract the constant dollar amount (step 2) from the restated current cost amount
(step 1). The difference is the increase or decrease during the year, net of inflation.

Using the previous example, the increase net of inflation would be calculated as follows:
Step 1: $125 x (110 ÷ 110) = $125
Step 2: $100 x (110 ÷100) = $110
Step 3:

$ 15

This example used end-of-year dollars in order to simplify the illustration. Most companies
will use average-for-the-year dollars in preparing the supplementary information. This does
not make the calculation any more difficult.
Example
Assume the same facts as in the preceding Example 1, showing the increase in current cost
for total inventory and property, plant, and equipment. Also, assume the year we are
considering is 1978 when the CPI-U was as follows:
CPI-U, beginning of year
CPI-U, end of year
Average CPI-U

186.1
202.9
195.4

The "increase or decrease during the year in the current cost amounts of inventory and
property, plant, and equipment, net of inflation" would be calculated as follows:
Step 1: $8,000,000 x (195.4

÷202.9) = $7,704,000

Step 2:
Current cost, beginning of year: $6,500,000 x (195.4
(1) Purchases
(1) Additions
Less:
(1) Disposals - net realized
(1) Depreciation expense
(1) Cost of goods sold

÷186.1)

$6,825,000
2,000,000
600,000

100,000
400,000
1,900,000

9,425,000
2,400,000
$7,025,000

Step 3:

$7,704,000
7,025,000

Increase, net of inflation

$ 679,000

(1) These amounts would be assumed to be in average-for-the-year dollars.
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Of course, this calculation could have been made separately for both inventory and property,
plant, and equipment. The results of this separate calculation are shown below.
Inventory

PP&E

Combined

Step 1

$1,155,600

$6,548,400

$7,704,000

Step 2

$1,150,000

$5,875,000

$7,025,000

Step 3

$

$ 673,400

$ 679,000

5,600

Foreign Assets
FASB Statement No. 33 treats the determination of the current costs for foreign assets
differently than for the determination of the constant dollar amounts for foreign assets.
These differences are summarized in the table below.
TABLE VI-2
CURRENT COST/CONSTANT DOLLAR AMOUNTS OF FOREIGN ASSETS
RESTATEMENT PROCEDURE
Constant Dollar
• Determine historical cost at time of acquisition, in foreign currency, at date of acquisition.
• Restate the historical cost to U.S. dollars at date of acquisition.
• Determine the constant dollar amount in U.S. dollars by using the CPI-U at the
measurement date.
Current Cost
• Determine current cost in foreign currency (if asset would be purchased in a foreign
market)
• Translate the current cost amount into U.S. dollars at the current exchange rate.
As can be seen, the current cost amount would reflect the rate of inflation of the foreign
currency since the date the asset was acquired; the constant dollar amount would reflect the
rate of inflation of the U.S. dollar since the date of acquisition. Therefore, the current cost
amount and the constant dollar amount will always be different. If a foreign country has a
higher rate of inflation than the United States, the current cost amount will be higher than
the constant dollar amount. If the U.S. rate of inflation has been higher than the foreign rate
of inflation, the constant dollar amount will be higher than the current cost amount.
Determining Net Assets
The amount of net assets to be disclosed in the five-year summary is to be stated in
average-for-the-year dollars. The calculation of net assets (shareholders' equity) is calculated
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in the same way as net assets for constant dollar disclosures.
For example, assume the following amounts as of December 31, 1979:
Current
costs at
year-end

Nominal
dollars

Inventory
Property, plant, and equipment
Other assets
Liabilities

$300
250
650
(500)

$375
350

$700

For determination of net assets, other assets and liabilities are assumed to be stated in
end-of-year dollars. In this example, all amounts are stated in end-of-year dollars, so the
calculation of net assets is very straightforward. The current cost of net assets at year-end
would be:
Nominal
dollars

Inventory
Property, plant, and equipment
Other assets
Liabilities

$375
350
650
(500)

Net assets, end-of-year dollars

$875

If the CPI-U at December 31, 1979 is assumed to be 225.0 and the average index for the year is
assumed to be 215.0, net assets to be included in the five-year summary would be calculated
as follows:
$875 x (215.0 ÷225.0) = $836
Assumption of end-of-year dollars. In the section of the constant dollar chapter dealing with
the determination of net assets, it was stated that assuming all nonmonetary assets are stated
in end-of-the-year dollars is usually not a valid assumption. Further, this invalid assumption
will be carried forward from year-to-year. A n example will illustrate this point.
Assume that a company has goodwill of $1,000 originating in a purchase transaction in 1970.
Because this transaction occurred before the effective date of APB Opinion No. 17,
"Intangible Assets," the company has chosen not to amortize this goodwill. Also, assume
the following CPI-U's:
Average, 1979
December 31, 1979
Average, 1980
December 31, 1980
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215.0
225.0
235.0
245.0

Using these facts, the net assets will be disclosed as follows:
1979
Net assets at year-end:
Rolled forward to 1980

$1,000 x (215.0
$ 956 x (235.0

225.0)
215.0)

$ 956
$1,045

1980
Net assets at year-end:

$1,000 x (235.0

245.0)

$ 959

In the 1980 five-year summary, there will be an apparent decline in net assets from $1,045 to
$959. This difference will increase each year - for example, assume that the average CPI-U in
1983 is 265.0 and the December 31, 1983 CPI-U is 275.0. Then the 1979 date included in the
five-year summary will be $1,178 - $956 x (265.0 ÷215.0). But, the 1983 net assets will be
$964 - $1,000 x (265.0 2 ÷ 75.0). Thus, in five years, there is an apparent decline in net assets
of $214 (18.2%). This "decline" resulted from the false assumption each year-end that
nonmonetary assets were stated in end-of-year dollars - that the nonmonetary assets were
acquired at the end of each year. Because this assumption can lead to unusual and potentially
misleading results, companies might consider including the historical cost/nominal dollar
amount of nonmonetary items in the five-year summary and disclosing that fact in a note to
the supplementary information.
Inventories and Cost of Sales
For companies that have been reporting replacement cost information under the SEC's ASR
190, the restatement for the current costs of inventories will be a similar process. Under FASB
Statement No. 33, inventories are to be stated at current cost or a lower recoverable amount. The
recoverable amount for inventories that are held for sale is their net realizable value - the
amount of cash, or its equivalent, expected to be derived from the sale, net of costs to be
incurred as a result of the sale (these costs are the reasonably predictable costs to complete
and dispose of the inventory).
For cost of goods sold, the inventories sold are to be measured at their current cost at the date
of sale - this amount will often be different than historical cost.
These restatements also result in the calculation of an increase or decrease in the current cost
amount of inventory. This increase or decrease has two components:
• For cost of goods sold it is the increase or decrease from the date the inventory was
purchased or produced to the date it was sold.
• For inventories at the balance sheet date, it is the increase or decrease from the date the
inventory was purchased to the end of the year.
In this section, we will consider the following aspects of current cost accounting for
inventories:
•
•
•
•

Determining current costs
Lower-of-cost-or-market
Increase or decrease in current cost
Adjusting historical costs of inventories
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- Accounting for quantities and unit prices
- Specific identification
-FIFO
-LIFO
- Weighted average
- Standard costs
• Manufacturing inventories
Contracts
Inventories already stated at current cost
Because of the large number of different products sold by companies and the different
methods used to account for their costs, the best that we can expect from this discussion is to
suggest general methods that can be used to determine the current cost of inventories.
Determining current costs. The current cost of inventories must be measured as of three
dates:
• The beginning of the year
• The end of the year
• When inventory is sold
As a practical matter, many companies would find it highly impractical or virtually
impossible to determine the cost of each individual item in beginning and ending inventory
and for each product sold. For a retail store, for example, measuring the current cost of each
item sold would be an absurdity - this may require more than a billion calculations.
Therefore, for many companies, the use of short-cut procedures and estimating techniques
will be used, especially for the determination of the cost of the goods sold based on the
current cost as of the date of sale. These procedures and techniques will be discussed later in
this section.
For inventories at a balance sheet date, however, it is understood that the current cost
restatement process will generally be a much more time-consuming task than for
restatements for constant dollar accounting - at each balance sheet date:
• Goods purchased for resale are to be stated at current cost
• For manufacturing inventories
- Raw materials and components are to be stated at current cost
- Labor should be stated based on current labor rates
- Overhead is to be based on the current costs of the overhead components.
Various methods may be used to determine the current cost of year-end inventories. The
major methods which have previously been discussed, would be:
• Direct pricing
• Indexing
• Unit pricing
In other cases, companies may find that the historical cost methods for determining
inventories or cost of sales may approximate a separate calculation of current costs.
For example, inventories on a FIFO basis may approximate the current cost of inventories at
year-end; or, the LIFO basis may result in cost of goods sold being a close approximation of
cost of sales being stated on a current cost basis. Both of these possibilities will be discussed
further later in this section.
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Lower recoverable amounts. Under generally accepted accounting principles, inventories
are to be stated at cost or market, whichever is lower. In this context:
• "Cost" means historical cost
• "Market" means current replacement cost, not to exceed net realizable value (selling
price less estimated costs to complete and dispose), and not less than net realizable value
reduced by allowance for a normal profit margin. For this purpose, we can consider that
current replacement cost is the same as current cost.
Paragraph 26 of FASB Statement No. 33 states:
This Statement does not change the standards of financial accounting and reporting
used for the preparation of the primary financial statements of the enterprise.
Without reading the Statement any further, it may be imagined that the lower-of-cost-ormarket rule would be applied as follows:
• Historical cost/constant dollars
- Lower of constant dollar amount or market (current cost) not to exceed net realizable
value, or less than net realizable value reduced by a normal profit margin
• Current cost/nominal dollars
- Lower of current cost amount or market (current cost) not to exceed net realizable
value, or less than net realizable value reduced by a normal profit margin).
Both of these ideas are incorrect. The reason for this is that FASB Statement No. 33 modifies the
concept of lower-of-cost-or-market. The modification is that the restated amounts are to be
compared to the recoverable amount and the recoverable amount used if it is lower than the
restated amount (refer to paragraphs 42 and 51a of the Statement).
The lower-of-cost-or-market principle is, therefore, correctly stated as shown below:

TABLE VI-3
Lower-of-cost-or-market - FASB Statement No. 33
• Historical cost/constant dollars
- The constant dollar amount or recoverable amount, whichever is lower
• Current cost/nominal dollars
- The current cost amount or recoverable amount, whichever is lower.
For inventories that are held for sale, the recoverable amount is net realizable value - the
amount of cash or its equivalent, expected to be derived from the sale of the inventory, net of
costs required to be incurred as a result of the sale. The costs required are those to complete
and sell the inventory, not including general and administrative expenses or a normal profit
on the sale.
Consider the following information relating to inventory at December 31, 1979:
Historical cost/nominal dollars
Current cost/nominal dollars
Historical cost/constant dollars
Net realizable value
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$1,000
1,050
1,100
1,200

When applying current cost accounting and constant dollar accounting, the constant dollar
amount would not be reduced to the current cost amount. Both amounts are lower than the
recoverable amount of $1,200. The fact that the constant dollar amount is greater than the
current cost (the amount the company would pay to purchase or produce the asset) is not
relevant to a consideration of lower-of-cost-or-market because the controlling amount is net
realizable value.
Throughout the process of current cost and constant dollar restatements, it should be
remembered that the two methods measure two things:
• What financial results would be if prices increased at the same rate experienced by the
economy as a whole (the constant dollar method)
• What financial results would be if prices increased at the actual rate experienced for
specific assets owned by the company (the current cost method).
The two methods are merely two ways of measuring the effects of changing prices - general
price changes and specific price changes.
Adjusting historical costs of inventories. In actual applications, numerous methods are used
to determined the historical cost amounts of inventories. Many of these methods are
variations of cost accounting methods for determining the historical cost of manufactured
inventories, and are treated under that topic later on in this chapter.
The general methods of accounting for the historical cost of inventories are:
•
•
•
•
•

Specific identification
FIFO
LIFO
Weighted average
Standard costs

It must be understood that only general guidelines can be given for the determination of
current cost information. Each company will need to decide upon methods that are
appropriate in the circumstances. Some of the factors that will need to be considered are:
• The ability to identify units purchased and sold
• The ability to develop or obtain appropriate indexes to measure price changes during a
given year
• The ability to develop current cost data during the year for inventory items and products
sold
• The ability to analyze manufactured inventories into their components of materials,
labor, and overhead.
General approach. It is generally conceded that the calculation of current cost amounts
should result in reasonable estimates. Precision is neither cost or time efficient, nor is it required
by FASB Statement No. 33. For example, it would almost always be impractical to determine
the current cost of every item at the date it is sold.
As a start, it would probably be useful to:
1.

Consider determining current cost information on a monthly or quarterly basis. This
would considerably reduce the work required at year-end and, in many cases, would
result in better estimates of cost of goods sold on a current basis.

2.

Classify inventory items into convenient groupings - high-dollar individual items,
product lines, work in process and finished goods into elements of cost, etc. Each
company will need to choose the most appropriate grouping in the circumstances.
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3.

Use, whenever possible, averaging techniques to determine cost of goods sold. To
attempt a more precise calculation would usually be costly and would generally not
achieve a more meaningful result.

4.

Consider developing internal indexes of price movements for specific items of
inventory or of components of manufactured inventories. Procedures that might be
used to develop such indexes have been considered previously in this chapter.

The following examples all assume the same data for the year ending December 31, 1979,
namely:
+
+
-

Current cost of inventory, 12/31/78
Purchases during the year, actual cost
Increase in current costs during the year
Current cost of inventory, 12/31/79

$ 500,000
2,000,000
xx,xxx
800,000

Cost of goods sold, current cost

$x,xxx,xxx

For all companies, the current cost of inventory at the beginning and end of the year and the
historical cost/nominal dollar amount of purchases will be known. The unknown amounts
depend upon the increase in current costs during the year for the four possible situations
described earlier. Regardless of the historical cost system used, the basic task will be to
determine these two unknown quantities.
Inventory Pricing Methods
Accounting for quantities and unit prices. If accounting records can be summarized to
indicate the quantities of items purchased and sold, and to show the unit prices for items
purchased, the calculation of current cost information can be reasonably straightforward. In
actual practice, this information can result in a very simple calculation of both cost of sales
and the cost of sales/inventory adjustment (the total increase or decrease in current costs for
the year).
In the simplest example, assume the following information is known:

Quantity

Average
unit
price

Current
cost

Beginning inventory
Purchases during the year
Ending inventory

3,571
12,903
4,571

$140
155
175

$ 500,000
2,000,000
800,000

Unit sales

11,903

In this case, we need to determine the current cost as of the date the inventory was sold.
Therefore, we need to determine the average cost per unit. One method would be merely to
calculate the average unit cost of units in the beginning and ending inventory [($140 + $175)
÷2 = $157.50], then multiply this average by the quantity sold during the year to determine
the current cost of sales:
Method 1

$157.50 x 11,903 = $1,874,723
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This calculation, however, fails to consider the difference in the number of units in the
beginning and ending inventory. Therefore, another method would be to calculate the
average cost based on the goods available for sale during the year:

Beginning inventory
Purchases

Quantity

Average
unit
price

Current
cost

3,571
12,903

$140
155

$ 500,000
2,000,000

16,474

$2,500,000

This would result in an average unit price of $151.75 ($2,500,000 ÷16,474), and cost of sales
as follows:
Method 2

$151.75 x 11,903 = $1,806,280

Another method would be to assume that the beginning inventory was sold evenly
throughout the year and, therefore, the average current cost of the beginning inventory at
the date it was sold was $155. This would result in a calculation of cost of sales as follows:
Method 3

$155.00 x 11,903 = $1,844,965

So far, we have used the same data to calculate cost of goods sold on a current cost basis:
Method

1
2
3

Cost of
sales

Change in
current cost

$1,874,723
1,806,280
1,844,965

$174,723
106,280
144,965

Basis

Simple average of beginning and ending unit costs
Weighted average of unit costs
Beginning inventory sold evenly during the year

Which is the best method? The answer depends upon the degree of accuracy that is desired
in determining current costs. In our example, Method 1 results in cost of sales that is 3.8%
more than Method 2's cost of sales and 1.6% more than Method 3's cost of sales. These facts
alone do not indicate that one method is better than another method. In FASB Statement No.
33, the FASB presented an example of current cost accounting in which Method 1 was used.
However, Method 1 is not necessarily the best method. The fact is that any averaging method
will only produce accurate results if two assumptions hold true throughout the year:
1.

Any increase or decrease in quantities occurs evenly during the year

2.

Any change in current cost occurs evenly during the year.

Therefore, the method resulting in the most accurate results is to account for quantities
purchased and sold during the year and the unit price changes during the year, and to
calculate the cost of sales based on the actual movement of quantities and prices. In Table
VI-4, the cost of sales and increase in current cost are calculated based on actual quantities
and prices during the year, calculated on a quarterly basis.
As can be seen, the more accurate cost of goods is $1,909,500 and the more accurate change
in current costs is $209,500. Both amounts were calculated based on the actual movement of
quantities and prices during the year.
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Although FASB Statement No. 33 states that the basic objective in making these calculations
is to obtain a reasonable degree of accuracy, it is apparent that companies have two choices using a "quick and simple" approach, hoping for reasonable results; or, using the "right"
approach, knowing that the results are reasonably accurate. We encourage using the second
approach unless it is clear that another approach would also produce reasonable results.
Table VI-4
CALCULATION OF CURRENT COST INCREASE AND COST OF SALES
Quantities
1st
quarter

2nd
quarter

3rd
quarter

4th
quarter

Total

3,571
5,000

6,571
3,500

5,571
2,403

5,374
2,000

12,903

8,571

10,071

7,974

7,374

Sales

2,000

4,500

2,600

2,803

Ending balance

6,571

5,571

5,374

4,571

Beginning balance
Purchases

11,903

Average Unit Prices

Beginning balance
Purchases
Current cost of sales
Ending balance

140
140
140
140

140
155
155
160

160
170
170
175

175
175
175
175

Current Cost Amounts

Beginning balance
Purchases

Cost of sales at current cost
Change in current cost
Ending balance

$ 500,000
700,000

$ 920,000
542,500

$ 891,500
408,500

$ 941,000
349,000

1,200,000

1,462,500

1,300,000

1,290,000

(280,000)

(697,500)
126,500

(442,000)
83,000

$ 920,000

$ 891,500

$ 941,000

-

$2,000,000

(490,000) $1,909,500
209,500
$ 800,000

Specific identification. If a company has a relatively low sales volume, it may be able to
identify the selling price for each unit sold and the current cost of each item on the date it is
sold. In this case, the calculation of current cost of sales is a relatively simple process. In other
cases where the current cost cannot be easily determined, the cost of sales on a current cost
basis will usually be calculated using:
• Use of internal or external indexes
• A n averaging method.
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The development of internal indexes was discussed earlier in this chapter. Once they have
been prepared, they will be used in the same manner as external indexes are used.
Whichever index is used, the calculation will be the same as the calculation described in the
constant dollar chapter.
FIFO. FIFO inventories will usually not be equal to current cost inventories. Even though
FIFO inventories are priced at the most recent invoice price, the invoice price may not
represent the current cost amount at the end of the year. Therefore, the ending FIFO
inventories will usually need to be restated to current cost amounts before the current cost of
goods sold is determined.
Some averaging methods were discussed in the preceding section; two others will be
discussed in this section:
1.

Adjusting the beginning and ending inventories for average price changes during a
period, which requires knowing price indexes at the beginning and end of the year,
and the average index for the year.

2.

Adjusting historical cost of sales with the current cost of beginning and ending
inventories.

Adjusting the beginning and ending inventories. This method uses specific price indexes to
restate the FIFO inventory to current costs, and then to restate the current cost inventories
based on average costs during the year in order to determine the current cost of sales. This
method is similar to a constant dollar restatement except that specific price indexes are used.
The steps to restate to current cost of sales are:
1.

Determine the age of the beginning and ending FIFO inventory.

2.

Based on the age of the inventory, restate the FIFO inventories to end-of-year current
costs.

3.

Restate the beginning and ending inventories to average costs for the current year.

4.

Compute current cost of sales using the standard formula for cost of sales:
Beginning inventory (calculated in step 3)
+ Purchases (assumed to be stated in average costs)
- Ending inventory (calculated in step 3)
= Cost of goods sold.

5.

Compute the change in current costs by using the formula in step 4 but using the
actual current costs determined in step 2.

Step 1 is exactly the same as the step needed for constant dollar restatements, and the
procedure is not restated here. For step 2, the amounts are restated to end-of-year costs using
the following formulas:
Beginning of year = FIFO inventory x

Index at end of year
Average index during turnover period

End of year

Index at end of current year
Average index during turnover period

= FIFO inventory x
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Step 3 restates the current costs to average-for-the-year costs by using the following
formulas:
Beginning of year = Current cost of inventory x

Average index for current year
Index at year-end

End of

Average index for current year
Index at end of current year

year

= Current cost of inventory x

The entire procedure is illustrated below, assuming that we have already completed step 2.
For this restatement, we will assume that the appropriate index was 100 at December 31,
1978; 120 at December 31, 1979; and the average index for 1979 was 110.
Step 3:

Step 4:

Inventory, 12/31/78 = $500,000 x (110 ÷100) = $550,000
Inventory, 12/31/79 = $800,000 x (110 ÷120) = $733,333

Beginning inventory
+ Purchases

$ 550,000
2,000,000
2,550,000

-

Step 5:

Ending inventory

733,333

Current cost of sales

$1,816,667

Current cost of sales
+ Ending inventory

$1,816,667
800,000

-

Beginning inventory
Purchases

$ 500,000
2,000,000

Increases in current cost

2,616,667
2,500,000
$ 116,667

Adjusting historical cost of sales with the current cost of beginning and ending inventories.
This method is actually a variation of the preceding method: the current cost of the beginning
and ending inventories is divided by an appropriate unit price to determine the number of
units in each inventory. The unit price can be any measure of the number of equivalent units
in the beginning and ending inventory - a specific price index, unit costs, or even the
number of units. The steps in applying this method are:
1. Determine the number of units in the current cost inventory at the end of the year by
dividing the amount by the unit price at the end of the year.
2.

Determine the number of units in the current cost inventory at the beginning of the
year by dividing the amount by the unit price at the beginning of the year.

3.

Determine the increase or decrease in the number of units during the year.
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4.

Multiply the increase or decrease in units determined in step 3 by the average unit
price for the year. This calculation will give the average current cost of the change
during the year.

5.

Adjust the historical cost of purchases for the average current cost of the change
calculated in step 4 (an increase would be deducted from purchases; a decrease would
be added to purchases). This calculation will give the current cost of sales.

6.

Determine the change in cost of sales.

These steps are illustrated using the specific price indexes assumed in the preceding
example.
Step 1

$800,000 ÷ 120 = 6,666-2/3 units

Step 2

$500,000 ÷100 = 5,000 units

Step 3

6,666-2/3 units - 5,000 units = 1,666-2/3 increase in units

Step 4

1,666-2/3 units x 110 = $183,333

Step 5

$2,000,000 - $183,333 = $1,816,667 current cost of sales

Step 6:
+

Current cost of sales
Ending inventory

-

Beginning inventory
Purchases

$1,816,667
800,000
$ 500,000
2,000,000

Increase in current costs

2,616,667
2,500,000
$ 116,667

As can be seen, this method produces the same answer as the preceding method; only the
format has changed. Either method can be used with any appropriate index - for example,
for measuring the labor included in finished goods, the hourly labor rate could be used
instead of specific price indexes.
It is important to remember that both methods are averaging methods. As stated earlier in
this section, any averaging method will only produce accurate results if two assumptions hold true
throughout the year:
1.

Any increase or decrease in quantities occurs evenly throughout the year

2.

Any change in current cost occurs evenly throughout the year.

If these assumptions do not hold throughout the year, then an annual calculation might not
be appropriate. Instead, a monthly or quarterly calculation would produce better results.
LIFO. Companies using the LIFO method of determining cost of goods sold may save a
considerable amount of time and effort in implementing current cost accounting because
FASB Statement No. 33 states:
Cost of goods sold measured on a LIFO basis may provide an acceptable
approximation of cost of goods sold, measured at current cost, provided that the
effect of any decreases in inventory layers is excluded. [Footnote to paragraph 60]
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Where inventories and cost of sales are accounted for under the LIFO method in the
primary financial statements the only adjustment normally required in computing
income from continuing operations would be to eliminate the effect of changing
prices on any prior period LIFO layer liquidation. [Paragraph 212]
Note the phrases "may provide" and "the only adjustment normally required." These
qualifiers were used because LIFO cost of goods sold may not be equal to cost of goods sold
on a current cost basis. Situations in which LIFO costs may not approximate current cost of
sales include the following:
• Purchases and sales are not spread evenly throughout the year (for example, rapid price
changes and low turnover could result in a lag between LIFO cost of sales and current
cost of sales)
• There is a prior year LIFO layer liquidation in the current year.
FASB Statement No. 33 refers to the second situation. The first situation can be illustrated by
referring back to Table VI-4 where purchases and sales did not occur evenly throughout the
year. Table VI-5 shows what the LIFO cost of sales would be in this situation. In this case, the
LIFO cost of sales is $49,500 (2.6%) less than the calculated current cost of sales. If the pattern
of purchases and sales had been more uneven, the difference could very likely result in a
larger difference.
If there is a liquidation of a previous year's LIFO layer, the amount included in historical
cost/nominal dollar cost of sales would be at the " o l d " price of the liquidated layer. This
amount would always have to be restated using current year costs. In a strict LIFO
application, the layer liquidation would occur after all of the current year purchases were
sold, thus making the restatement based on the current cost some time late in the year. As a
practical matter, however, it would probably be reasonable to restate using the average cost
for the year.
The point of this discussion was to illustrate that while LIFO cost of sales may be an
approximation of current cost of sales, it also may not be a reasonable approximation of
current cost of sales. Therefore, care must be taken to ensure that LIFO cost of sales is, in fact,
a reasonable approximation of current cost of sales.
Table VI-5
LIFO COST OF SALES

Beginning inventory
Purchases:
1st quarter
2nd quarter
3rd quarter
4th quarter

Number
of units

Unit
price

Amount

3,571

140

$ 500,000

5,000
3,500
2,403
2,000

140
155
170
175

700,000
542,500
408,500
349,000

12,903
Ending inventory

Cost of sales

2,000,000

3,511
1,000

140
140

500,000
140,000

4,571

640,000

11,903

$1,560,000
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Weighted average. If a weighted average method is used to calculate historical cost/nominal
dollar cost of sales, the current cost restatement would require that the beginning and ending
inventories be restated to the current cost amount. This is required because the historical cost
inventories are determined based on an average cost of all purchases made by the company
since its inception.
Consequently, the restatement could be similar to restatements for weighted average
inventories using the constant dollar method except using specific price indexes. However,
in many weighted average cost systems, good records may be kept of units purchased and
sold during the year and of current unit costs during the year. In this case, the restatements
may be relatively easy to determine, based on one of the methods discussed in the previous
section on "accounting for quantities and unit prices."
Standard costs. Companies with good standard costing systems may find that only a
minimum number of adjustments will be necessary to their existing system in order to
calculate current cost of sales and the current cost of inventory. The appropriateness of the
use of the standard costs depends on two factors:
1.

The frequency at which standard costs are revised

2.

The methods used for setting standards
- Standard costs that use estimated future costs would not be appropriate for
determining current cost amounts.

In standard cost systems, analysis of the variance accounts may provide information required
to adjust cost of sales to current cost.
Manufacturing inventories. There are three types of manufacturing inventories:
• Raw materials and components
• Work in process
• Finished goods
Further, work in process and finished goods will have three components:
• Raw materials and components
• Labor
• Overhead
Although determining the current cost of raw materials and components at the balance sheet
date should generally not be too much of a problem for most companies, the valuation of
work in process and finished goods can be a significantly more difficult task for many
companies. For this reason, manufactured inventories deserve special consideration when
applying current cost accounting.
On the following pages, we will generally discuss each of the types of manufacturing
inventories and then discuss the applicability of a standard cost system to current cost
accounting.
Raw materials and components. As with other inventories, it would usually be impractical to
determine the current cost of each item in this inventory classification. Consequently, it will
usually be useful to employ different measurement approaches for determining the current
cost of raw materials and components. For example, raw materials and components would
be categorized into types of products included in this classification, with each category's
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current cost being determined on a different basis:
• Individual items
• External index
• Internal index
• Statistical sampling techniques.
Work in process. Generally, the current cost of work in process is the current cost of each of
its components - materials, labor and overhead. For companies that are able to identify the
amount of each component of work in process, the restatement process can be reasonably
straightforward.
Materials
For materials, even though the specific items cannot be identified, the current cost amount
can be determined based on turnover statistics, by using internal or external indexes. Of
course, if the individual items in the ending inventory can be determined, then the
restatement can be performed as discussed previously.
Labor
For labor, if the production cycle is fairly short (one month or less) then the labor component
is probably already stated at the current cost amount and no current cost adjustments would
need to be made. For longer production cycles, it might be necessary to restate the labor cost
amount to current cost as of the end of the year. The amount should use labor rates as of the
balance sheet date and the number of hours required to produce the inventory on or near the
balance sheet date. If there has been no labor rate change and no change in labor efficiency
during the production period, however, no adjustment would be necessary since the FIFO
amount would represent the current cost as of the balance sheet date.
In those situations where the labor component needs to be restated to current cost, a
reasonable method should be used:
• If the number of hours is known, the current rate or a weighted average rate should be
used
• If hours is not known but the length of the production is known, an index may be
applied to the historical cost amount of labor costs
• If the labor efficiency variance changed substantially during the production cycle, the
number of hours needs to be adjusted prior to multiplying by the current labor rate.
Overhead
For current cost accounting purposes, overhead is to be based on the current cost of the items
included in the overhead allocation. It is beyond the scope of this manual to discuss all the
methods that may be used to charge overhead costs to work in process. However, certain
general guidelines can be stated for overhead adjustments:
• If overhead rates are adjusted near the end of the year to reflect current historical costs
being incurred, the adjustment for current cost purposes will generally be limited to a
restatement for depreciation expense.
• If production costs are considered to occur at an even rate during the year, then the costs
are assumed to be stated in average-for-the-year dollars, and no restatement of the costs
would be needed in order to calculate current cost of sales. If end-of-year overhead costs
are not included in work in process, they would need to be restated at end-of-year costs
and these costs used as a basis for allocating amounts to work in process and finished
goods.
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In most cases, depreciation expense will be the only item in the overhead costs for the year
that will be greater than the historical cost/nominal dollar amounts actually incurred during
the year. Even if the current cost depreciation is significantly greater than the historical cost
amount, the net effect on work in process may be immaterial. This is so because the total
depreciation expense included in overhead costs to be allocated may be a very small
percentage of the total overhead costs. If, for example, historical cost depreciation represents
only 2% of total overhead costs, an increase because of current cost depreciation to 3% of
overhead costs could have an immaterial impact on work in process at year-end. Thus, it
would normally not be necessary to adjust work in process.
However, if the depreciation expense included in work in process through the overhead rate
would materially affect the current cost amount of work in process, then an adjustment
should be made.
Finished Goods
Finished goods are to be stated at their current cost or lower recoverable amount as of the
balance sheet date. If the cost components of the finished goods inventory (materials, labor
and overhead) can be determined, then the necessary restatements would be performed in
the same manner as the restatements for work in process. In some cases, it will not be
possible to analyze the finished goods inventory in this manner. If the age of the finished
goods inventory is determined based on the turnover of the inventory, then an index can be
applied that will measure the current cost of the inventory at the balance sheet date.
Property, Plant, and Equipment
What's included. The footnote to paragraph 23 of the Statement says:
For the purpose of this Statement, except where otherwise provided, inventory and
property, plant, and equipment shall include land and other natural resources and
capitalized leasehold interests but not goodwill or other intangible assets.
Paragraph 53 of the Statement describes the qualifying Statement "except where otherwise
provided":
This Statement does not contain provisions for the measurement, on a current cost
basis, of income-producing real estate properties, unprocessed natural resources,
and related depreciation, depletion and amortization expense
If an enterprise
presents information on a current cost basis in an annual report for a fiscal year
ended before December 25, 1980, it may measure the assets and related expenses,
described in this paragraph, at their historical cost/constant dollar amounts or by
reference to an appropriate index of specific price changes.
The specific assets excluded from current cost measurement are the following resources held
by companies in the oil and gas, mining, forest products, and real estate industries:
• Nonrenewable resources
- Oil and gas reserves
- Mineral ore bodies
• Resources renewable over a long time
- Timberlands, including growing timber
• Income-producing property held by real estate enterprises
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The nature of the problems relating to the determination of the current cost of these
assets is discussed in Chapter VII.
As can be seen, most fixed assets owned by companies will be required to be restated to
current cost under FASB Statement No. 33. The general types of assets to be restated would
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land
Land improvements
Buildings
Machinery and equipment
Furniture and office equipment
Leasehold improvements
Construction in progress
Capitalized leases

What Current Cost Is
Definition. For purposes of FASB Statement No. 33, the current cost of property, plant, and
equipment is measured based on the following definition:
Current cost is the cost of the best asset available to undertake the function of the
asset owned after adjusting for the service potential of the asset owned. The
"service potential of the asset owned" has four characteristics:
1.

Operating costs over the life of the asset.

2.

Output capacity (providing that the capacity is fully usable by the company).

3.

Remaining useful life.

4.

Nature of service.

The FASB has identified three methods of estimating the current cost of property, plant, and
equipment (paragraph 58 of the Statement):
1.

Measuring the current cost of a new asset that has the same service potential
as the asset owned had when it was new and deducting an allowance for
depreciation.

2.

Measuring the current cost of a used asset of the same age and in the same
condition as the asset owned.

3.

Measuring the current cost of a new asset with a different service potential
and adjusting for differences in useful life, output capacity, nature of service,
and operating costs.

"The best asset available." The method a company will use to determine current cost will
depend on the company's judgment of the "best asset available to undertake the function of
the asset owned." However, whichever method is chosen, the replacement asset must have
the same service potential as the asset owned. It should also be remembered that almost all of
a company's assets are used assets. Therefore, the cost of the replacement asset will be the
cost of an asset having the same service potential as the used asset owned by the company.
Admittedly, the determination of the current cost is not straightforward in every case judgment is required. General guidelines can be given, however, on the determination of
which of the three FASB methods to use, and these are summarized in Table VI-6.
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TABLE VI-6
GUIDELINES FOR ESTIMATING CURRENT COST

Situation

1.
2.

a.
b.

3.

a.
b.

4.

a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

6.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

7.

a.
b.
c.
d.

FASB
method
suggested

Asset recently purchased new
1
Asset recently purchased used
2
Active market in identical or
similar used assets in the same
age and condition as the asset
owned
Asset not recently purchased
2
Active market in identical or
similar used assets in the same
age and condition as the asset
owned
Asset not recently purchased
1
No active market for identical
used asset
Identical asset available new
Company would purchase the
identical asset
Asset not recently purchased
2
No active market for identical
(if used)
used asset
1
Identical new asset not available (if new)
Similar new or used asset
available
Company would buy the similar
asset
3
Asset not recently purchased
Identical new asset not available
Identical or similar used
asset available
New or used, improved or better
asset is available
Company would buy the
improved or better asset
3
Asset not recently purchased
Identical asset not available,
new or used
Similar asset not available new
or used
New or used, improved or better
asset available
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General type of asset applicable
to suggested method

- A l l property, plant and equipment
- Automotive equipment (cars, trucks,
parts)
- Machinery and equipment
- Furniture and office equipment
- Capitalized lease property
- Automotive equipment
- Machinery and equipment
- Furniture and office equipment
- Capitalized lease property
- Machinery and equipment
- Certain furniture and office
equipment
- Leasehold improvements
- Capitalized lease property
- A l l property, plant and equipment

- A l l property, plant and equipment

- A l l property, plant and equipment

Examples of these situations are presented below. In each example, the company is assumed
to have a December 31 year-end.
Situation 1
• A company had a building constructed which was first occupied in December of this
year. The current cost of the building is the cost to construct the same building using
December 31 prices.
• A company purchased a new computer which was installed on November 15. The
current cost of the computer is the price of an identical computer installed at December
31, adjusted for depreciation from the date of installation.
Situation 2
• A fleet of used trucks was purchased in August of this year. Identical used trucks are
easily purchased on the open market today. The current cost of the fleet of trucks is the
fleet price for the identical used trucks that can be purchased as of December 31.
Situation 3
• A company has 20 fork lifts that were purchased new three years ago. Used fork lifts are
readily available for purchase today that are identical to the ones owned - same
manufacturer, model, etc. The current cost of the fork lifts is the purchase price of 20
identical used assets that can be purchased today.
• A company owns 40 Brand X nonelectric typewriters which it purchased new two years
ago. Brand Y typewriters perform the same functions as the typewriters owned and can
be purchased used. The current cost of the typewriters owned is the current cost of used
Brand Y typewriters of the same age and condition as the typewriters owned.
Situation 4
• A company owns a printing press which was constructed four years ago to the
specifications of the company. No identical used asset exists, but the manufacturer of the
machine owned could determine the cost to construct the same press today. The current
cost of the press would be the manufactured price of the new press plus all costs related
to its purchase and installation that would be paid by the company, less an allowance for
depreciation.
Situation 5
• A company has photographic equipment that it purchased new six years ago from a
company that subsequently went out of business. There are several types of new
equipment available that perform the same functions as the equipment owned. The
current cost of the equipment would be the current price of the similar equipment, less
an allowance for depreciation.
Situation 6
• A company has a wooden escalator in its retail store which was constructed in the late
1940s. There is a limited market for used wooden escalators, but the company would not
buy a wooden escalator because there are more modern escalators available. The current
cost of the escalator would be the current cost of the modern escalator adjusted to the
remaining service potential of the asset owned.
• A company constructed a warehouse in 1963 using brick construction. Although a
warehouse could be constructed with bricks today, the company would choose to
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construct the warehouse with aluminum siding instead. The current cost of the
warehouse would be based on the costs of constructing a warehouse with aluminum
siding with the same capacity as the asset owned, less an allowance for depreciation.
Situation 7
• A company constructed a sports stadium in 1953 near a major city. Because it is unique,
there is no other stadium in the country that is similar to it. Also, because of advances in
stadium construction, the company would not replace it with an identical stadium. The
current cost of the stadium is the present cost of constructing a new, improved stadium,
adjusting for the service potential difference of the new stadium compared to the old
stadium.
Comparison to ASR 190. The emphasis in ASR 190 was the determination of replacement cost
of productive capacity. In this light, the replacement cost of assets was the cost of a new asset
that would replace the asset owned in the normal course of business. In many cases, the cost
of the replacement asset using ASR 190 would be the same as the current cost using
Statement No. 33. Sometimes however, the replacement asset would be a technologically
superior asset compared to the asset owned. Thus, ASR 190 and FASB Statement No. 33
have a basic difference in emphasis - the replacement asset (ASR 190) compared to the asset
owned (FASB Statement No. 33).
Because of this basic difference, the replacement asset under ASR 190 would frequently have
a different remaining service potential than the asset owned. The "service potential" of an
asset, as noted earlier, has four characteristics - operating costs over the life of the asset;
output capacity; estimated useful life; and nature of service. Under ASR 190, the difference in
operating costs was almost always not considered in determining the cost of the replacement
asset. The other three characteristics (output capacity, estimated useful life, and nature of
service) were generally considered when determining the cost of the replacement asset. From
a practical standpoint, the major conceptual difference between ASR 190 and FASB
Statement No. 33 is that the FASB Statement requires that the replacement asset have the
same service potential as the asset owned.
The other major differences between FASB Statement No. 33 and ASR 190 are:
1.

Under ASR 190, more types of assets were excluded from the disclosure requirements.

2.

Under ASR 190, the "lower recoverable amount" was not a basis for determining
replacement cost but could have been disclosed separately. The FASB Statement
requires assets to be stated at their constant dollar and current cost amount, or lower
recoverable amount.

3.

Under ASR 190, increases or decreases in the replacement cost of assets did not have
to be separately disclosed. The FASB Statement requires the increase or decrease in
current cost amounts to be disclosed, net of inflation.

4.

ASR 190 required companies to use the straight-line method in calculating
depreciation expense, while the FASB Statement generally presumes the same
depreciation methods as those used in the primary financial statements.

5.

The FASB Statement requires a determination of income from continuing operations.
ASR 190 stated that replacement cost data was not suitable for a computation of
income.
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Determining Current Costs
As with inventories, the current cost of property, plant, and equipment must be measured as
of three dates:
• The beginning of the year
• The end of the year
• When assets are sold
Since these assets are generally not held for resale, the characteristics of the asset owned and
the replacement asset must be carefully considered when determining current cost. These
considerations would include:
• Service potential characteristics
- Acquisition date and estimated useful life
- Capacity
- Operating costs
- Nature of service
• Costs to acquire
- Purchase price or allocated purchase price
- Installation costs
- Freight charges
- Start-up costs
- Taxes
- Import duties
- Capitalized interest
• Appropriate method of measuring current cost
- Used identical asset
- New identical asset
- Used similar asset
- New similar asset
- Used improved asset
- New improved asset
Based on these considerations, the current cost of the assets can be determined using one or
more of the methods previously described - direct pricing, indexing, unit pricing, and
functional pricing.
Lower Recoverable Amount
In the case of property, plant, and equipment, the current cost amount should be reduced to
the recoverable amount if the recoverable amount is lower than the current cost amount. For
this purpose, the lower recoverable amount is the present value of future cash flows
(including the ultimate proceeds of disposal) expected to be derived from the use of the asset
by the company. The FASB calls this the asset's "value in use." Generally, the "value in use"
can only be applied to a total company or an autonomous operation with sales to outsiders,
and not to an individual asset or group of assets producing products for sale to another
division or affiliate.
As a practical matter, the calculation of value in use would be complex and subjective. It
would require the determination of:
1.

The net cash flows derived from selling the output of the asset or group of assets.

2.

The proceeds from the ultimate sale of the asset or group of assets.
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3.

The period of time in which the net cash flows and disposal proceeds would occur.

4.

A n appropriate rate for discounting the cash flows to their present value.

In addition, "value in use" would need to be compared to the current cost amount to
determine whether it is permanently lower than the current cost amount.
The FASB has recognized that the need to measure value in use would rarely occur.
However, the purpose of requiring such a calculation is to limit the instances where the
current cost restatements result in a valuation that is substantially higher than an asset's
worth, the maximum sum that the compnay would be willing to pay to acquire the asset.
"Value in use" may be the appropriate valuation for an asset or a group of assets when:
• A company has an unprofitable product line that is being discontinued over a period of
time.
• The market demand for the output of an asset or group of assets is significantly less than
previously expected and the reduced capacity is considered to be permanent.
• Because of government regulation, a company is prohibited from recovering amounts in
excess of the historical cost of an asset or group of assets.
If it is determined that value in use is the appropriate valuation, a write-down from current
cost would be required. This write-down would be reflected as a "decrease in current cost" in
the supplementary information rather than as a charge to income from continuing
operations. This is different from similar write-downs for constant dollar accounting, where
the write-down would be reflected in income from continuing operations if the
circumstances requiring the write-down occurred during the current year.
Adjusting for Differences in Service Potential
After the cost of the replacement asset is determined, any differences in its service potential
compared to the asset already owned must be considered. This consideration may result in
an adjustment to the cost of the replacement asset to make the service potentials of the assets
the same. To adjust for differences in service potential, two factors need to be remembered:
1.

Only material differences should be adjusted. Sometimes there will be a fine distinction
between the service potential of the asset owned and the replacement asset. For
example, although the output of a replacement asset may be more than the output of
the asset owned, the operating costs of the replacement asset may be more, thereby
partially offsetting the output advantage of the asset owned. Therefore, all of the
characteristics of "service potential" need to be considered.

2.

The FASB's intent was not to make the calculation of differences in service potential a
complex and costly process. Therefore, adjustments required should be made using
reasonable estimates. The time and cost to obtain precision should not exceed the
benefit to be derived from such precision.

In addition to these factors, it should also be remembered that the FASB has not offered
guidelines on how to adjust for differing service potentials. Because of this lack of specific
guidance, companies should generally make adjustments using reasonable methods. In
some cases, procedures used for ASR 190 disclosures may be appropriate for FASB Statement
No. 33 calculations. In other cases, especially for differences in operating costs, companies
should use methods that result in the replacement asset having the same service potential as
the asset owned.
In the following paragraphs, the characteristics of "service potential" are discussed
separately. It should be remembered that the characteristics would usually need to be
considered together in order to make reasonable adjustments.
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Operating costs. By nature, the difference in operating costs will be subjectively determined.
A major consideration is whether the operating costs should be based on prices expected in
the future or on prices as of the date of the valuation. In a determination of whether an asset
will actually be replaced, expected prices will typically be a major factor in the final decision.
For this reason, it would seem reasonable to use the expected future prices in a comparison
of differences in service potential. On the other hand, such estimates are likely to be more
subjective than estimates based on current prices, which are known. However, the objective
of either method is to determine the difference in operating costs in current prices. Therefore,
two general methods could be used:
1.

Determine the differences by year based on current prices, and discount the amounts
using a rate that excludes estimated inflation.

2.

Determine the differences by year based on expected prices, and discount using a rate
that includes estimated inflation.

It should be understood that there is no consensus on which of the two methods is more
appropriate. Perhaps another method would also be appropriate. For purpose of illustration,
we will determine the differences based on expected prices.
Example 1
The cost to acquire a technologically improved asset compared to the asset owned is
$200,000. The estimated useful life of the improved asset is 5 years, the same as the
remaining useful life of the asset owned. The output capacity of both assets is the same. The
discount rate is 12%. The difference in operating costs of the two machines for the five-year
period is summarized below:
Year
1

2

3

4

5

$10,000
4,000
1,000

$11,000
4,000
1,200

$13,000
5,000
1,400

$14,500
6,000
1,600

$16,000
6,000
1,800

15,000

16,200

19,400

22,100

23,800

5,000
600
800

5,500
1,000
1,000

6,500
1,200
1,300

7,000
1,500
1,500

8,000
1,800
1,800

6,400

7,500

9,000

10,000

11,600

Net cost savings

$ 8,600

$ 8,700

$10,400

$12,100

$12,200

Present value of future
cost savings discounted
at 12% per year

$ 7,679

$ 6,936

$ 7,403

$ 7,690

$ 6,923

Asset owned:
Operator time
Maintenance
Utilities

Replacement asset:
Operator time
Maintenance
Utilities

The total present value of the future cost savings is $36,631. The current cost of the
replacement asset is $200,000 - $36,631 = $163,369.
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Example 2
Assume the same facts as in Example 1, except that the replacement asset would have higher
operating costs than the asset owned by the amount indicated. Although this would
probably not be the usual case, the calculation would be similar. The total present value of
the future cost increases would be $36,631; and the current cost of the replacement asset
would be $200,000 + $36,631 = $236,631.
Example 3
Assume the same facts as in Example 1, except that the replacement asset has a useful life of
10 years. A practical consideration would be to choose among the following approaches:
1.

Adjust the cost of the replacement asset calculated in Example 1 by determining its net
book value at the end of five years.

2.

Determine what the operating costs of the replacement asset would be in years 6 to 10,
and compare those costs to those of the asset owned during its remaining useful life.

There is no clear answer as to which approach to use. Because estimating costs for a ten-year
period would be very subjective, the first approach would seem to result in a reasonable
answer that would be sufficient for purposes of determining the current cost of the
replacement asset. The other approach, while possibly having some theoretical justification,
would be more time-consuming to calculate and it would not be clear whether the results
would be any more satisfactory than using the first approach. Using the first approach, the
current cost of the replacement asset would be equal to the purchase price of the new asset
($200,000), less an allowance for the operating disadvantages of the asset owned ($36,631),
and also less an allowance for depreciation. If the company uses the straight-line method of
depreciation with no salvage value, the current cost of the asset owned would be calculated
as follows:
($200,000 - $36,631) x 5/10 = $81,685
Output capacity. Before making any adjustments for differences in output capacity, a
company needs to decide what the output capacity of the existing asset is. For example, if a
plant has an output capacity of 1,000,000 units per year, it is likely that the plant is rarely
used at that capacity. There are several reasons for this - seasonal production, the capacity is
designed to meet future demand, etc. Therefore, if the machine is currently producing
700,000 units per year, a determination needs to be made whether the underutilized capacity
is temporary or permanent. If it is considered temporary, then the replacement asset should
have the same capacity as the asset owned. If it is considered a permanent underutilization of
capacity, then the replacement asset should have a capacity which is justified by the market
conditions that will exist during the remaining life of the asset. Unless the asset should be
valued at a lower recoverable amount, the idle capacity of the asset should be included in the
determination of its current cost.
Example 1
Facts
• A chemical plant was constructed in 1972. When the plant was constructed, capacity was
estimated at 1,000,000 pounds of output per year.
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The sales history by year has been:
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

500,000
560,000
600,000
550,000
575,000
650,000
625,000
640,000

pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds

• A replacement plant can be built with the following annual capacities:
Annual capacities

500,000 pounds
700,000 pounds
1,000,000 pounds

Cost

$1,500,000
$1,700,000
$2,000,000

In this case, it appears that production has never really approximated the expected needs. If
the underutilization of output is considered only temporary and not permanent, the
replacement asset should be the plant with an annual capacity of 1,000,000 pounds.
However, if the underutilization were considered permanent, then the cost of the
replacement asset with the 1,000,000 pound capacity would still be used unless it it
determined that a lower recoverable amount would be the appropriate measurement for the
asset.
If the output of the replacement asset exceeds the output of the existing asset after
considering the current utilization of the asset, then an adjustment of the cost of the
replacement asset needs to be made to account for the difference in service potential of the
two assets. Two methods are available to make this adjustment:
1.

Assume a linear relationship between output capacity and current cost.

2.

Assume a non-linear relationship between output capacity and current cost.

The first method assumes, for example, that a machine that has twice the capacity of another
machine would cost twice as much as the other machine. This would rarely be a valid
assumption because the cost of producing additional output generally is not the same as the
cost of producing a lower level of output.
The second method would usually be a better assumption for the adjustments needed for
current cost purposes. Because no single method would be appropriate in every case, the
engineering department of a company should usually be consulted to determine the
appropriate non-linear relationship between output capacity and current cost.
Estimated useful life. The FASB methods for estimating the current cost of existing assets
refer to assets "of the same age and in the same condition" as the assets owned. This ideal
situation would generally be impossible to find. Therefore, the emphasis should be on the
same general age and the same general condition as the asset owned. When this condition is
met, then presumably the replacement asset would have the same remaining useful life as
the asset owned.
In each case, the useful life assigned to the replacement asset should be the same as the
useful life of similar assets owned by the company. For example, if a new machine were
assigned a useful life of 10 years if it were purchased new, the replacement asset should also
be assigned a useful life of 10 years. The adjustment required is to simply compare the
remaining useful life of the asset owned and the replacement asset and to adjust accordingly.
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Example 1
A company purchased a machine on January 1, 1977 for $400,000 and assigned it a useful life
of 10 years with no salvage value. At December 31, 1979, an identical new machine is
available for a cost of $440,000. The current cost of the machine owned by the company is
calculated as follows:
$440,000 x (remaining useful life total useful life)
= $440,000 x (7 years ÷10 years) = $308,000
Example 2
Assume the same facts as in Example 1 except that the replacement asset would cost $270,000
and has a remaining useful life of 6 years. The current cost of the machine owned would be
calculated as follows:
$270,000 x (remaining useful life of asset owned ÷remaining useful life of replacement
asset)
= $270,000 x (7 years ÷6 years) = $315,000
Nature of service. The concept of "nature of service" is a catch-all phrase used in the FASB
Statement. It generally means "any other differences between the replacement asset and the
asset owned." For example, the replacement asset may perform more functions than the
asset owned or it may perform the functions faster than the asset owned. The following
factors might be considered when adjusting for differences in the nature of the service
provided:
1.

If the replacement asset performs more functions than the asset owned, it is possible
that the replacement asset would have the same service potential as a group of assets
owned by the company. In this case, the cost of the replacement asset could be used as
a basis for determining the current cost of several assets owned by the company.

2.

If the replacement asset performs the same general function as the existing asset, but
faster (e.g., more per minute or hour), the difference in service potential could be
considered similar to a difference in output capacity and adjusted accordingly.

Depreciation
The amount of depreciation expense for the year is based on the average current cost of
property, plant, and equipment during the year. The average current cost can be either the
gross current cost without considering accumulated depreciation, or net current cost which
includes accumulated depreciation.
Based on gross current cost. If the gross current cost is known, the calculation of depreciation
expense is relatively straightforward. For example, if the gross current cost of an asset is
$100,000 at the beginning of the year and $120,000 at the end of the year, the depreciation
expense would be based on the average current cost for the year of $110,000. If the
depreciation method used by the company is straight-line over a 10-year period, the
depreciation expense for the year would be:
$110,000 x 10% = $11,000
Based on net current cost. The net current cost amount is the gross current cost less the
accumulated depreciation as of the measurement date (the balance sheet date or the date of
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the disposal). This amount would be the basis for determining depreciation when:
• The current cost is determined by reference to a used asset. The cost of the used asset
would include accumulated depreciation.
• The current cost is determined based on an appraisal of the asset as of the balance sheet
date.
• The selling price on the date of disposal would measure the net current cost of the asset
on that date.
In these cases, the depreciation would be based on the remaining useful life of the asset.
Example 1
A machine has a net current cost of $300,000 at the beginning of the year and $280,000 at the
end of the year. At the beginning of the year, the machine had a remaining useful life of 5
years.
In this example, both the $300,000 and the $280,000 include accumulated depreciation. At the
end of the year, 80% of the beginning balance has not been depreciated (20% of the
beginning balance would be depreciated during the year, assuming a remaining useful life of
5 years at the beginning of the year).
Therefore, the ending balance, before depreciation for the year would be $350,000 ($280,000
÷ .80). The average current cost would be:
($300,000 + $350,000) ÷2 = $325,000
The depreciation expense would be:
$325,000 x 20% = $65,000
Example 2
A machine has a gross current cost of $120,000 on January 1. On that date, the machine had
been depreciated for two years on the straight-line basis assuming a total useful life of 10
years. On July 1, the machine is sold for $102,000. The depreciation expense for the year
would be calculated as follows:
Gross current cost, beginning of year
Net current cost at date of disposal:
$102,000 ÷.75 (undepreciated portion of the
gross current cost at July 1)

$120,000
136,000
$256,000

Depreciation = ($256,000 ÷2) x 10% x 1/2 = $6,400
This answer could also have been arrived at using the net current cost at the beginning of the
year which would have been $96,000 ($120,000 - $24,000 depreciation for two years). This
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would be calculated as follows:
Net current cost, beginning of year
Net current cost at date of disposal:
$102,000 ÷.9375 (undepreciated portion
of the beginning net current cost at July 1)

$ 96,000
108,800
$204,800

Depreciation = ($204,800

÷2) x 1/8 x 1/2 = $6,400

Determining accumulated depreciation. A variety of methods are available to calculate the
accumulated depreciation as of a measurement date (the balance sheet date of date of
disposal).
Method 1
Based on the aged current cost of the assets, determine the accumulated depreciation using
the depreciation method used in the historical cost financial statements.
Example
Equipment was purchased on January 1 for $100,000. The equipment is depreciated using the
straight-line method over 10 years and has an estimated salvage value of $10,000. The gross
current cost of the equipment at December 31 is $110,000. The accumulated depreciation
expense at the end of the year, would be calculated as follows:
HISTORICAL COST

CURRENT COST

Cost

Accumulated
depreciation

Cost

Accumulated
depreciation

$100,000

$ 9,000

$110,000

$ 10,000

This example brings up an important point - even though this is the first year this asset was
owned, the depreciation expense would not be equal to $10,000. This is because, under FASB
Statement No. 33, the depreciation expense is determined based on the average current cost
during the year, not on the current cost at the end of the year. In this example, the current
cost depreciation expense for the year would be $9,500, calculated as follows:
[($100,000 + $110,000) ÷ 2 - $10,000] x 10% = $9,500
The difference between the indicated depreciation of $10,000 and the current cost
depreciation of $9,500 is $500 - this amount is called "backlog depreciation." "Backlog
depreciation" is the difference between the actual depreciation expense for the year and the
depreciation expense based on the current cost amount at year-end. In practice, the
difference is the result of using the average current cost at year-end.
In the current cost presentation required by the FASB, the depreciation expense based on
average current costs is included in income from continuing operations; the "backlog
depreciation" is included in the "increase or decrease in the current cost amounts of property,
plant, and equipment." This is illustrated using the example included in Appendix E to FASB
Statement No. 33:
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219.

Property, Plant, and Equipment
a. Details of fixed assets at December 31, 1980 are as follows:

b.
c.
d.

Date
acquired

Percent
depreciation

Historical
cost
(000s)

Accumulated
depreciation
(000s)

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

$ 50,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
10,000
15,000

$40,000
3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
2,000
1,500

$100,000

$56,000

Depreciation is calculated at 10% per annum, straight-line. A full year's
depreciation is charged in the year of acquisition.
There were no disposals.
Management has measured the current cost of property, plant and equipment at
December 31, 1980 and 1979 as follows:
December 31, 1980
(000s)

December 31, 1979
(000s)

Date
acquired

Current
cost

Accumulated
depreciation

Current
cost

Accumulated
depreciation

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

$120,000
10,000
15,000
18,000
12,000
17,000
12,000
16,000

$ 96,000
7,000
9,000
9,000
4,800
5,100
2,400
1,600

$110,000
6,000
7,000
12,000
10,000
15,000
10,000

$ 77,000
3,600
3,500
4,800
3,000
3,000
1,000

220,000

$134,900

170,000

$ 95,900

Accumulated
depreciation
Net current
cost

134,900

95,900

$ 85,100

$ 74,100
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In this FASB example, the increase in accumulated depreciation is $39,000 ($134,900 $95,900). This amount is the indicated depreciation based on the current cost amount at
year-end. The actual depreciation expense for the year is calculated based on the average
current cost for the year:
[($220,000 + $170,000) ÷2] x 10% = $19,500
In a later paragraph in Appendix E, the increase in current cost of property, plant and
equipment is calculated:
235.

Increase in current cost of property, plant, and equipment.
Current cost/
nominal dollars
(000s)

Balance, January 1, 1980 (paragraph 219d)
Additions (paragraph 219d)
Depreciation expense (paragraph 230)
Balance, December 31, 1980 (paragraph 219d)

$74,100
15,000
(19,500)
(85,100)

Increase in current cost of property, plant, and equipment

$15,500

If a journal entry were prepared to account for the $39,000 increase in accumulated
depreciation, it would be:
Dr. Depreciation expense
Dr. Increase in current cost
Cr. PP&E - at current cost

$19,500
19,500

$39,000

Method 2
Multiply the gross current cost at year-end by the historical cost ratio of accumulated
depreciation to historical cost. This method is the same as multiplying the historical cost
accumulated depreciation by the ratio of the current cost of the assets to the historical cost of
the assets.
Example
Using the information in the FASB example presented for Method 1, the accumulated
depreciation would be calculated as follows:
$220,000 x ($56,000 ÷$100,000) = $123,200
This amount is $11,700 (8.7%) less than the amount calculated using Method 1. Method 2
would usually result in a difference because of the interaction of changes in specific prices,
composition of assets, and timing of acquisition.
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Method 3
(1) Summarize historical asset cost by year of acquisition.
(2) Compute the historical cost depreciation rate.
(3) Compute the weighted average age of assets.
(4) Compute the estimated accumulated depreciation by multiplying the year-end gross
current cost amount by the product of the depreciation rate and the weighted average
age.
Example
Step 1:
At December 31, 1979, the historical asset costs are aged as follows:
Year
acquired

Historical
cost

Depreciation
for 1979

1974
1975

$1,000
2,000

$ 50
200

$3,000

$250

Step 2:
The depreciation rate is 8.33% ($250

÷ $3,000).

Step 3:
The weighted average age is calculated as follows:
Year
acquired

Historical
cost

Age in
years

Weighted
cost

1974
1975

$1,000
2,000

5
4

$ 5,000
8,000

$3,000

$13,000

The weighted average age is 4.33 years ($13,000

÷$3,000).

Step 4:
If the gross current cost amount of property, plant, and equipment is $5,000 at December 31,
1979, the estimated accumulated depreciation would be:
$5,000 x .0833 x 4.33 = $1,803
This method has major disadvantages:
• Detailed asset records may not be available or preparing the detailed records can require
a major clerical effort.
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• The method can result in accumulated depreciation being greater than the current assets
if the assets are very old. This is illustrated below:
Historical
cost

Age

Weighted
cost

$1,000
2,000

19
9

$19,000
18,000

$3,000

$37,000

The weighted average is 12.33 years ($37,000
depreciation would be calculated as follows:

÷ $3,000). The estimated accumulated

$5,000 x .0833 x 12.33 = $5,135
Of course, this is greater than the current cost of the assets by $135.
Using different methods and estimates. Paragraph 61 of FASB Statement No. 33 states:
There is a presumption that depreciation methods, estimates of useful lives, and
salvage values of assets should be the same for purposes of current cost, historical
cost/constant dollar, and historical cost/nominal dollar depreciation calculations.
However, if the methods and estimates used for calculations in the primary financial
statements have been chosen partly to allow for expected price changes, different
methods and estimates may be used for purposes of current cost and historical
cost/constant dollar calculations.
If different methods, useful lives or salvage values are used, the company will need to
disclose that fact in the explanatory notes to the supplementary information. The primary
reasons why a company may choose to use a different basis in the supplementary
information are when (1) an accelerated depreciation method is used, (2) conservative useful
lives are used, or (3) conservative salvage values are used. Each of these bases would result
in higher charges to income for depreciation during a portion or all of an asset's useful life. If
these bases are continued for calculations under the FASB Statement, the effect could be to
account for inflation twice, once using the rapid depreciation methods under the historical
basis and again from applying such methods to cost amounts adjusted for changing prices.
Accounting for Disposals
Assume a company has two assets, an inventory item and an item of PP&E, at December 31,
1978, each with a current cost of $100 and an historical cost of $80. If the assets are sold on
January 1, 1979 for $110 each, the current cost information would be presented as follows:
Inventory

PP&E

Income from continuing operations

$10

$30

Increase in current cost

$ -

$10
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The difference is the result of not adjusting the gain on sale of fixed assets for the difference
between its current cost and historical cost, resulting in an "overstatement" of gains and
losses. The effect is that the $100 current cost at December 31 is charged to shareholders'
equity at the beginning of the year, instead of being a component of the gain or loss on
disposals. We believe that the FASB intended for the current cost to be included in income
from continuing operations, even though the Statement does not specifically require it. The
recommended method would be to restate gains or losses on sales of fixed assets using the
current cost amount at the date of disposal. This would simply be an adjustment of the
historical cost gain or loss by the difference between the current cost and the historical cost
net book value:
Gain - historical cost basis
Difference in net book value:
Historical cost
Current cost
Gain - current cost basis

$30
$ 80
110

(30)
$ -

Although this would be the preferred method, it is recognized that the FASB does not
explicitly require this treatment and there are differences of opinion as to including the
current cost of disposals in income from continuing operations. Therefore, in the remainder
of this section, the method illustrated by the FASB in the Exposure Draft preceding
Statement No. 33 will be used.
Determining the Increase or Decrease in Current Cost for Disposals. In the previous
example, if the fixed asset had been sold for $90, there is a decrease in current cost of $10,
measured as follows:
Current cost - December 31
Current cost - January 1

$100
90

Decrease in current cost

$ 10

As can be seen, the selling price of the asset is the measure of the value of the asset at the
time of disposal. Therefore, the current cost of the asset on the date of disposal is equal to the
selling price of the asset.
The formula to determine the increase or decrease in current cost is shown below:
+
=

Selling price of assets sold
Depreciation on the asset sold
Current cost, beginning of year - net of accumulated depreciation
Increase (+) or decrease (-) in current cost

Example 1
The following current cost information has been determined for equipment sold during the
year:
Current cost, beginning of year
Selling price on July 1
Depreciation to July 1
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$12,000
11,000
2,200

The increase in current cost during the year is calculated below:
+
-

Selling price
Depreciation
Current cost, beginning of year

$11,000
2,200
(12,000)

=

Increase in current cost

$ 1,200

Example 2
The following current cost information has been determined for equipment sold during the
year:
Current cost, beginning of year
Selling price on September 30
Depreciation to September 30

$20,000
15,000
3,200

The decrease in current cost is calculated as follows:
+
-

Selling price
Depreciation
Current cost, beginning of year

$15,000
3,200
(20,000)

=

Increase in current cost

$(1,800)

Special Considerations
Fully depreciated assets. Assets that are fully depreciated in historical cost/nominal dollars
will also be fully depreciated in current cost/nominal dollars. In the typical case, the current
cost amount of the assets will be an adjustment of the historical cost/nominal dollar net book
value amount. However, if the current cost amount is greater than the lower recoverable
amount of the assets (present value of future cash flows), then the current cost would be
reduced to the lower recoverable amount. As a practical consideration, if the fully
depreciated assets would clearly be an immaterial portion of the total current cost of
property, plant, and equipment, it may be sufficient to merely use the historical cost
amounts.
Land and buildings. Determining the current cost of land is a special situation, since there is
no other land identical to the land owned. However, there will usually be land similar to the
land owned - similar in the sense that it could be used for the same purpose as the land that
is owned. Therefore, the current cost of land will generally be the market value for similar
pieces of property that could be used for the same purpose as the property that is owned.
This amount can be determined by an appraisal, reference to recent sales of similar property,
or by reference to recent property tax valuation if the valuation is a reasonable measure of the
property's current market value.
Buildings are also a special situation because:
• In many cases, buildings will be among the oldest assets owned by a company.
• If the building was specifically constructed for the company's use or has been
significantly modified since the time it was acquired, it is likely that there will be no
identical asset available.
• Even if there are similar buildings available, the construction techniques used when it
was built may be obsolete in relation to modern techniques.
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In these cases, consideration of modern construction techniques would be appropriate. In
some cases, this may result in a smaller building having the same service potential as the
asset owned.
Example 1
A company's plant was constructed in 1947 with brick walls and heavy steel beams for the
roof. Since the time it was constructed, the company has extensively modified the structure.
At the end of the current year, the company finds that the only similarly constructed
buildings available would require extensive modifications before they would be suitable for
use by the company. The company decides to determine current cost based on the cost of a
new plant which would be constructed using modern construction techniques including
prefabricated concrete walls with a light steel frame structure. This would be appropriate
since "current cost" does not require the company to use obsolete construction techniques.
Example 2
A company constructed a retail store in the late 1930s when it was popular to construct stores
with ornate columns and massive lighting fixtures. The store has 150,000 square feet of floor
space. In determining the current cost of the store, it is realized that the store would never be
constructed today in the same way it was in the 1930s. Today, a store with less floor space will
support the same potential physical volume as the older, larger store. In this case, it would be
appropriate to determine current cost based on the cost to construct a modern retail store,
which may have less square feet of floor space than the old store because of design
improvements.
Leased assets. The current cost of leased assets depends upon how the related leases are
classified.
Lessor. If the lessor has operating leases, the current cost of the related assets would be
determined in the same manner as other items of property, plant, and equipment. If the
lessor has sales-type or direct financing leases, the net investment in the leases would not be
included in the balance sheet classification of property, plant, and equipment and, therefore,
no current cost amounts would need to be determined.
Lessee. If the lessee has operating leases, no current cost amounts would need to be
determined. If the lessee has capital leases, there are two methods that might be used to
determine the current cost of the leased asset - (1) reference to current costs of leasing, or (2)
reference to the costs of purchasing. As a practical matter, it will usually be easier to
determine the current cost to purchase the leased assets than to determine the current cost to
lease the assets.
Construction in progress. Construction in progress requires special consideration since the
related assets become depreciable assets from the date they are placed in service. Under a
strict interpretation of FASB Statement No. 33, the current cost of construction in progress
would measure the asset's remaining service potential at the measurement date. For
construction in progress, the service potential of the construction in progress can be viewed
as beginning on the date the assets are placed in service. Further, the amount of depreciation
expense would be determined from the date the assets are placed in service. For these
reasons, it would seem appropriate to record the current cost amount of construction in
progress equal to the historical cost/nominal dollar amount of the construction in progress.
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APPENDIX VI-1
CURRENT COST WORKSHEETS
Table

1
2
3
4
5

Description and Purpose

Increase or decrease in the current cost amount of inventory
Increase or decrease in the current cost amount of property,
plant, and equipment
Depreciation expense
- For assets when gross current cost is known
- For assets when net current cost is known
Accumulated depreciation
- Calculation based on aging of current costs by year of addition
- Calculation of net current cost of property, plant, and equipment
Net assets at end of year
- To determine the amount to be included in the five-year summary
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Table 1
INCREASE OR DECREASE IN THE CURRENT COST
OF INVENTORY, NET OF INFLATION
Current cost
dollars

Current cost, end of year:

XXX,XXX*

Constant dollar, end of year:
Current cost, beginning of year
Purchases

$xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx

Restatement
factor

Average
dollars

(A)

(1)
(2)
(3)

$xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx

Less:

(xxx,xxx)

Cost of goods sold - current cost

(3)

(xxx,xxx)
(B)

Constant dollar ending inventory

(A)
(B)

Increase (+) or decrease (-) net of inflation

$xxx,xxx

Restatement factors:
(1) Average CPI-U for the year ÷ CPI-U at end of year
(2) Average CPI-U for the year ÷CPI-U at end of prior year
(3) No restatement necessary since assumed to occur evenly during the year.
This amount would be transferred to Table 5 to determine net assets at end of year.
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Table 2
INCREASE OR DECREASE IN THE CURRENT COST OF PROPERTY,
PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT, NET OF INFLATION
Current cost
dollars

Net current cost, end of year

xxx,xxx *

Restatement
factor

Average
dollars

(1)

(A)

Constant dollar, end of year:
Net current cost, beginning of year
Additions

$xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx

(2)
(3)

$xxx,xxx-

Less:
Disposals - net
Depreciation expense

(xxx,xxx)
(xxx,xxx)

(3)
(3)

(xxx,xxx)
(xxx,xxx)

XXX,XXX

(B)
(A)
(B)
Increase (+) or decrease (-) net of inflation

$xxx,xxx

Restatement factors:
(1) Average CPI-U for the year ÷ CPI-U at end of year
(2) Average CPI-U for the year ÷CPI-U at end of prior year
(3) No restatement necessary since assumed to occur evenly during the year.
* From Table 4.
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Table 3

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE

Gross current cost assets

Beginning
of year

(3)
Average
for the
year
(1X2)÷2

Depreciation
rate

$xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
etc.

$xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
etc.

20%
10%
5%
etc.

(1)

(2)

End of
year

$xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
etc.

(4)
Depreciation
expense
3x4

$xx,xxx
xx,xxx

XX,xxx

etc.

(A)
Net current cost assets
Remaining
useful life
unadjusted
end of
year cur- End of Beginning
year
of year
rent cost

$xx,xxx
XX,xxx
XX,xxx

etc.

10
9
8
etc.

11
10
9
etc.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Adjusted
end of
year*

Beginning
of year

Average
for the year
(1X2)÷2

Depreciation
rate

$xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
etc.

$xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
etc.

$xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx
etc.

1/11
1/10
1/9
etc.

Depreciation
expense
(3X4)

$xx,xxx
XX,xxx
XX,xxx

etc.

$

Total depreciation expense

(B)

(A)
+
(B)
$xx,xxx

*Adjusted end of year = unadjusted end of year ÷(end of year useful life ÷beginning of year
useful life)
**This amount would be transferred to Table 4 for the determination of the net current cost of
property, plant, and equipment at the end of the year.
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Table 4
CURRENT COST ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION

Year of
acquisition

1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
etc.

(1)
Gross
current
cost

(2)
Percent
of cost
depreciated *

(1)x(2)
Accumulated
depreciation

$xx,xxx

XX

$XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX

etc.
(A)

etc.

XX,XXX

etc.
(B)

(A)
(B)

Net current cost of assets
Assets
already stated at net current costs
+
(from Table 3)
+ Nondepreciable assets (land,
construction in progress, etc.)

$XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

Net current cost of assets at year-end

$xx,xxx**

*Based on the normal depreciation policy of the company after
considering salvage values.
**This amount would be transferred to Tables 2 and 5.

Table 5
NET ASSETS AT END OF YEAR
From historical cost statements:
Total shareholders' equity

$XX,XXX,XXX

Less:
Inventory
Property, plant, and equipment - net

$X,XXX,XXX

A d d net current cost of assets:
Inventory (from Table 1)
Property, plant and equipment (from Table 4)

$X,XXX,XXX

Net assets at end of year - current cost

(x,xxx,xxx)

$X,XXX,XXX

XX,xxx,xxx

x,xxx,xxx

X,XXX,XXX

$xx,xxx,xxx*

*This amount would then be restated to average-for-the-year dollars for
inclusion in the five-year summary.
**Disclosure of this amount is required for the current year.
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APPENDIX VI-2
PRODUCER PRICE INDEX (PPI)
WHAT IS THE PPI?
Since 1902, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) of the U.S. Department of Labor, has
published a Producer Price Index (prior to March 1978 the index was called the Wholesale
Price Index) for various commodities. Currently, the Bureau publishes about 2,800 detailed
commodity and stage-of-processmg price indexes.
The procedures used to calculate the Producer Price Index have been substantially revised
twice - in 1914 and in 1952. There have also been several revisions of the weights used in the
index to reflect the changing relative importance of each commodity, the last time being in
January 1976. Beginning in 1978, the Bureau started a major revision of the methodology of
preparing the index.
About 10,000 price quotations are currently collected every month. These quotations are
used to calculate Producer Price Indexes for about 2,800 detailed commodities. These
detailed commodity indexes are summarized or classified into broader commodity groups.
As currently compiled, the Producer Price Index covers agriculture, mining and
manufacturing. Construction materials are covered as a part of manufacturing, but
construction itself is not included, nor is transportation. Exports (up to the point at which
they leave the domestic market) and imports are included in the index but they are not
segregated.
Judgmental sampling is used to select the most important commodities in each field for
inclusion in the PPI. Knowledge of each industry and its important products is derived
through consultation with leading trade associations and manufacturers in each field and
from census data.
Commodity specifications are selected based on advice from industry and other sources and
are precisely defined as to both commodity characteristics and the terms of sale from
specified types of sellers to specified types of purchasers. In general, prices used represent
sellers' net realization per unit which is defined as actual sales less normal discounts, in
approximately similar quantities to similar classes of buyers. Prices quoted on organized
exchanges or markets are also used. List or nominal prices quoted in trade journals or by
manufacturers are used when they satisfy the above criteria and reflect the industry's
customary pricing practices. The consistent use of these prices will normally not distort the
index since the index attempts to measure relative price movements and relationships among
prices, not the absolute level of prices.
The quantity weights used are based on value of shipments data from industrial censuses,
with interplant transfers' excluded where possible. Each commodity priced is considered to
be representative of a class of commodities and assigned the weight of the whole class. The
prices, then, although not necessarily transaction prices, do reflect the industry's customary
pricing practices and the quantity weights used are based on data from industrial censuses
rather than the quantities actually exchanged in the periods being compared.
"For accounting purposes, the group indexes and individual price series that are components
of the all-commodity index would be of most value in making adjustments to financial
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reports for changes in the specific prices. The absence of probability sampling to determining
the commodities to be priced does not affect the reliability of the individual series."
(Accounting Research Study No. 6, page 105)
When using Producer Price Index numbers, consideration should be given to limitations of
this index that have been pointed out by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Some limitations on the use of the Producer Price Index have already been mentioned. The
Index is designed to measure change, not absolute levels of prices, and the quotations used
in the Index for individual commodities do not necessarily measure the average dollars and
cents levels of prices. The index is not a true measure of the general purchasing power of the
dollar - it does not include prices at retail, prices for securities, real estate, services,
construction or transportation. Even at wholesale or primary market levels, the Index, while
a good approximation, is not a perfect measure - since it is based on a relatively small sample
of the many commodities which flow through these markets. In addition, there are some real
price changes which the Bureau cannot measure - for example, some improvements in quality, hidden
discounts, differences in delivery schedules, etc.
The Index has not been designed for use in measuring margins between primary markets
and other distributive levels. Thus, direct comparisons of the Producer and Consumer Price
Indexes cannot be used to estimate or evaluate margins. The Index does not measure prices paid
by industrial consumers since it normally excludes transportation costs and similar factors affecting
final prices. Finally, the Index should not be used to forecast movements of the Consumer
Price Index, particularly over the short run.
The limitations underlined in the preceding paragraphs are really the only ones that would
affect the use of the Producer Price Index for current cost adjustments in the financial
statements. These limitations, particularly for freight and other discounts, would not affect
those companies whose accounting systems exclude freight and discounts from the cost of
inventory and fixed assets.
Since the Index is intended to measure "pure" price change, that is, not be influenced by
changes in quantity, shipping terms, product mix, etc., commodities included in the Index
are defined by precise specifications which incorporate their principal price-determining
characteristics. A n example of a commodity specification for a compressor is:
Uncooled centrifugal gas compressor arranged for turbine but not including the
driver, includes steel casing (2% NI), oil seals, baseplace for compressor and driver,
combined lube and seal oil system for compressor and driver (in accordance with
American Petroleum Institute Standard #617), gas pure propane, inlet CMF-20,000
inlet pressure - 16 PSIA, inlet temperature - 40 degrees F, discharge pressure: 240
PSIA. Manufacturer to user in any quantity, F.O.B. factory.
So far as possible, prices are f.o.b. production point, and refer to sales for immediate
delivery. Prices applicable to long-term contracts and "futures" are usually not included.
Although the same commodities are priced generally month after month, it is necessary to
provide a means for bridging changes and detailed specification (or descriptions of items
priced) so that only real price changes will be measured. A n adjustment is particularly
important when new commodities are introduced, but even when specifications of existing
commodities are changed, care is exercised to help insure that only price changes influence
the Index. A new price series resulting from a physical change in an article or a change in its
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selling terms is substituted for the earlier series by direct comparison or by linking. The
objective of the linking procedure is to insure that the Index will reflect only those changes
due to actual price differences. Each time a change in the item priced occurs, the Bureau
appraises the significance of the specification change to ascertain whether an actual price
change occurred. If the specification change is minor and does not involve price-making
factors, the substitute is affected by direct comparison, and any reported price change
between the old and the new specification is reflected in the Index. If changes in specification
are major, and if either no real price change occurred or no information can be obtained
concerning the value of the difference in specification (perhaps indicative of a change in
quality), the substitution is made by linking and no change is reflected in the Index. In this
case, any reported difference in price level is not permitted to affect the Index level.
When differences are major, an attempt is made to obtain data from the reporters on the
value of the additional (or deleted) features and to adjust the price index accordingly. This is
particularly important in the case of some durable goods, such as automobiles, which have
periodic model changes. Also, price increases which result from the addition of features or
options that formerly sold at extra cost are not reflected in the Index. Conversely, price
changes attributable to deletion of equipment, which was formerly standard, are not treated
as decreases.
In the event production of a specified commodity is discontinued by a reporter, or its
importance is reduced, the Bureau collects price data for a similar or a replacement item.
Prices are obtained for the new and the discontinued series for a one-month overlap period.
The Index is extended by linking, and the difference, if any, between the new item price and
the original price, is taken as a measure of quality difference between the two items.
Linking is also used for the addition to or deletion of commodities or groups of commodities
from the Index: the addition to or deletion of a company report from the sample of
companies' prices, or, on occasion, a change in the source of price. Whenever a new
commodity is added to an existing commodity group, linking of the new item to any one of
the existing items is not pertinent. Instead, the weights of the entire group are redistributed
to include the new item and the link is made at the group level instead of at the commodity
level. A similar procedure is used to handle items that drop out of the Index.
Instructions for Obtaining Producer Price Indexes
The Bureau of Labor Statistics has available for public use the Producer Price Indexes for
specific commodities for all months since the inception of the index for the commodity.
Except for the monthly publication of Producer Price Indexes, Producer Prices and Price
Indexes, all indexes are maintained on microfiche.
Information Sources
1. Producer Prices and Price Indexes. This is a monthly publication of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. A prospective subscriber can write directly to either of the two following
addresses:
Department of Labor
Bureau of Labor Statistics
General Accounting Office Building
441 G Street, N . W
Washington, D . C . 20212
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or

Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washington, D . C . 20402

2.

Index Specifications maintained on microfiche. The microfiche includes the detailed
specifications of all commodities for which indexes are available. The listing is
arranged by code number. Information on the microfiche is available upon request
from any of the Regional Offices, which are identified at the end of this Appendix.

3.

PPI Historical File maintained on microfiche. The Historical File lists, by month, the index
for specific commodities. Copies of the microfiche can be obtained from the Regional
Offices for $20 per set.

Procedures for Obtaining Specific Indexes
1. Using Producer Prices and Price Indexes, identify the code number for the specific
commodity.
If it is not clear which description and code number is appropriate, or if it is desired to
determine the specifications for the code number selected, the Index Specifications
microfiche needs to be used. Call or write the local Regional Office to obtain this
information.
2.

The index for the month and year of acquisition of the commodity can be determined
by using the PPI Historical File microfiche. The microfiche information is arranged in
code number sequence.

For obtaining information over the phone the following information should be kept in mind:
1.

The PPI is available in detail by the 6th or 7th of the following month - this comes into
the regional offices by Telex.

2.

Individual items from previous publications or microfiche may be photocopied and
sent out from the regional offices on request (small orders).

3.

Producer Prices and Price Indexes - a monthly publication - has only the most recent
commodity specification changes. For a complete listing of specifications, ask the
regional office. There is a new set of microfiche available every month from your
regional office which duplicates the previous month's microfiche and includes the
latest month's statistics.
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Bureau of Labor Statistics - Regional Offices

Region I
36017 J F K Federal Building
Government Center
Boston, Mass. 02203
Phone: (617) 223-6761

Region IV
1371 Peachtree Street, NE.
Atlanta, Ga. 30309
Phone: (404) 881-4418

Regions VII and VIII*
911 Walnut Street
Kansas City, Mo. 64106
Phone: (816) 374-2481

Region II
Suite 3400
1515 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) 399-5405

Region V
9th Floor
Federal Office Building
230 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago, III. 60604
Phone: (312) 353-1880

Regions IX and X * *
450 Golden Gate Avenue
Box 36017
San Francisco, Calif. 94102
Phone: (415) 556-4678

Region III
3535 Market Street
P.O. Box 13309
Philadelphia, Pa. 19101
Phone: (215) 596-1154

Region VI
Second Floor
555 Griffin Square Building
Dallas, Tex. 75202
Phone: (214) 749-3516
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Regions VII and VIII are serviced
by Kansas City
Regions IX and X are serviced
by San Francisco

APPENDIX VI-3
THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION COST INDEX
WHAT IT IS AND INDEXES INCLUDED IN THE COMPOSITE
The Composite Construction Cost Index is a combination of various construction cost
indexes weighted by the relative importance of the major classes of construction. This Index
is published with a 1972 base year. Some of the component indexes that are used to deflate
the various classes of construction, however, are published along with it. These component
indexes are by type of construction, e.g., commercial and factory buildings of brick and
concrete, brick and steel, frame, etc., others by city or in total.
Unlike the Producer Price Index of commodity prices previously described, which is an index
of output (goods and services produced), the Composite Construction Cost Index is a
measure of the relative change in cost of the units of input, i.e., the cost per unit of the factors
of production, of which wage rates and materials costs are the most important. If wage rates
increase or the cost of 1,000 board feet of lumber increases, this index number increases. Any
difference between the changes measured by an index number derived from input costs and
those measured by one derived from commodity prices or output (for the same items) is due
to changes in productivity. For example, if construction wage rates and contractors' profits
both increased, a construction cost index would also increase. It would, however, still be
possible to have a decrease in the selling prices of completed construction work, provided
that productivity increased more than wage rates and profits.
The Composite Construction Cost Index is the most comprehensive index available in the
construction field. The universe of this index is the total cost of work put in place in all
structures and facilities under construction during a given period. Estimates of this total cost
are based on contract awards, building permits, progress reports on federal government and
federal construction projects and financial reports.
The sample is not a probability sample, nor can it properly be called a judgmental sample
because the Construction Statistics Office (of the Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census) that compiles this index has very little detailed information concerning the sources
and data or the methods used in the construction of the component indexes.
This index and its components are published monthly in Construction Review, a monthly
publication of the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Washington, D . C .
The individual indexes (many of which are privately compiled) used in calculating the
composite cost index are:
The American Appraisal Company Construction Cost Index
Source: American Appraisal Co.
525 East Michigan Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
Boeckh Building Cost Index
Source: American Appraisal Co.
525 East Michigan Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
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Engineering News Record, Building and Construction Cost Indexes
Source: McGraw-Hill Publications Co.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
Environmental Protection Agency Sewer and Sewage Treatment Plant Indexes
Source: Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D . C .
Federal Highway Administration Indexes
Source: Federal Highway Administration
Department of Transportation
Washington, D . C .
Bureau of the Census Index of New One-Family Houses Sold Excluding Census
Lot Value
Source: Bureau of the Census
U.S. Department of Commerce
Washington, D . C .
Bureau of Reclamation Composite Index
Source: Office of Chief Engineer
Denver Federal Center
Denver, Colorado 80225
Turner Construction Company Index
Source: Turner Construction Company
150 East 42nd Street
New York, New York 10017
Handy-Whitman Indexes - Computed by Bureau of the Census from Data
compiled by Whitman, Requardt and Associates
Source: Whitman, Requardt & Associates
1304 Saint Paul Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
Bell System Telephone Plant Indexes
Source: American Telephone and Telegraph Company
New York, New York
Interstate Commerce Commission Pipeline Index
Source: Interstate Commerce Committee
Washington, D.C.
These indexes are briefly described below. More detailed descriptions are available from the
sources previously listed.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION COST INDEX
The Composite Cost Index is a weighted average of indexes reflecting implicit changes since
the 1971 base period on the cost of all types of construction combined. The annual indexes
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represent the ratio between the annual value of total new construction put in place in current
dollars and the comparable annual value in 1971 dollars.
The monthly composite indexes represent the ratio between the monthly seasonally adjusted
value of total new construction put in place in current dollars and the comparable monthly
total in 1972 dollars.
THE AMERICAN APPRAISAL COMPANY INDEX
This index is compiled monthly with 1913 as the base period. It is based on a detailed bill of
quantities of materials and labor entering into the structural portion of four representative
types of buildings - frame, brick, concrete, and steel - in 30 cities throughout the United
States, with allowance for contractor's overhead and profits.
Building fixture items such as plumbing, heating, lighting, sprinkler system and elevators
are not included. Workmen's compensation and liability insurance and old-age pension
factors are included in the labor portion.
The indexes reflect changes in average price levels with no allowance for the extra costs
resulting from overtime wages, premium prices paid for materials, or sacrifice prices and
omissions of overhead costs and profits during recession periods. The materials and labor
costs are recomputed monthly using normal average prices and wages for the various kinds
and grades of materials and classes of building trades, as verified or adjusted to normal from
personal investigation of appraisers and information as to actual costs from clients and other
sources. These computations automatically result in weighted average for the individual
buildings. Arithmetic averages are computed for the individual buildings and cities to obtain
the city and national averages.
ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD INDEXES
Engineering News-Record (ENR) compiles monthly national cost indexes with 1913 as the
base period for total construction and for buildings.
Both the construction index and the building index have four components - three materials
items plus labor. The materials items for both indexes are: (1) the base price of structural steel
shapes, which is a 3-mill average for Pittsburgh, Gary and Birmingham; (2) consumers' net
price of cement, which is a 20-city average of f.o.b. bulk prices; (3) lumber, which is 2"x4"
S4S pine and fir in carload lots (ENR 20-city average). The labor component of the
construction cost index, which is designed to show the movement of construction cost in
general, is the common labor rate, ENR 20-city average, while the labor component of the
building cost index is the ENR 20-city average for skilled labor.
The component series are weighted according to their relative importance as determined by
the compilers. As a step in arriving at the weights, the average production of steel and
cement in the years 1913, 1916 and 1919, average production of lumber for 1913 and 1916;
and the number of common industrial laborers according to the 1910 Census, were placed on
a dollar-value basis using 1913 average prices as compiled by ENR wherever possible.
A complete description of the quantities and unit prices or labor rates used in developing the
weights for the materials and labor components of both indexes is published in Business
Statistics, 1963 Edition, a supplement to the Survey of Current Business, published by the
Office of Business Economics - now the Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of
Commerce.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY SEWER AND SEWAGE TREATMENT
PLANT INDEXES
These indexes were compiled monthly through June 1974, and quarterly thereafter with
1957-59 as the base period. The E.P.A. indexes represent construction costs of municipal
sewers and sewage treatment plants assisted by the Environmental Protection Agency and
are based on weighted average of detailed labor and materials costs in 20 cities. The
groupings of input costs and their weights were determined from analyses of 733 contract
awards for sewer projects and sewage treatment plants assisted under the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act during the period 1956 through 1962.
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION INDEXES
The composite index is compiled quarterly with 1967 as the base period. The index is derived
from average unit bid prices for fixed amounts of the following items put in place: common
excavation, surfacing (portland cement concrete and bituminous concrete), and structures
(reinforcing steel, structural steel, and structural concrete). In exact terms, the highway index
is a price index measuring price changes for fixed amounts of the items represented.
The base quantities involved in measuring this index are as follows: 3,641,885,000 cubic yards
of roadway excavation; 15,953,000 square yards of portland cement concrete surfacing with
an average thickness of 9.1 inches; 111,516,000 tons of bituminous concrete surfacing;
2,206,879,000 pounds of reinforcing steel for structures; 2,581,462,000 pounds of structural
steel; and 14,583,000 cubic yards of structural concrete.
The structures index is that component of the composite index derived from the average until
bid prices and base quantities of reinforcing steel for structural concrete.
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS INDEX OF NEW ONE-FAMILY HOUSES SOLD
EXCLUDING CENSUS LOT VALUE
This index is based on the Bureau of the Census Price Index of New One-family Houses Sold
published quarterly in Construction Reports Series C27, U.S. Department of Commerce. The
price index is intended to measure changes over time in the sales prices of new one-family
houses which are the same with respect to ten important characteristics of houses sold in the
U.S. in 1974. The ten characteristics used are: floor area, number of stories, number of
bathrooms, air conditioning, type of parking facility, type of foundation, geographic division
within region, metropolitan area location, square foot area of lot, and presence of fireplaces.
The price index is computed from information on the physical characteristics and transaction
prices obtained from the Census Bureau's Housing Sales Survey. The index is based on
actual transaction price which covers cost of labor and materials, direct and indirect selling
expenses, seller's profits and land costs of houses built for sale and actually sold by merchant
or speculative builders.
For the purpose of deflating the "value-of-new-construction- put-in-place" series, the index
is adjusted to exclude lot value. Before 1969, the adjustment for lot value was based on FHA
site-value data. In 1969 the F H A site-value series was replaced by the Census lot value series.
The Census lot value adjustment is also based on information obtained from the Housing
Sales Survey.
The annual index is computed independently of the quarterly indexes. Since the indexes are
computed by means of a regression estimation procedure, the average of the four quarterly
indexes is not necessarily the same as the index computed on an annual basis.
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BUREAU OF RECLAMATION COMPOSITE INDEX
The index is compiled quarterly with 1967 as the base period. The Bureau of Reclamation
composite index for dams and reclamation projects is an index of constructing dams and
reclamation projects sponsored by the Bureau of Reclamation in 11 Western States. The index
is a weighted average of costs of labor, materials and equipment furnished by contractors and
the Government. To the greatest extent possible, labor and materials costs are based on unit
bid prices from contracts let by the Bureau of Reclamation. About 40 percent of the composite
index is based on bid prices. These data are supplemented by components of the Federal
Highway Administration index. BLS wholesale price indexes, quotations of wage rates
published in Engineering News-Record and judgment of Bureau of Reclamation analysis.
For 11 major categories of reclamation work, basic cost components have been defined and
relative weights derived from contracts awarded during the period 1930 through 1946. This is
a fixed weight index with weights determined within each category for labor, materials, and
equipment furnished by contractors and the Government.
The major categories of work which make up the composite index are: dams, pumping
plants, steel penstocks and discharge price, canals and conduits, laterals and drains, power
plants hydro, concrete pipelines, switchyards and substations, transmission lines, general
property (buildings), roads and bridges.

TURNER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INDEX
This index is compiled quarterly with 1967 as the base period. It represents a measure of
building construction costs in Eastern cities and is derived from the firm's cost experience
with respect to labor rates, materials prices, competitive conditions, efficiency of plant and
management and productivity. The series also reflects the payments of sales taxes and
employee benefit costs.

HANDY-WHITMAN INDEXES
Whitman, Requardt and Associates compiles semiannual (January and July) cost indexes
individually for various elements for three types of construction - utility buildings, gas
plants, and electric light and power plants - within six geographic regions. The base period
for the indexes is 1949. The Census Bureau computes semiannual national average indexes
for two types of construction as follows:
• Utility buildings. The national average is a simple average of indexes for reinforced
concrete buildings and brick buildings in each of the six regions.
• Electric light and power plants. The national average is a simple average of indexes for total
construction and equipment of steam operated electric plants in each of the six regions.
Each of the original source indexes is based on prices for materials, labor costs and prices of
mechanical and electrical equipment. Prices of basic materials such as cement, sand, stone,
cast iron pipe, wire, etc., are obtained from standard publications such as Engineering
News-Record and Iron Age and checked against prices actually being paid for such materials
wherever possible. Labor cost trends are computed from labor rates obtained from sources
such as U.S. Department of Labor, labor unions, and the Builders Association of Chicago.
Mechanical and electrical equipment prices and trends are obtained from nationally known
manufacturers.
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BELL SYSTEM TELEPHONE PLANT INDEXES
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company compiles separate annual cost indexes for
construction of telephone company "buildings" and "outside plant" (e.g., poles, cable, aerial
wire and underground conduits) on a 1967 basis. A third cost index for "inside plant" (central
office and station equipment) is also compiled but not used for the value in place series.
These indexes represent price level changes in the total installed cost of telephone buildings
or plant. The "outside plant" index reflects the effect of price changes in the cost of telephone
apparatus and the cost of associated installation and engineering.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION PIPELINE INDEX
The ICC pipeline index is an annual index with 1947 as the base year. It is derived from
expenditure and volume data reported to ICC by commission regulated pipeline companies.
The data include pipe purchases, tank construction, pump and motor purchases, buildings
constructed, labor costs for laying new pipelines, and other such related costs.
BOECKH BUILDING COST INDEX NUMBERS
E . H . Boeckh and Associates compiles monthly national cost indexes (with 1926-29 = 100 as
the original base period) for three types of construction: Residences; Apartment, Hotel, and
Office Buildings; and Commercial and Factory Buildings.
These national indexes are based on indexes for the following types of buildings in 20 major
pricing areas:
• Residences Index. This index is a simple average of indexes for frame houses and for brick
houses.
• Apartment, Hotel and Office Buildings Index. This index is a simple average of indexes for
apartments, hotels, and office buildings constructed with: (1) brick and wood, (2) brick
and concrete, and (3) brick and steel.
• Commercial and Factory Buildings Index. This index is a simple average of indexes for
commercial and factory buildings constructed with: (1) wood, (2) steel, (3) brick and
wood, (4) brick and concrete, and (5) brick and steel.
The individual indexes take into account prices for selected building materials, common and
skilled labor wage rates and sales and social security payroll taxes. They are also adjusted to
reflect the effect of labor shortages and labor efficiency, as determined by monthly studies in
each of the 20 pricing areas.
The selected building materials include common brick, common lumber, portland cement,
structural steel, heating and plumbing equipment, glass and hardware and paint.
Materials cost data are obtained from local building materials dealers. Wage rate data are
obtained primarily from construction contractors and building trade associations. Weights
are based on studies by the compiler of actual building costs and vary by type of structure.
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MONTHLY DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION COST INDEXES: 1958 - 1979
(1972 = 100)
Month
Year

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Annual
index

1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

64.2
64.3
64.2
63.2
63.7
64.7
65.6
66.7
68.3
71.0
74.6
79.4
85.9
91.1
98.2
103.3
115.7
136.5
140.4
148.9
164.2
188.0

64.0
64.3
64.1
63.2
63.9
64.8
65.3
66.7
68.3
71.5
75.2
80.7
85.9
92.1
98.2
104.1
117.9
136.8
140.4
149.9
164.1
189.9

63.9
64.2
64.0
63.3
63.9
64.8
65.3
66.6
68.5
71.7
75.7
81.7
86.5
93.1
98.2
104.7
120.7
137.3
141.2
150.6
164.4
191.0

63.6
64.2
63.9
63.4
64.2
64.9
65.4
66.6
69.6
71.8
75.6
81.8
87.5
93.3
98.4
106.6
122.0
137.2
142.0
152.7
169.0
191.1

63.7
64.1
63.7
63.4
64.2
64.9
65.7
66.8
70.2
71.9
75.6
82.2
88.3
93.9
98.7
107.4
124.1
138.0
143.1
154.7
171.6
194.8

63.7
64.0
63.7
63.4
64.2
64.8
65.8
66.9
70.4
72.4
76.1
82.2
89.7
94.6
99.1
107.8
126.6
138.3
143.6
156.3
174.4
196.1

63.7
63.9
63.5
63.6
64.2
64.5
65.8
67.1
70.3
72.5
75.8
83.2
89.1
94.7
99.5
108.8
129.0
138.3
144.3
155.6
176.2
197.0

63.8
63.8
63.4
63.5
64.2
64.4
65.9
67.4
70.2
72.7
76.1
83.5
88.9
95.9
100.5
110.4
130.6
138.3
144.5
157.0
178.8
.0

63.9
63.8
63.3
63.5
64.3
64.6
66.0
67.6
70.1
73.0
76.6
84.2
89.1
95.7
101.2
111.3
132.2
139.6
144.7
158.4
180.0
.0

64.1
63.7
63.2
63.6
64.4
64.9
66.2
67.8
70.3
73.0
76.5
84.2
89.7
96.2
102.0
112.0
133.4
139.3
145.8
160.5
183.1
.0

64.3
63.7
63.2
63.6
64.6
65.1
66.4
67.9
70.3
73.3
77.1
84.3
90.3
96.7
102.7
112.6
134.2
139.7
146.9
163.0
185.0
.0

64.3
63.7
63.1
63.6
64.6
65.1
66.5
68.1
70.5
73.5
77.9
84.2
91.1
97.8
103.4
113.0
134.9
140.3
147.8
164.9
186.6
.0

63.9
63.9
63.6
63.5
64.2
64.8
65.9
67.2
69.8
72.4
76.1
82.7
88.6
94.8
100.1
108.7
126.9
138.4
143.9
156.5
175.7
.0
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CONSTRUCTION COST INDEXES: 1915 - 1978
(1972 = 100)

Year

Department
of Commerce
composite
cost index

American
Appraisal
Company

1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

13.0
15.0
19.0
23.0
26.0
33.0
26.0
24.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
25.0
23.0
20.0
22.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
26.0
26.0
24.0
25.0
27.0
31.0
33.0
33.0
34.0
40.0
47.7
52.4
52.3
53.2
58.0
59.6
59.9
59.4
60.5
64.1
65.8
65.2
65.0
64.8
64.7
65.5
66.0
65.9
67.2
69.8
72.4
76.1
82.7
88.3
94.5
100.0
108.4
126.9
138.4
143.9
156.5
175.7

8
9
11
13
17
20
16
15
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
15
13
12
11
12
12
12
14
14
15
15
16
18
18
20
20
23
32
36
36
36
39
40
42
43
44
46
48
50
51
53
54
55
57
59
60
63
66
71
77
83
92
100
111
117
125
137
146
159

Engineering News-Record
Building

Construction

9.1
12.4
15.9
15.2
15.2
19.8
15.9
14.8
17.7
17.8
17.5
17.7
17.7
17.9
18.3
17.8
16.2
13.4
14.0
16.0
15.9
16.4
18.7
18.7
18.9
19.5
20.2
21.2
21.8
22.6
22.9
25.0
29.8
32.9
33.8
36.0
38.5
39.9
41.3
42.8
45.0
47.1
48.8
50.3
52.6
53.7
54.5
55.7
57.0
58.7
60.1
62.4
64.4
69.2
75.8
80.2
90.5
100.0
108.5
114.9
124.5
135.9
147.3
159.6

5.3
7.4
10.3
10.8
11.3
14.4
11.5
9.9
12.2
12.3
11.8
11.9
11.8
11.8
11.9
11.7
10.4
9.0
9.7
11.3
11.2
11.8
13.4
13.4
13.5
13.9
14.7
15.8
16.6
17.1
17.7
19.8
23.6
26.3
27.3
29.3
31.1
32.6
34.4
36.0
37.8
39.7
41.5
43.5
45.6
47.2
48.5
49.9
51.6
53.7
55.6
58.4
61.3
66.1
72.8
79.1
90.0
100.0
108.3
115.5
126.2
137.1
147.2
158.5

Environmental
Protection Agency
Sewers

52.2
54.1
56.5
57.2
58.3
59.1
61.0
61.8
62.8
64.9
67.1
69.8
74.7
80.7
90.1
100.0
107.5
124.2
139.5
148.2
157.6
172.6
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Plant

57.0
59.0
61.4
61.0
61.6
62.2
63.1
64.0
65.1
67.5
69.4
71.9
77.2
83.5
92.9
100.0
106.2
126.3
145.3
152.5
161.8
177.1

Federal Highway
Administration
Structures

Composite

21.4
24.5
24.2
23.4
23.4
22.9
21.7
21.4
20.2
18.1
15.4
16.3
18.2
18.4
20.3
20.6
19.6
19.3
19.8
22.7
27.5
30.3
30.8
29.9
37.1
44.4
50.5
47.4
42.8
53.2
54.3
54.2
50.7
50.4
58.8
62.2
56.8
54.3
52.8
53.3
53.8
57.0
58.0
60.7
65.0
71.1
72.2
84.1
94.0
98.5
100.0
111.3
152.6
149.7
140.5
147.1
173.5

38.9
43.3
41.6
39.5
38.1
37.5
35.0
33.9
31.5
28.2
22.4
28.1
30.9
29.6
30.5
29.2
26.8
26.7
26.3
29.9
40.0
45.9
41.6
40.1
43.8
49.6
55.6
53.6
48.2
59.2
60.9
58.6
55.3
53.8
60.8
63.5
61.9
59.3
58.0
58.4
61.0
62.5
62.9
65.3
69.5
72.4
74.8
80.9
90.9
95.3
100.0
110.3
146.0
147.5
144.2
156.6
191.7

Bureau of
the Census
new onefamily
houses
excluding
Census lot
value

Bureau of
Reclamation

24

70.2
69.9
70.5
73.4
75.7
76.7
85.3
89.1
94.0
100.0
109.5
120.8
131.6
141.1
158.1
180.2

27
32
38
37
39
39
45
50
52
49
53
56
58
56
55
60
64
64
64
63
63
65
66
67
69
70
73
76
80
86
93
100
106
119
139
149
158
167

CONSTRUCTION COST INDEXES: 1915 - 1978
(1972 = 100)

Bell System Telephone Plant
Handy-Whitman Public Utility

Year

Turner
Construction
Company

Buildings

Electric light
and power

1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

9
11
14
16
18
23
17
16
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
16
14
13
13
15
15
16
18
17
17
18
20
23
24
23
24
30
36
40
39
40
45
46
47
46
47
51
54
54
55
55
56
57
58
59
61
63
65
69
76
84
94
100
107
124
129
132
137
145

12
13
19
20
20
23
18
16
18
20
19
19
18
18
18
18
16
15
15
16
16
17
19
18
18
18
20
22
22
22
23
26
31
36
37
39
42
43
45
47
48
53
57
58
60
61
60
61
62
64
65
67
69
73
78
83
92
100
109
132
147
150
158
173

11
14
16
20
20
22
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
20
20
18
18
20
21
21
23
23
23
23
25
25
25
25
26
30
34
38
40
43
48
49
51
53
55
60
64
65
66
66
65
66
66
67
69
71
74
77
81
88
94
100
107
127
149
158
169
179

*Source:

"Boeckh Indexes'"
The American Appraisal Company, Inc.

Telephone and telegraph

Buildings

18.2
16.0
14.4
13.9
14.9
15.5
16.0
17.6
18.2
18.2
18.6
19.2
20.8
20.8
21.3
24.6
30.4
35.7
38.9
40.6
41.3
43.7
45.3
46.8
48.1
49.6
52.3
53.8
55.3
56.5
57.1
57.2
57.9
59.3
61.0
62.9
65.5
68.8
72.4
77.4
84.3
92.2
100.0
107.4
123.0
138.6
147.7
157.5
170.4

Outside
plant

26.0
26.0
25.3
25.3
26.0
25.3
25.3
27.2
27.2
27.2
27.2
27.9
29.8
31.0
32.3
33.6
38.0
47.5
49.4
49.0
48.7
52.6
54.3
55.8
56.4
58.3
61.4
62.1
61.2
62.8
64.6
63.6
63.8
65.3
65.8
66.5
70.4
72.8
76.7
80.4
89.6
93.6
100.0
104.6
120.5
129.9
141.1
147.6
154.6

Interstate
Commerce
Commission
pipeline

56
58
61
63
66
66
67
73
79
81
82
82
82
81
79
77
80
81
82
85
87
90

96

100
107
127
156
164
167
184

Residences

Apartments,
hotels,
and office
buildings

Commercial
and factory
buildings

10.7
11.4
13.4
15.9
18.4
23.8
19.1
17.6
19.7
19.4
19.2
19.4
19.1
19.2
20.1
19.5
18.0
15.2
15.2
16.6
16.2
16.7
18.7
19.3
19.6
20.3
21.9
23.2
24.1
26.3
28.2
30.9
37.4
42.1
41.0
43.2
46.6
47.8
48.7
48.3
49.7
51.9
52.9
53.4
55.2
56.1
56.2
57.2
58.4
60.1
62.0
64.7
68.6
73.6
79.7
84.0
91.1
100.0
109.2
118.0
125.9
136.2
148.5
161.8

10.0
11.3
13.5
15.3
17.5
22.3
18.0
16.9
18.6
18.2
18.4
18.6
18.3
18.4
18.8
18.5
17.1
14.6
14.9
16.4
16.2
16.7
18.6
19.4
19.6
19.9
20.9
22.0
22.9
24.4
26.0
28.4
33.4
37.7
38.2
39.9
43.0
44.4
45.8
46.2
47.6
49.9
51.4
52.3
54.1
55.2
55.9
57.2
58.6
60.3
62.4
64.9
68.8
73.6
79.8
85.6
92.8
100.0
105.9
115.8
127.2
137.3
148.6
158.2

10.2
11.9
14.5
16.0
17.5
21.8
17.9
16.6
18.5
18.4
18.3
18.4
18.2
18.2
18.8
18.5
17.1
14.8
15.1
16.5
16.2
16.7
18.6
19.3
19.5
19.8
20.9
21.8
22.7
24.3
25.8
28.1
33.0
37.3
37.7
39.2
42.4
43.9
45.4
45.9
47.4
49.9
51.7
52.8
54.6
55.5
56.0
57.2
58.4
60.2
62.2
64.8
69.1
73.8
79.1
85.0
92.5
100.0
106.6
118.1
130.4
141.5
152.8
164.3

Indexes for 1915-1976 come from Construction Review, June/July 1977. Indexes for 1977 and 1978 come from Construction Review, June 1979.
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VII.

SPECIALIZED INDUSTRIES

During its deliberations prior to issuing FASB Statement No. 33, the Board considered the
implementation problems for six industries, and for two special classes of assets. The
industries considered were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forest products
Mining
Oil and gas
Real estate
Banking
Insurance

The two special classes of assets considered were:
• Assets owned by utilities and other regulated businesses
• Contract costs.
This chapter will briefly discuss the implementation problems of the six industries. Assets
owned by utilities and other regulated businesses is a topic requiring special considerations
beyond the scope of this manual. The other special class of assets, contract costs, was
previously discussed in Chapter IV.
Summary of FASB Decisions
The FASB deliberations for the six industries included public hearings, open meetings of the
Board, and the establishment of task groups to study implementation problems. The results
of these deliberations are summarized in the table below:
TABLE VII-1
BASES REQUIRED

Industry

Forest products
Mining
Oil and Gas
Real estate
Banking
Insurance

Constant
dollars

Current
cost

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Yes
Yes

Assets exempted from
current cost disclosures

Timberlands, including growing timber
Mineral ore bodies
Oil and gas reserves
Income-producing properties

It should be noted that, even though certain assets are exempted from current cost
disclosures, (1) other assets held by affected companies are not exempt from the current cost
requirements, and (2) companies are still required to present the constant dollar disclosures.
Also, the FASB has stated that if a company presents current cost information for a fiscal year
ended before December 25, 1980, it may measure the exempted assets in one of two ways - in
historical cost/constant dollars, or current cost measurements based on appropriate specific
indexes.
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Meaning of "unprocessed" and "income-producing." Although the FASB Statement
specifically exempts unprocessed natural resources and income-producing real estate
properties from current cost disclosures, it is not clear what "unprocessed" and
"income-producing" mean. Consequently, there is likely to be some differences in the
implementation of the current cost approach for these assets. We believe that a literal
interpretation of the terms would be most appropriate - natural resources are "unprocessed"
if the resources have not been mined (mineral ore bodies), lifted (oil and gas), or felled
(timber); real estate properties are "income-producing" if they are held as investment
properties for the benefit of rentals to be received. For natural resources, it is recognized that
there are measurement problems in determining the current cost of natural resources in the
early stages of processing, and some companies may not be able to determine the current
cost on a reasonable basis other than by using the historical cost/constant dollar amount or by
reference to specific price indexes. Of course, each specific case would have to be examined
in relation to the unique circumstances of the company.
Further study of current cost issues. The FASB plans to continue its study of the
implementation problems for the industries currently exempted from complete current cost
disclosures. The Board has stated that it plans to publish one or more Exposure Drafts
followed in 1980 by Statements dealing with the assets concerned. We understand that the
Board expects to publish these Statements in time for the preparation of annual reports for
fiscal years ending after December 24, 1980.
Current Cost Measurement Problems
Natural resources. The basic measurement problem for natural resource industries relates to
the nature of natural resources, which can be considered as either renewable resources or
nonrenewable resources. Because of the nature of these resources, many believe that a
current cost measurement is inappropriate since it focuses on the "replacement" of the
resources.
Renewable Resources. Timberlands, including growing timber, are renewable resources over a
long period of time. In determining the current cost of these resources, the following
characteristics, among others, need to be considered:
1.

Timber stands vary by species and quality according to geographical location.
Therefore, the growth cycle of various species varies from region to region.

2.

Reforestation is often undertaken with more rapidly growing species, and forest
management practices followed by most companies continually improve the value of
the standing timber and the productivity of the land.

3.

Many companies in the forest products industry use a "sustained yield" concept
where annual timber removals are planned not to exceed the estimated average timber
volume to be grown annually.

4.

Accounting for the growth of timber necessarily involves sampling and estimates
(replanting harvested timber, fertilization, fire protection, road maintenance, etc.).

Nonrenewable resources. Mineral ore bodies and oil and gas reserves are nonrenewable
resources because both are depleted as they are extracted. The unique characteristics of these
resources include:
1.

The reserves - ore deposits or oil and gas reservoirs - have a limited life expectancy.
When the source is fully depleted, companies must explore for new reserves. This
typically requires expenditures to acquire property or for exploration rights.

2.

The ores, including impurities, are unique to the mine from which they are extracted.
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3.

Considering current economic conditions, the geology and location of the natural
resources affect the ability to extract the resources.

The current cost of nonrenewable resources can be determined in at least three ways:
1.

Determine the current prices that would be paid to carry out the exploration and
development to obtain the resources owned.

2.

Determine the current cost of finding and developing an equivalent source of supply.

3.

Determine the current cost of buying the resources already found by another company.

Summary. Because several implementation problems remained to be considered for natural
resources, the FASB decided to exempt these resources from the current cost disclosure
requirements. The Board also decided that it should consider the usefulness of alternative
measurements of natural resource assets, including measuring certain natural resource assets
at the present value of future cash flows. This measurement depends on estimates of
demand, selling prices, operating costs, and discount rates.
Income-producing real estate properties. These assets are typically important assets of real
estate companies. Also, other companies may have significant real estate holdings. Examples
of income-producing properties are shopping centers, apartments, office buildings,
industrial buildings, and hotels. These properties, which are sometimes called investment
properties, have the following characteristics:
1.

They are usually held for the long-term benefit of operating cash flows.

2.

The operating cash flows are typically predictable with some reliability.

Because of these characteristics, the Board concluded that these properties may better be
measured at the present value of cash flows, but that further study is required of the
implementation problems before a final decision is reached.
Financial institutions. Financial institutions include commercial banks and thrift
institutions, and insurance companies. These institutions are similar in that merchandise
inventories and property, plant, and equipment are often not significant assets. The Board
agreed that current cost adjustments and constant dollar adjustments for these assets might
be immaterial for many financial institutions. However, the Board decided that this fact alone
would not exempt companies from the required disclosures. Instead, the Board provided that
both constant dollar and current cost disclosures need not be presented if the results using
both methods are essentially the same. This provision is in paragraph 31 of the Statement:
In some circumstances, there may be no material difference between the amount of
income from continuing operations on a historical cost/constant dollar basis and the
amount of income from continuing operations on a current cost basis. In those
circumstances, the current cost information listed in paragraph 30 need not be
disclosed for the fiscal year concerned, but the enterprise is required to state, in a
note to the supplementary disclosures, the reason for the omission of the
information.
For many financial institutions, especially insurance companies, the major problem in
implementing the FASB Statement will be the difficulties in classifying certain assets and
liabilities as monetary and nonmonetary. For this reason, the Board included in the listing of
monetary and nonmonetary liabilities in Appendix D to the Statement many of the assets
and liabilities unique to the insurance industry.
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VIII.

DEVELOPING AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Overall Management Plan
Regardless of the nature of a business, planning for the disclosure of the effects of changing
prices must be careful and well-organized. A generalized implementation plan outline
appears in Appendix VIII-1.
As a beginning the company must work out a strategy based on its objectives and on the
extent and type of required disclosures. Implementation objectives may include
management's use of the supplementary information and an analysis of how other financial
statement users may interpret it, once it is made public.
In particular, the company might consider how the supplementary data will reflect its
operations in the marketplace, since each method can create a different impression of the
company. One consideration revolves about the extent of the disclosures. The FASB
establishes no firm guidelines as to how much should be disclosed. Disclosures may be the
minimum required or include full current cost or constant dollar statements with extensive
discussion of the impact of inflation on the company's current and continuing operations.
The decision on which course to follow will depend in part on how the company evaluates
the impact of those disclosures.
Some key questions a company must ask itself in developing a disclosure strategy are:
• How much information will be necessary to comply with the FASB requirements and to
prevent misleading impressions?
• How does the company wish to be perceived by investors and analysts?
• How will the company gather and report the supplementary information?
• What is the proper balance between the costs of collecting data and the precision of the
estimates?
Regardless of the impact of changing prices, the company must comply with the FASB
requirements, and its preliminary mission is to determine how much information will be
required to satisfy these requirements, how much it will cost to collect and what control
procedures will be necessary to assure its accuracy.
Modifying existing data. Most companies required to disclose supplementary information
on changing prices were also required to present replacement cost data under the SEC's ASR
190. In certain cases, current costs, as defined by the FASB, and replacement costs, as
defined by the SEC, would be the same. If so, existing data might only have to be updated or
modified. For these companies, the implementation plan presented in this chapter may be a
useful summary of the procedures used to implement the ASR 190 requirements.
A word of caution is needed, however - calculations of current costs and replacement costs
do not necessarily result in the same dollar amounts. A clear understanding of the difference
between the two terms is needed. For this purpose, we strongly recommend that interested
personnel - both at the corporate and the operating unit level - read, study and understand
the concepts presented in Chapter VI of this manual.
For other companies, presenting supplementary information on the effects of changing
prices is a new experience. If so, the remainder of this chapter should be a useful overview of
the general management plan needed to implement the FASB requirements.
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Organizing for Implementation
Create implementation teams. The first step in organizing for implementation is to appoint
the initial team that will have corporate-wide responsibilities. The head and coordinator of
the team will need to be thoroughly familiar with both the company's operations and the
FASB requirements. This breadth of knowledge will likely be found within the company's
accounting or financial departments. Typically the first step in organizing for
implementation is the appointment of this coordinator by the controller or by the financial
vice president.
The coordinator might have a number of responsibilities, including:
• Monitoring the day-to-day progress of operating units' implementation efforts.
• Determining what information will be prepared and whether it will be the responsibility
of the corporate or operating levels of the firm.
• Preparing standardized reporting formats, policies and procedures for all units engaged
in the project.
• Instructing operating unit personnel about the requirements of the FASB Statement.
• Communicating with and between corporate research and operating units.
The next step is to define implementation responsibilities at the local or operating unit level.
The implementation team for each operating unit might be organized along much the same
lines as the responsibilities within the operating unit. This will allow the implementation to
proceed simultaneously at corporate and at unit levels. The corporate team will establish
policies and set standards as well as contribute certain types of information more readily
available on a company-wide basis, for example, current cost of structures. The
implementation teams within each operating unit will be responsible for carrying out
company policies and gathering the detailed assets data to be reported or restated.
Although preparing financial reports is customarily the responsibility of the accounting and
financial units of a company, the information needed for disclosure of the effects of changing
prices is of a different nature and requires input from many areas of the firm. At the corporate
level, the team may receive information from:
Senior management
Investor-relations officials
Corporate attorneys
Facilities planners
Insurance managers
Tax experts
At the operating unit level, the information may come from:
Operating management
Plant managers
Plant engineering
Production supervisors
Materials management personnel
Purchasing agents
Input from the corporate level team members will vary as the plan is developed and
implemented. The investor-relations officials, attorneys and senior management will likely
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make their greatest contribution at the beginning and again at the end of the project. Others
will assist during the entire procedure. At the operating unit level, team members will collect
the data, following the strategies and policies developed at the corporate level.
The coordinator's role will be to blend these various individuals' comments and to
communicate the ongoing results of the implementation to corporate management.
Every team member will contribute significantly to its success.
Corporate Implementation Team
Senior management will help develop implementation policies. This will prevent surprises
later in the project.
The investor-relations officials, especially those in contact with analysts and shareholders,
may supply information about these outsiders' interpretations of company disclosures, thus
directing management attention to areas of particular interest to the marketplace.
The corporate attorneys may provide legal advice during the plan development stages and
then review the completed plan to ensure the company has made reasonable disclosures.
Facilities planners are generally conversant with construction costs for the various types of
company structures. They can help evaluate the accuracy of estimates at the operating unit
level, or even be responsible for preparing current cost estimates for all structures. Also, they
can be helpful in assessing whether the current cost and constant dollar amounts are
reasonable in relation to the estimated recoverable amount.
Insurance managers know the insurable value of company assets. In certain instances,
insurable values may approximate current costs. When that is so, a detailed understanding
of how insurable values are derived will be necessary.
The tax manager can help develop optional additional information, since changes in values or
depreciation can have tax implications, even though timing differences are not to be reflected
in the supplementary data. Also, tax personnel may have detail fixed asset records prepared
for investment tax credit or accelerated depreciation purposes.
Operating Unit Implementation Team
At the operating unit level, team members will be able to lend their knowledge of specific
assets to the data collecting process.
Operating management is responsible for decisions on the current costs of major facilities or
equipment. They are also responsible for selecting the appropriate method of determining
the current costs and constant dollar amounts of inventories and property, plant and
equipment. For either method, they need to make decisions relating to the "lower
recoverable amount" for the restated amounts.
Plant managers, production supervisors and materials management personnel can help develop an
approach to calculating the current cost of inventories and the cost of sales, based on the
unique characteristics of the production process of each operating unit.
Plant engineers are often responsible for identifying the property, plant and equipment asset
by asset. These experts are generally in touch with production needs and with the state of the
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technology in their fields, and can give guidance on estimating current costs of assets that
would be reproduced rather than purchased.
Purchasing agents have ongoing contacts with vendors and are familiar with pricing; they
probably have more access to the current costs of inventories and of many items of property,
plant and equipment.
The company may also wish, during the initial study phase, to have its auditors or outside
consultants advise, give direction and provide technical interpretations.
Once the study teams are staffed, the coordinator, with the guidance of the corporate-wide
team, should develop an implementation work plan and assign responsibility for completing
key tasks to various individuals and units.
Costs/Benefits
Developing the current cost data will usually be more costly than developing the constant
dollar data. On the other hand, the current cost data may more accurately present the impact
of changing prices. This is especially true if specific prices have changed at a different rate
than the Consumer Price Index.
Because the Statement is effective for fiscal years ending after December 24, 1979,
management may decide it does not have enough time to implement the current cost method
this year. Remember, however, that the 1979 current cost information will still have to be
included in the five-year summary for the first year ending after December 24, 1980.
Implementing the Management Plan
Because the supplementary disclosures are new to many companies, a two-stage
implementation approach may be desirable. The first would encompass the development
and testing of a methodology and plan for obtaining data at selected operating units. Based
on the sample results, the company can evaluate the adequacy of the proposed methodology,
estimate the implementation cost throughout the corporation, and make appropriate
modifications for the second stage, which is the corporate-wide determination of the effects
of changing prices.
The following general steps would typically be performed during the first stage:
• Initial review and identification of assets to be valued or restated.
• Tentative selection of methods for current cost and constant dollar measurements.
• Development of the work plan.
• Implementation and evaluation at representative operating units.
At the conclusion of these steps, the company will be ready to implement measurements
throughout the corporation.
Initial review. Measurement methods will be selected based, in part, on the answers to a
number of questions asked during this initial review:
• How are monetary items to be determined?
• For inventories and property, plant and equipment, how are the ending balances to be
determined?
• What assets are to be valued?
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• Are accounting records adequate to permit a reasonable aging of the assets owned
during the year?
• What is the best basis for measuring the service potential of assets owned?
• Considering the characteristics of the assets owned, what are reasonable techniques for
determining current costs?
• What are the available sources of data?
In considering the characteristics of the its assets, the company can determine how particular
categories lend themselves to differing measurement techniques. Some appear to be more
effective when valuing certain types of assets or groups of assets. If the company can identify
assets by their characteristics, certain measurement techniques can be used to value
seemingly dissimilar assets which fit into general categories.
Some companies may want to consider their lines of business as well. For example, a
conglomerate may want to first examine assets by industry groups or by production
processes within the company (that is, food processing, manufacturing, retail, etc.) and then
further break down the examination by functional area.
In identifying what assets are to be valued, the company may wish to identify specific ones
that constitute a major portion of the assets to be valued. A next step could then be to
determine what detail property records are available, where they are located, and who
maintains them. If the records are incomplete, the time and effort needed to condition them
for preparing the required information can be evaluated. The final approach will be
influenced, in part, by how detailed the asset records are. Sometimes, plant asset records will
fail to show assets no longer in use or purchased several years ago. Where internal records
are incomplete or unreliable, corrective action may be required.
After determining which assets are to be valued, the study team will want to identify the
available data sources, including:
• Manufacturing or inventory systems
• Detailed fixed asset listings, including those showing additions and retirements of fixed
assets (for example, those schedules supplied as part of Form 10-K)
• Inventory detail listings and production reports
• Internal studies, such as engineering reports and insurance reviews
• Possible external data sources, for example, industry cost studies.
A continuing responsibility during this initial review is to reconcile the detail data to the
general ledger accounts. It is important to note that assets may be in many places in
management reports, for example, insurance and engineering studies; each of these listings
may require reconciling.
Selection of tentative approaches for current cost measurements. Based on the identification
of assets to be valued and the quantity and quality of information available about them, a
tentative approach for measuring current cost data can be selected. It should balance the
precision and objectivity of the current cost results with their implementation expense. A
detailed discussion of various currents cost methods appears in Chapter VI of this manual.
Development of a work plan. The work plan should include a detail description of the
selected approach, an estimate of the manpower and dollar resources required for
implementation, and a timetable.
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Implementation and evaluation at representative operating units. The tentative approach
and work plan should be tested before being implemented on a company-wide basis. Testing
can be done either within a single operating unit or in a series of units, depending on the
organizational structure of the company.
If it is possible to identify a single operating unit whose assets are characteristic of the entire
company, implementing and evaluating can be completed within that unit. If, however, the
company has highly diversified operating units, it may be necessary to broaden the approach
so that each industry or type of industry within the company is included. Either way, it is
extremely important that the unit chosen be as representative as possible. This will ensure a
thorough testing of the methodology that will later be applied throughout the organization.
It also will enable the company to compare various valuation methods to determine the
precision of results versus their implementation cost.
During the test phase, the implementation team can isolate problems that may arise during
the corporate-wide effort and, in so doing, it can avoid costly mistakes.
Drafting the supplementary information disclosures. Companies may benefit from drafting
the supplementary information explanatory disclosures well in advance of the reporting
date. This will allow sufficient time to consider the advice of investor-relations officials,
corporate attorneys, senior management and the accounting staff.
Final implementation. The stage is now set for corporate-wide implementation. As the first
step in this process, the corporate implementation team will review the test results and make
necessary modifications. This review might include the dissemination of the test results to all
operating units, possibly in the form of policies, (for example, results of treatment of specific
inventory/cost of sales reserves). Then the implementation teams responsible for those units
can begin to develop the modifications needed to tailor the plan to their unit. By sharing the
results early, the operating units will be better prepared for implementation.
As part of the implementation test, companies might also consider having their auditors
review the documentation developed during the early stages of the project. This step may
provide insight into the level of required supporting information. Such additional planning
might save money, time and effort on the part of operating unit teams and during year-end
audits.
Once the operating units have incorporated the test results into their own work plans, a
corporate-wide implementation timetable can be established. This timetable is subject to
continual modification as more is learned. The review is continual and the implementation
teams should retain the flexibility to adjust their goals to the problems discovered.
Documentation
Another major task throughout the implementation effort is the documentation of all
assumptions and methodologies used by the company in presenting the supplementary
data. Documentation is important because: (1) generally accepted accounting principles
require it, and (2) the company will need to know how the data was computed in order to
comply with future reporting requirements.
The company may not wish to follow the same techniques in succeeding years, but it may
need to know exactly how earlier figures were arrived at in order to explain why a new
approach was taken and what impact this change will have on prior years' results.
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Thorough documentation will also better enable the company to prepare any optional
additional information sought by the FASB.
Finally thorough documentation will facilitate the auditors' review of supplementary
information and support any inquiries concerning the company's procedures and
disclosures. This documentation will help determine whether the results from each
operating unit appear reasonable.
If the review shows that the results meet the FASB standards and are reasonable, the
financial unit and/or implementation team can prepare the final corporate consolidation.
Summary
The process of organizing, planning and implementing the financial reporting of changing
prices can be time-consuming and complicated. For a company with extensive operations, it
is a major undertaking with important implications for the company. It is, therefore,
extremely important that a company begin as early as possible to plan and organize for
compliance with the FASB Statement.
The generalized work plan discussed in this chapter calls for a three-stage approach: (1)
development of overall strategy and goals; (2) creation of implementation teams, and
implementation on a test basis to carry out those goals; and (3) implementation on a
company-wide basis.
Throughout each of these stages, it is extremely important that there be constant review and
complete documentation of all decisions.
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APPENDIX VIII-1
GENERALIZED IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
A.

Corporate implementation strategy
1.

2.

3.
B.

Develop implementation objectives based on:
a.

Possible management uses of information

b.

Perceived use of information

Consider type of disclosure
a.

Minimum FASB requirements

b.

Full statements with extensive disclosures

Evaluate impact of specific disclosure decisions

Organizing for implementation
1.

Create implementation teams
a.

b.

Appoint corporate implementation coordinator
(1)

Determine what information will be prepared on the corporate level and
what information will be prepared on the operating unit level

(2)

Prepare a standardized reporting format and instructions and specific
company policies to be disseminated to all operating units

(3)

Instruct operating unit personnel about the requirements (perhaps at
annual controllers' conference)

(4)

Facilitate communication between corporate headquarters and operating
units

Appoint project teams to include operating people
(1)

Corporate
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Accounting staff
Senior management
Corporate attorneys
Investor relations officials
Insurance managers
Tax experts
Facilities planning
Outside auditors and/or consultants
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(2)

Operating unit
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

2.

Operating management
Plant managers
Plant engineering
Production supervisor
Materials management personnel
Purchasing agents

Develop implementation plan
a.

Initial review and determination of valuation approach
(1)

Review normal business operating cycle and production processes

(2)

Develop preliminary assumptions about characteristics of assets, based on
experience
(a)

(3)

(4)

Identify assets to be valued
(a)

Identify specific assets which constitute a major portion of all assets

(b)

Review detail property records for adequacy of specific asset
information

Determine available data sources
(a)

Review manufacturing or inventory systems

(b)

Review detail accounting and other records for:

(c)
(5)

Consider procedures to restate amounts, using the constant dollar
and current cost methods

(i)

Detail fixed asset listings, additions/retirements

(ii)

Inventory detail

(iii)

Other internal studies, for example, engineering, insurance,
etc.

Identify other possible data sources

Reconcile detail data to general ledger accounts

b.

Select tentative methods for current cost or constant dollar measurement

c.

Define work plan and identify test operating unit(s) (for
manufacturing and distribution units; nonmanufacturing units)

d.

Implement work plan in test operating unit(s)
(1)

Review proposed approaches and revise work plan
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example,

e.

C.

(2)

Consider having auditors review the level of documentation to determine
adequacy

(3)

Disseminate results of test to all operating units

Begin drafting the supplementary information explanatory disclosures
(1)

Isolate problem areas

(2)

Define specific approaches

Implementation of changing prices measurements
1.

Set timetable for completing major tasks on a corporate-wide basis and begin
implementation

2.

Periodically monitor success of implementation and revise timetable as necessary

3.

Document all assumptions and methodology etc.

4.

Review results of each operating unit for reasonableness

5.

Prepare corporate
disclosures

consolidation and write the supplementary information
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